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                        FEDERAL REALTY INVESTMENT TRUST 
 
                               S.E.C. FORM 10-Q 
 
                                 June 30, 2001 
 
PART I.   FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
 
               The following financial information is submitted in response to 
          the requirements of Form 10-Q and does not purport to be financial 
          statements prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting 
          principles since they do not include all disclosures which might be 
          associated with such statements. In the opinion of management, such 
          information includes all adjustments, consisting only of normal 
          recurring accruals, necessary to present a fair statement of the 
          results for the interim periods presented. 
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Federal Realty Investment Trust 
 
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS 
 
 
 
                                                                                      June 30                      December 31, 
                                                                                        2001                          2000 
                                                                                    (unaudited) 
                                                                                                          
                                              ASSETS                                                (in thousands) 
Real estate, at cost 
  Operating                                                                       $         1,706,583          $      1,679,289 
  Development                                                                                 274,419                   175,624 
                                                                                  -------------------          ---------------- 
                                                                                            1,981,002                 1,854,913 
 
  Less accumulated depreciation and amortization                                             (372,567)                 (351,258) 
                                                                                  -------------------          ---------------- 
 
                                                                                            1,608,435                 1,503,655 
Other Assets 
  Cash, including tax free exchange escrow funds 
    of $16,300 and $0, respectively                                                            31,475                    11,357 
  Mortgage notes receivable                                                                    35,405                    47,360 
  Accounts and notes receivable                                                                12,777                    13,092 
  Prepaid expenses and other assets, principally 
    property taxes and lease commissions                                                       39,653                    38,140 
  Debt issue costs, net of accumulated amortization 
    of $4,075 and $3,982, respectively                                                          7,348                     7,475 
                                                                                  -------------------          ---------------- 
 
                                                                                  $         1,735,093          $      1,621,079 
                                                                                  ===================          ================ 
 
 
 
                               LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY 
 
Liabilities 
  Obligations under capital leases                                                $           100,024          $        121,611 
  Mortgages payable                                                                           245,034                   202,300 
  Notes payable                                                                               310,646                   225,246 
  Accounts payable and accrued expenses                                                        50,276                    36,810 
  Dividends payable                                                                            20,113                    19,892 
  Security deposits                                                                             5,907                     5,537 
  Prepaid rents                                                                                 9,127                     8,819 
Senior notes and debentures                                                                   410,000                   410,000 
5 1/4% Convertible subordinated debentures                                                     75,289                    75,289 
Investors' interest in consolidated assets                                                     35,092                    47,921 
 
Commitments and contingencies 
 
Shareholders' equity 
   Preferred stock, authorized 15,000,000 shares, $.01 par 
     7.95% Series A Cumulative Redeemable Preferred Shares, (stated at 
     liquidation preference $25 per share), 4,000,000 shares issued in 1997                   100,000                   100,000 
  Common shares of beneficial interest, $.01 par , 100,000,000 shares 
     authorized, 41,416,183 and 40,910,972 issued, respectively                                   415                       410 
  Additional paid in capital                                                                  733,288                   723,078 
  Accumulated dividends in excess of Trust net income                                        (311,264)                 (306,287) 
                                                                                  -------------------          ---------------- 
 
                                                                                              522,439                   517,201 
 
Less:1,441,888 and 1,441,594 common shares in treasury - at cost, respectively                (27,758)                  (27,753) 
         Deferred compensation on restricted shares                                           (16,045)                  (17,254) 
         Notes receivable from employee stock  plans                                           (4,242)                   (4,540) 
         Other comprehensive income (loss)                                                       (809)                        - 
                                                                                  -------------------          ---------------- 
 
                                                                                              473,585                   467,654 
                                                                                  -------------------          ---------------- 
 
                                                                                  $         1,735,093          $      1,621,079 
                                                                                  ===================          ================ 
 
 
 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated statements. 
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Federal Realty Investment Trust 
 
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS 
 
                 (unaudited) 
 
 
                                                                                    Six months ended June 30, 
                                                                                  2001                     2000 
                                                                           ----------------         ---------------- 
                                                                                               
(In thousands, except per share data) 
 
Revenue 
  Rental income                                                                   $135,594                 $128,483 
  Interest and other income                                                          3,597                    3,962 
  Other property income                                                              5,910                    5,465 
                                                                           ----------------         ---------------- 
                                                                                   145,101                  137,910 
 
 
 
Expenses 
  Rental                                                                            30,222                   28,042 
  Real estate taxes                                                                 13,479                   12,979 
  Interest                                                                          34,680                   33,529 
  Administrative                                                                     6,455                    5,790 
  Depreciation and amortization                                                     28,957                   25,993 
                                                                           ----------------         ---------------- 
 
                                                                                   113,793                  106,333 
                                                                           ----------------         ---------------- 
 
Operating income before investors' share 
  of operations                                                                     31,308                   31,577 
 
  Investors' share of operations                                                    (2,806)                  (3,045) 
                                                                           ----------------         ---------------- 
 
Income before gain on sale of real estate                                           28,502                   28,532 
 
Gain on sale of real estate                                                          7,898                    3,681 
                                                                           ----------------         ---------------- 
 
              Net income                                                            36,400                   32,213 
 
Dividends on preferred stock                                                        (3,975)                  (3,975) 
                                                                           ----------------         ---------------- 
 
              Net income available for common shareholders                        $ 32,425                 $ 28,238 
                                                                           ================         ================ 
 
Earnings per common share, basic 
   Income before gain on sale of real estate                                      $   0.63                 $   0.63 
   Gain on sale of real estate                                                        0.20                     0.10 
                                                                           ----------------         ---------------- 
                                                                                  $   0.83                 $   0.73 
                                                                           ================         ================ 
 
    Weighted average number of common shares, basic                                 38,908                   38,871 
                                                                           ================         ================ 
 
Earnings per common share, diluted 
   Income before gain on sale of real estate                                      $   0.63                 $   0.63 
   Gain on sale of real estate                                                        0.20                     0.09 
                                                                           ----------------         ---------------- 
                                                                                  $   0.83                 $   0.72 
                                                                           ================         ================ 
 
    Weighted average number of common shares, diluted                               39,946                   40,037 
                                                                           ================         ================ 
 
 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated statements. 
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Federal Realty Investment Trust 
 
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS 
 
 
 
                                     (unaudited) 
                                                                                   Three months ended June 30, 
                                                                                  2001                     2000 
                                                                            ---------------          ---------------- 
                                                                                                
(In thousands, except per share data) 
 
Revenue 
  Rental income                                                             $        68,458          $        64,251 
  Interest and other income                                                           1,740                    1,855 
  Other property income                                                               3,200                    2,700 
                                                                            ---------------          --------------- 
 
                                                                                     73,398                   68,806 
 
 
 
Expenses 
  Rental                                                                             15,177                   13,422 
  Real estate taxes                                                                   6,859                    6,522 
  Interest                                                                           17,530                   17,036 
  Administrative                                                                      3,322                    2,868 
  Depreciation and amortization                                                      14,813                   13,338 
                                                                            ---------------          --------------- 
 
                                                                                     57,701                   53,186 
                                                                            ---------------          --------------- 
 
Operating income before investors' share 
  of operations                                                                      15,697                   15,620 
 
  Investors' share of operations                                                     (1,428)                  (1,227) 
                                                                            ---------------          --------------- 
 
Income before gain on sale of real estate                                            14,269                   14,393 
 
Gain on sale of real estate                                                           7,898                    3,681 
                                                                            ---------------          --------------- 
 
              Net income                                                             22,167                   18,074 
 
Dividends on preferred stock                                                         (1,987)                  (1,987) 
                                                                            ---------------          --------------- 
 
              Net income available for common shareholders                  $        20,180          $        16,087 
                                                                            ===============          =============== 
 
Earnings per common share, basic 
  Income before gain on sale of real estate                                 $          0.31          $          0.32 
  Gain on sale of real estate                                                          0.20                     0.10 
                                                                            ---------------          --------------- 
                                                                            $          0.51          $          0.42 
                                                                            ===============          =============== 
 
  Weighted average number of common shares, basic                                    38,984                   38,601 
                                                                            ===============          =============== 
 
Earnings per common share, diluted 
  Income before gain on sale of real estate                                 $          0.31          $          0.32 
  Gain on sale of real estate                                                          0.20                     0.09 
                                                                            ---------------          --------------- 
                                                                            $          0.51          $          0.41 
                                                                            ===============          =============== 
 
  Weighted average number of common shares, diluted                                  40,027                   39,782 
                                                                            ===============          =============== 
 
 
 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated statements. 
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Federal Realty Investment Trust 
 
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF COMMON SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY 
 
                (unaudited) 
 
 
 
                                                                              Six months ended June 30, 
 
                                                                  2001                                       2000 
                                                  ----------- -----------     -----------    ----------- -----------   ------------ 
                                                                                                        
(In thousands, except share data)                   Shares      Amount      Additional       Shares       Amount        Additional 
                                                                          Paid-in Capital                            Paid-in Capital
Common Shares of Beneficial Interest 
  Balance, beginning of year                       40,910,972      $410        $723,078     40,418,766       $404         $713,354 
  Exercise of stock options                                 -         -               -         42,322          -              871 
  Shares issued to purchase partnership interests     328,116         3           6,759              -          -                - 
  Shares issued under dividend reinvestment plan       81,836         1           1,602         77,954          1            1,585 
  Performance and Restricted Shares granted, net 
        of Restricted Shares retired                   95,259         1           1,849        238,809          2            4,540 
                                                  ----------- ---------     -----------    -----------  ---------      ----------- 
 
  Balance, end of period                           41,416,183      $415        $733,288     40,777,851       $407         $720,350 
                                                 ============ =========     ===========   ============  =========      =========== 
 
 
Accumulated Dividends in Excess of Trust Net 
   Income 
  Balance, beginning of year                                  ($306,287)                                ($286,348) 
  Net income                                                     36,400                                    32,213 
  Dividends declared to common shareholders                     (37,402)                                  (35,408) 
  Dividends declared to preferred shareholders                   (3,975)                                   (3,975) 
                                                              ---------                                 --------- 
 
  Balance, end of period                                      ($311,264)                                ($293,518) 
                                                              =========                                 ========= 
 
 
Common Shares of Beneficial Interest in Treasury 
  Balance, beginning of year                       (1,441,594) ($27,753)                      (217,644)   ($4,334) 
  Performance and Restricted Shares forfeited            (294)       (5)                       (16,384)      (349) 
  Purchase of treasury shares                               -         -                     (1,185,400)   (22,632) 
                                                 ------------ ---------                   ------------  --------- 
 
  Balance, end of period                           (1,441,888) ($27,758)                    (1,419,428)  ($27,315) 
                                                 ============ =========                   ============  ========= 
 
 
Deferred Compensation on Restricted Shares 
  Balance, beginning of year                         (735,875) ($17,254)                      (599,427)  ($15,219) 
  Performance and Restricted Shares issued, 
    net of forfeitures                                (71,869)   (1,392)                      (199,271)    (3,751) 
  Vesting of Performance and Restricted Shares        109,303     2,601                         82,323      2,116 
                                                 ------------ ---------                   ------------  --------- 
 
  Balance, end of period                             (698,441) ($16,045)                      (716,375)  ($16,854) 
                                                 ============ =========                   ============  ========= 
 
 
Subscriptions receivable from employee stock 
   plans 
  Balance, beginning of year                         (242,638)  ($4,540)                      (317,606)   ($6,030) 
  Subscription loans issued                                 -         -                         (5,500)      (115) 
  Subscription loans paid                              19,540       298                         70,680      1,452 
                                                 ------------ ---------                     ----------  --------- 
 
  Balance, end of period                             (223,098)  ($4,242)                      (252,426)   ($4,693) 
                                                 ============ =========                     ==========  ========= 
 
 
Accumulated other comprehensive income (loss) 
  Balance, beginning of year                                          -                                         - 
  Change in valuation on interest rate swap                       ($809)                                        - 
                                                              ---------                                 --------- 
 
  Balance, end of period                                          ($809)                                       $0 
                                                              =========                                 ========= 
 
Other comprehensive income 
  Net income                                                    $36,400                                         - 
  Change in valuation on interest rate swap                        (809)                                        - 
                                                              ---------                                 --------- 
 
  Total other comprehensive income                              $35,591                                        $0 
                                                              =========                                 ========= 
 
 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated statements. 
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Federal Realty Investment Trust 
 
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS 
 
                                  (unaudited) 
 
 
 
                                                                                             Six months ended June 30, 
                                                                                            2001                  2000 
                                                                                        ----------            ---------- 
(In thousands) 
                                                                                                         
OPERATING ACTIVITIES 
  Net income                                                                             $  36,400             $  32,213 
  Items not requiring cash outlays 
     Depreciation and amortization                                                          28,957                25,993 
     (Gain) on sale of real estate                                                          (7,898)               (3,681) 
     Other, net                                                                              1,914                   624 
  Changes in assets and liabilities 
     Decrease in accounts receivable                                                           315                 4,323 
     (Increase) decrease in prepaid expenses and other 
      assets before depreciation and amortization                                           (4,345)                2,032 
     Increase in operating accounts payable, 
      security deposits and prepaid rent                                                       677                 1,912 
     Increase (decrease) in accrued expenses                                                 1,164                (4,455) 
                                                                                        ----------            ---------- 
 
  Net cash provided by operating activities                                                 57,184                58,961 
 
 
INVESTING ACTIVITIES 
  Acquisition of real estate                                                               (41,761)              (19,573) 
  Capital expenditures  - development                                                      (84,411)              (28,445) 
  Capital expenditures  - other                                                            (18,241)              (31,224) 
  Proceeds from sale of real estate                                                         16,255                47,157 
  Repayments of mortgage notes receivable, net                                               3,477                 2,340 
                                                                                        ----------            ---------- 
 
  Net cash used in investing activities                                                   (124,681)              (29,745) 
 
 
FINANCING ACTIVITIES 
  Borrowing of short-term debt, net                                                         80,500               129,000 
  Proceeds from mortgage and construction financing, net of costs                           74,480                 8,048 
  Issuance of senior notes, net of costs                                                         -              (100,000) 
  Issuance of common shares                                                                    347                 2,629 
  Common shares repurchased                                                                      -               (22,632) 
  Payments on mortgages, capital leases and notes payable                                  (27,071)               (1,573) 
  Dividends paid                                                                           (39,905)              (38,491) 
  (Decrease) increase in minority interest, net                                               (736)                  751 
                                                                                        ----------            ---------- 
 
  Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities                                       87,615               (22,268) 
                                                                                        ----------            ---------- 
 
Increase in cash                                                                            20,118                 6,948 
 
Cash at beginning of period                                                                 11,357                11,738 
                                                                                        ----------            ---------- 
 
Cash at end of period                                                                    $  31,475             $  18,686 
                                                                                        ==========            ========== 
 
 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated statements. 
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                        Federal Realty Investment Trust 
 
                  NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
 
                                 June 30, 2001 
 
                                  (unaudited) 
 
NOTE A - ACCOUNTING POLICIES AND OTHER DATA 
 
     Reference should be made to the notes to financial statements included in 
the Annual Report to shareholders for the year ended December 31, 2000 which 
contain the accounting policies and other data of Federal Realty Investment 
Trust (the "Trust"). 
 
     The following table sets forth the reconciliation between basic and diluted 
EPS: 
 
 
 
                                                          Six months ending         Three months ending 
                                                               June 30,                  June 30, 
                                                                                      
Numerator                                                  2001          2000         2001          2000 
Net income available for common 
  shareholders - basic                                  $32,425       $28,238      $20,180       $16,087 
 
Income attributable to operating 
  partnership  units                                        760           744          461           131 
                                                        -------       -------      -------       ------- 
Net income available for common 
  shareholders - diluted                                $33,185       $28,982      $20,641       $16,218 
                                                        =======       =======      =======       ======= 
 
Denominator 
Denominator for basic EPS- 
  Weighted average shares                                38,908        38,871       38,984        38,601 
Effect of diluted securities 
  Stock options and awards                                  133           161          138           176 
  Operating partnership units                               905         1,005          905         1,005 
                                                        -------       -------      -------       ------- 
 
Denominator for diluted EPS                              39,946        40,037       40,027        39,782 
                                                        =======       =======      =======       ======= 
 
 
Risk Management. Upon adoption of SFAS No. 133 "Accounting for Derivative 
Instruments and Hedging Activities" on January 1, 2001, the Trust had no 
derivatives and thus there was no transition adjustment upon adoption.  SFAS No. 
133 requires that an entity recognize all derivatives as either assets or 
liabilities in the statement of financial position and measure those instruments 
at fair value. If certain conditions are met, a derivative may be specifically 
designated as a hedge of the exposure to certain risks. The Trust enters into 
derivative contracts, which qualify as cash flow hedges, in order to manage 
interest rate risk. Derivatives are not purchased for speculation. During the 
first six months of 2001, the Trust entered into interest rate swaps, which 
fixed the interest rate at 6.22% on notional amounts totaling $125 million to 
hedge its exposure to increasing interest rates on its variable rate $125 
million term loan. The interest rate swaps mature concurrently with the $125 
million term loan on December 19, 2003. The swaps were documented as cash flow 
hedges and designated as effective at inception of the swap contract. 
Consequently, the unrealized gain or loss upon measuring the swaps at their fair 
value is recorded as a component of other comprehensive income within 
stockholders' equity 
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and either a derivative instrument asset or liability is recorded on the balance 
sheet. At June 30, 2001, a loss of $809,000 was recorded in other comprehensive 
income with a corresponding derivative liability on the balance sheet. The Trust 
expects additional interest expense of approximately $320,000 to be reclassified 
from other comprehensive income into current earnings over the next twelve 
months. 
 
NOTE B - REAL ESTATE ASSETS AND ENCUMBRANCES 
 
     On February 16, 2001 the Trust bought the fee interest underlying the 
capital lease obligation of $21.4 million, thereby terminating the capital 
lease, on Brick Plaza in Brick, New Jersey for a purchase price of $28 million. 
A mortgage note receivable of $3.2 million owed to the Trust by the lessor and a 
$3 million security deposit on the capital lease were credited to the purchase 
price, resulting in a cash outlay of approximately $21.5 million. 
 
     On March 1, 2001 the limited partners in two partnerships, owning street 
retail properties in southern California, exercised their rights under the 
partnership agreements and put their interests to the Trust. The Trust purchased 
their interests for $18.1 million, $11.4 million in cash, which was paid at 
closing, and the balance in common shares of the Trust. 328,116 shares valued at 
$6.7 million were issued to the limited partners on June 19, 2001. Up to an 
additional estimated $1.7 million may be owed to the limited partners if certain 
leasing transactions occur. 
 
     In connection with the buyout of the minority partner at Santana Row in a 
transaction being structured as a tax-free exchange the Trust made an investment 
in an office building for $8.5 million. Upon consummation of the exchange, the 
Trust will receive the minority interest in Santana Row and $5.9 million in cash 
in exchange for the building. 
 
     On April 27, 2001 the Trust sold the Williamsburg Shopping Center in 
Williamsburg, Virginia for $16.7 million resulting in a gain of $7.9 million. 
The proceeds from the sale are being held by a qualified intermediary for 
purposes of executing a tax-free property exchange. 
 
NOTE C - MORTGAGE NOTES RECEIVABLE 
 
     The Trust made additional loans of $723,000 on properties located in 
Manayunk, Pennsylvania to existing borrowers with an average weighted interest 
rate of 10.0%. $4.2 million of notes secured by properties located in 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania were repaid to the Trust during the first six months 
of 2001. 
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NOTE D - MORTGAGES AND NOTES PAYABLE 
 
     At June 30, 2001 there was $158.5 million borrowed under the Trust's 
syndicated credit facility, which also represents the maximum drawn during the 
first six months of 2001. The weighted average interest rate on borrowings for 
the six months ended June 30, 2001 was 5.9%. The facility requires fees and has 
various covenants including the maintenance of a minimum shareholders' equity 
and a maximum ratio of debt to net worth. At June 30, 2001 the Trust is in 
compliance with all loan covenants. 
 
     At June 30, 2001 there was $21.2 million borrowed under the construction 
loan for the Trust's Woodmont East development in Bethesda, Maryland. The loan, 
which has a floating interest rate of LIBOR plus 120 to 150 basis points, 
depending on occupancy levels, matures August 29, 2002 with two one-year 
extension options. No principal payments are due until maturity. The property 
secures the construction loan facility. 
 
     On April 12, 2001 the Trust obtained a $33 million mortgage loan secured by 
Brick Plaza in Brick, New Jersey. The mortgage, which bears interest at 7.415%, 
matures November 15, 2015. The loan provides for interest only payments for the 
initial 29 months, then monthly principal and interest payments based on a 
twenty-seven year amortization schedule until the maturity date. The proceeds 
from the mortgage loan were used to fund the purchase of the fee interest of 
Brick Plaza (see Note B). 
 
     On April 17, 2001 the Trust closed on a $295 million construction loan for 
Santana Row in San Jose, California. The loan, which initially bears interest at 
LIBOR plus 212.5 basis points, matures April 16, 2004 with two one-year 
extension options. The interest rate will decrease to LIBOR plus 187.5 basis 
points and then to LIBOR plus 162.5 basis points upon the achievement of certain 
leasing, occupancy and net operating income hurdles. The construction loan 
requires fees and has various covenants including the maintenance of a minimum 
shareholders' equity and a maximum ratio of debt to gross asset value. Funding 
on the construction loan will begin after the Trust has fulfilled its equity 
requirement in the project and met the pre-leasing requirements under the loan, 
which are expected to be met in the third quarter of 2001. 
 
     On May 3, 2001 the Trust refinanced the mortgage loan which was secured by 
Federal Plaza in Rockville, Maryland. The $36.5 million mortgage loan bears 
interest at 6.75% and matures on June 1, 2011. The loan provides for monthly 
principal and interest payments based on a thirty year amortization schedule 
until the maturity date. The proceeds from the refinancing were first used to 
payoff the outstanding mortgage balance on the property of $26.5 million. The 
remaining proceeds were used to pay down on the Trust's syndicated credit 
facility. 
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NOTE E - SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY 
 
     During the first six months of 2001, options for 417,500 shares at prices 
ranging from $19.60 to $19.93 per share, fair market value at the dates of 
award, were awarded to certain employees and Trustees of the Trust. The options 
vest over three years. 
 
 
NOTE F - INTEREST EXPENSE 
 
     The Trust incurred interest expense totaling $42.7 million during the first 
six months of 2001 and $38.7 million during the first six months of 2000 of 
which $8.0 million and $5.2 million, respectively, was capitalized in connection 
with development projects. Interest paid was $41.2 million in the first six 
months of 2001 and $41.5 million in the first six months of 2000. 
 
 
NOTE G - COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES 
 
     Pentagon Row is a mixed-use project with the retail component being 
developed by the Trust and the residential component being developed by an 
unrelated developer. In October 2000 the general contractor on the project was 
replaced by the Trust and the residential developer, because of schedule delays 
and other events that caused the Trust and the residential developer to conclude 
that the original contractor was either unable or unwilling to comply with its 
contractual obligations. The Trust and the residential developer filed suit 
against the original contractor to recover damages that are being incurred as a 
result of defaults under the contract. The original contractor filed a counter- 
claim against the Trust and the residential developer for damages of $7 million 
plus interest, attorneys' fees and litigation costs. The Trust believes that the 
counterclaim is generally without merit and that the outcome of the counterclaim 
will not have a material adverse effect on its financial condition, results of 
operations or on the project. Work continues under the direction of the new 
general contractor. Due to the delay and other costs associated with the change 
in the general contractor the estimated total cost of the project is now $87 
million, with estimated stabilized return on total cost of 9%, if there is no 
recovery of damages from the original general. 
 
     In addition, the Trust is involved in various lawsuits and environmental 
matters arising in the normal course of business. Management believes that such 
matters will not have a material effect on the financial condition or results of 
operations of the Trust. 
 
     Under the terms of the Congressional Plaza partnership agreement, from and 
after January 1, 1986, Rockville Plaza Company, an unaffiliated third party, has 
the right to require the Trust and the two other minority partners to purchase 
from half to all of Rockville Plaza Company's 37.5% interest in Congressional 
Plaza at the interest's then-current fair market value. Based on management's 
current estimate of fair market value, the Trust's estimated 
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liability upon exercise of the put option is approximately $27 million. 
 
     Under the terms of seven other partnership agreements, if certain leasing 
and revenue levels are obtained for the properties owned by the partnerships, 
the limited partners may require the Trust to purchase their partnership 
interests at a formula price based upon net operating income. The purchase price 
may be paid in cash, or for four of the partnerships, a limited number of common 
shares of the Trust at the election of the limited partners. In certain of the 
partnerships, if the limited partners do not redeem their interest, the Trust 
may choose to purchase the limited partnership interests upon the same terms. 
 
     Under the terms of other partnerships, the partners may exchange their 
904,589 operating units for cash or exchange into the same number of common 
shares of the Trust, at the option of the Trust. 
 
 
NOTE H - COMPONENTS OF RENTAL INCOME 
 
     The components of rental income for the periods ended June 30 are as 
follows (in thousands): 
 
 
 
                                          Six months                            Three months 
                                           2001               2000                2001                 2000 
                                           ----               ----                ----                 ---- 
                                                                                          
Retail Properties 
   Minimum rents                        $108,789            $104,047            $54,759              $52,324 
   Cost reimbursements                    22,165              19,963             11,715                9,705 
   Percentage rents                        3,179               3,097              1,248                1,541 
Apartments                                 1,461               1,376                736                  681 
                                        --------            --------            -------              ------- 
 
                                        $135,594            $128,483            $68,458              $64,251 
                                        ========            ========            =======              ======= 
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NOTE I - SEGMENT INFORMATION 
 
     The Trust operates its portfolio of properties in three geographic 
operating regions: Northeast, Mid-Atlantic and West. 
 
     A summary of the Trust's operations by geographic region is presented below 
(in thousands): 
 
 
 
Six months ended                                         Mid- 
     June 30, 2001                   Northeast       Atlantic        West       Other       Total 
- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                           
Rental income                         $ 58,440       $ 60,383     $ 16,771               $  135,594 
Other income                             2,203          2,641        1,066                    5,910 
Rental expense                         (12,423)       (12,504)      (5,295)                 (30,222) 
Real estate tax                         (7,541)        (4,608)      (1,330)                 (13,479) 
                                      --------       --------     --------               ---------- 
  Net operating income                  40,679         45,912       11,212                   97,803 
Interest income                                                              $   3,597        3,597 
Interest expense                                                               (34,680)     (34,680) 
Administrative expense                                                          (6,455)      (6,455) 
Depreciation and 
    Amortization                       (13,590)       (11,682)      (3,245)       (440)     (28,957) 
                                      --------       --------     --------   ---------   ---------- 
 
Income before investors' share 
  of operations                       $ 27,089       $ 34,230     $  7,967    ($37,978)  $   31,308 
                                      ========       ========     ========   =========   ========== 
Capital expenditures                  $  9,106       $ 31,084     $ 99,913               $  140,103 
                                      ========       ========     ========               ========== 
Real estate assets                    $762,885       $737,554     $480,563               $1,981,002 
                                      ========       ========     ========               ========== 
 
Six months ended                                         Mid- 
     June 30, 2000                   Northeast       Atlantic        West       Other       Total 
- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                           
Rental income                         $ 55,054       $ 55,811     $ 17,618               $  128,483 
Other income                             1,993          2,109        1,363                    5,465 
Rental expense                         (11,762)       (12,129)      (4,151)                 (28,042) 
Real estate tax                         (7,032)        (4,352)      (1,595)                 (12,979) 
                                      --------       --------     --------               ---------- 
  Net operating income                  38,253         41,439       13,235                   92,927 
Interest income                                                              $   3,962        3,962 
Interest expense                                                               (33,529)     (33,529) 
Administrative expense                                                          (5,790)      (5,790) 
Depreciation and 
    Amortization                       (12,262)       (10,656)      (2,589)       (486)     (25,993) 
                                      --------       --------     --------   ---------   ---------- 
 
Income before investors' share 
  of operations                       $ 25,991       $ 30,783     $ 10,646    ($35,843)  $   31,577 
                                      ========       ========     ========   =========   ========== 
Capital expenditures                  $ 24,984       $ 21,659     $ 40,978               $   87,621 
                                      ========       ========     ========               ========== 
Real estate assets                    $740,670       $681,911     $338,464               $1,761,045 
                                      ========       ========     ========               ========== 
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Three months ended                                       Mid- 
     June 30, 2001                   Northeast       Atlantic        West       Other       Total 
- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                           
Rental income                         $ 29,456       $ 30,341     $  8,661               $   68,458 
Other income                             1,162          1,664          374                    3,200 
Rental expense                          (5,805)        (6,298)      (3,074)                 (15,177) 
Real estate tax                         (3,909)        (2,292)        (658)                  (6,859) 
                                      --------       --------     --------               ---------- 
  Net operating income                  20,904         23,415        5,303                   49,622 
Interest income                                                              $   1,740        1,740 
Interest expense                                                               (17,530)     (17,530) 
Administrative expense                                                          (3,322)      (3,322) 
Depreciation and 
    Amortization                        (6,891)        (6,019)      (1,690)       (213)     (14,813) 
                                      --------       --------     --------   ---------   ---------- 
Income before investors' share 
  of operations                       $ 14,013       $ 17,396     $  3,613    ($19,325)  $   15,697 
                                      ========       ========     ========   =========   ========== 
Capital expenditures                  $  2,369       $ 15,949     $ 50,987               $   69,305 
                                      ========       ========     ========               ========== 
Real estate assets                    $762,885       $737,554     $480,563               $1,981,002 
                                      ========       ========     ========               ========== 
 
Three months ended                                       Mid- 
     June 30, 2000                   Northeast       Atlantic        West       Other       Total 
- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                           
Rental income                         $ 27,769       $ 27,688     $  8,794               $   64,251 
Other income                               945          1,178          577                    2,700 
Rental expense                          (5,417)        (5,845)      (2,160)                 (13,422) 
Real estate tax                         (3,515)        (2,248)        (759)                  (6,522) 
                                      --------       --------     --------               ---------- 
  Net operating income                  19,782         20,773        6,452                   47,007 
Interest income                                                              $   1,855        1,855 
Interest expense                                                               (17,036)     (17,036) 
Administrative expense                                                          (2,868)      (2,868) 
Depreciation and 
    Amortization                        (6,389)        (5,392)      (1,317)       (240)     (13,338) 
                                      --------       --------     --------   ---------   ---------- 
Income before investors' share 
  of operations                       $ 13,393       $ 15,381     $  5,135    ($18,289)  $   15,620 
                                      ========       ========     ========   =========   ========== 
Capital expenditures                  $ 10,650       $ 13,889     $ 22,068               $   46,607 
                                      ========       ========     ========               ========== 
Real estate assets                    $740,670       $681,911     $338,464               $1,761,045 
                                      ========       ========     ========               ========== 
 
 
There are no transactions between geographic areas. 
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                        FEDERAL REALTY INVESTMENT TRUST 
                                   FORM 10-Q 
 
                                 June 30, 2001 
 
 
                    MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF 
                 FINANCIAL CONDITION AND RESULTS OF OPERATIONS 
 
 
     The following discussion should be read in conjunction with the 
Consolidated Financial Statements and Notes thereto of Federal Realty Investment 
Trust (the "Trust"). The Trust and its representatives may from time to time 
make written or oral statements that are "forward-looking", within the meaning 
of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Such forward-looking 
statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors 
which may cause actual results, performance or achievement's of the Trust to be 
materially different from the results of operations or plans expressed or 
implied by such forward-looking statements. Such factors include, among others, 
 
 .    changes in our business strategy; 
 .    general economic and business conditions which will affect the credit 
     worthiness of tenants; 
 .    financing availability and cost; 
 .    retailing trends and rental rates; 
 .    risks of real estate development and acquisitions, including the risk that 
     potential acquisitions or development projects may not perform in 
     accordance with expectations; 
 .    our ability to satisfy the complex rules in order to qualify for taxation 
     as a REIT for federal income tax purposes and to operate effectively within 
     the limitations imposed by these rules; 
 .    government approvals, actions and initiatives including the need for 
     compliance with environmental and safety requirements, and changes in laws 
     and regulations or the interpretation thereof; and 
 .    competition with other real estate companies and technology. 
 
     We identify forward-looking statements by using words or phrases such as 
"anticipate", "believe", "estimate", "expect", "intend", "may be", "objective", 
"plan", "predict", "project", and "will be" and similar words or phrases, or the 
negatives thereof or other similar variations thereof or comparable terminology. 
We undertake no obligation to publicly release the results of any revisions to 
these forward-looking statements that may be made to reflect any future events 
or circumstances. 
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LIQUIDITY AND CAPITAL RESOURCES 
 
     Federal Realty meets its liquidity requirements through net cash provided 
by operating activities, along with traditional debt and equity funding 
alternatives available to it. A significant portion of cash provided by 
operating activities is distributed to common and preferred shareholders in the 
form of dividends. Accordingly, capital outlays for property acquisitions, major 
renovation and development projects and balloon debt repayments require debt or 
equity funding. Proceeds from the sale of selected assets may also provide an 
additional source of capital in 2001. 
 
     Net cash provided by operating activities was $57.2 million in the first 
half of 2001 and $59.0 million in the first half of 2000 of which $39.9 million 
and $38.5 million, respectively, was distributed to shareholders. The $1.8 
million decrease in 2001 was due to cash uses of operating assets and 
liabilities surpassing the contributions from retenanted and redeveloped 
properties, as more fully described below. 
 
     Net cash used in investing activities was $124.7 million during the first 
half of 2001 and $29.7 million during the first half of 2000. Cash outlays for 
acquiring real estate totaled $41.8 million in the first half of 2001 and $19.6 
million in the first half of 2000. During these two periods, the Trust expended 
an additional $102.7 million and $59.7 million, respectively, in capital 
improvements to its properties. The Trust invested $723,000 during the first 
half of 2001 and $3.6 million during the first half of 2000 in mortgage notes 
receivable with an average weighted interest rate of 10% and 9.7%, respectively. 
$4.2 million and $5.9 million of notes were repaid during the first half of 2001 
and 2000, respectively. Cash of $16.3 million in the first half of 2001 and 
$47.2 million in the first half of 2000 was received from the sale of 
properties. 
 
     On February 16, 2001 the Trust bought the fee interest underlying the 
capital lease obligation of $21.4 million, thereby terminating the capital 
lease, on Brick Plaza in Brick, New Jersey for a purchase price of $28 million. 
A mortgage note receivable of $3.2 million owed to the Trust by the lessor and a 
$3 million security deposit on the capital lease were credited to the purchase 
price, resulting in a cash outlay of approximately $21.5 million. 
 
     On March 1, 2001 the limited partners in two partnerships, owning street 
retail properties in southern California, exercised their rights under the 
partnership agreements and put their interests to the Trust. The Trust purchased 
their interests for $18.1 million, $11.4 million in cash, which was paid at 
closing, and the balance in common shares of the Trust. 328,116 shares valued at 
$6.7 million were issued to the limited partners on June 19, 2001. Up to an 
additional estimated $1.7 million may be owed to the limited partners if certain 
leasing transactions occur. 
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     In connection with the buyout of the minority partner at Santana Row in a 
transaction being structured as a tax-free exchange the Trust made an equity 
investment of $2.6 million and a loan of $5.9 million to a partnership which 
purchased a building for $8.5 million. Upon consummation of the exchange, the 
Trust will receive the minority interest in Santana Row and repayment of its 
$5.9 million loan in exchange for its $2.6 million investment in the building. 
 
     On April 27, 2001 the Trust sold the Williamsburg Shopping Center in 
Williamsburg, Virginia for $16.7 million resulting in a gain of $7.9 million. 
The proceeds from the sale are being held by a qualified intermediary for 
purposes of executing a tax-free property exchange. 
 
     Of the $102.7 million spent in the first half of 2001 on the Trust's 
existing real estate portfolio, approximately $84.4 million was invested in 
development projects in Bethesda, Maryland; San Jose, California; and in 
Arlington, Virginia. The remaining $18.3 million of capital expenditures relates 
to improvements to common areas, tenant work and various redevelopments, 
including the office expansion and retenanting of Willow Lawn Shopping Center 
and the redevelopment of retail buildings in San Antonio, Texas. 
 
     Net cash provided by financing activities, before dividend payments, was 
$127.5 million in the first half of 2001 and $16.2 million in the first half of 
2000. In most cases, the Trust utilizes its unsecured line of credit to fund 
acquisitions and capital expenditures prior to obtaining permanent financing for 
these expenditures. At June 30, 2001 there was $158.5 million borrowed under 
this syndicated credit facility, which also represents the maximum drawn during 
the first six months of 2001. The weighted average interest rate on borrowings 
for the six months ended June 30, 2001 was 5.9%. The facility requires fees and 
has various covenants including the maintenance of a minimum shareholders' 
equity and a maximum ratio of debt to net worth. At June 30, 2001 the Trust is 
in compliance with all loan covenants. 
 
     On April 12, 2001 the Trust obtained a $33 million mortgage loan secured by 
Brick Plaza in Brick, New Jersey and on May 3, 2001 the Trust refinanced the 
mortgage loan which was secured by Federal Plaza in Rockville, Maryland and 
placed a new $36.5 million mortgage loan on the property. 
 
     Capital requirements for the remainder of 2001 will depend on new 
development efforts, acquisition opportunities, the rate of build-out on the 
Trust's current development pipeline and the level of improvements and 
redevelopments on existing properties. 
 
     The Trust will need additional capital in order to fund these acquisitions, 
expansions and developments, particularly Santana Row, and to refinance its 
maturing debt. Longer term, sources of this future funding may be additional 
debt both secured and unsecured, additional equity and joint venture 
relationships. Current 
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requirements for the remainder of 2001 for the current development projects and 
for the refinancing of current debt are approximately $145 million. The Trust's 
unsecured line of credit and the $290 million Santana Row construction loan will 
be available to fund these needs. 
 
Santana Row 
 
     In the next several years, the Trust's single largest capital need is 
expected to come from the development of Santana Row, a multi-phase mixed-use 
project being built on 42 acres in San Jose, California in the heart of Silicon 
Valley. The project will consist of residential, retail and hotel components, 
creating a community with the feel of an urban district. Phase 1 of the project, 
for which construction began in November 2000, includes Santana Row, the "1,500 
foot long main street" framed by nine buildings which will contain approximately 
538,000 square feet of retail space, 501 residential units, a 214 room hotel and 
the supporting infrastructure. Phase 1 is expected to begin generating revenues 
in mid-2002 and be stabilized during 2003. The total cost of Phase 1 is expected 
to be approximately $475 million. As of June 30, 2001, the Trust has incurred 
costs of $170 million including the purchase of the land; the Trust estimates 
that it will spend approximately $111 million in the last six months of 2001 and 
the balance in 2002 to complete the first phase of the project. On April 17, 
2001, the Trust closed on a $295 million construction loan. The loan, which 
initially bears interest at LIBOR plus 212.5 basis points, matures April 16, 
2004 with two one-year extension options. The interest rate will decrease to 
LIBOR plus 187.5 basis points then to LIBOR plus 162.5 basis points upon the 
achievement of certain leasing, occupancy and net operating income hurdles. The 
construction loan requires fees and has various covenants including the 
maintenance of a minimum shareholders' equity and a maximum ratio of debt to 
gross asset value. Funding on the construction loan will begin after the Trust 
has fulfilled its equity requirement in the project and met the pre-leasing 
requirements under the loan, which are expected to be met in the third quarter 
of 2001. 
 
     The success of Santana Row will depend on many factors which cannot be 
assured and are not entirely within the Trust's control. These factors include 
among others, strong demand for retail and residential space at current or 
increasing prices, the ability to construct the current and later phases at 
reasonable prices, the cost of operations, including utilities, the availability 
and cost of capital and the general economy, particularly in the Silicon Valley. 
 
     The Trust has not finalized the cost and scope for future phases of Santana 
Row. However, as Phase 1 utilizes only part of the retail and residential 
entitlements of the property, the Trust expects to be able to identify and 
execute economically viable additional phases to the project such that the total 
investment on all phases could exceed $750 million. The Trust expects to finance 
further phases from the 
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debt and equity sources that have been traditionally available. 
 
     The timing and choice of potential capital sources will depend on the cost 
and availability of that capital, among other things. 
 
CONTINGENCIES 
 
     Pentagon Row is a mixed-use project with the retail component being 
developed by the Trust and the residential component being developed by an 
unrelated developer. In October 2000 the general contractor on the project was 
replaced by the Trust and the residential developer, because of schedule delays 
and other events that caused the Trust and the residential developer to conclude 
that the original contractor was either unable or unwilling to comply with its 
contractual obligations. The Trust and the residential developer filed suit 
against the original contractor to recover damages that are being incurred as a 
result of defaults under the contract. The original contractor filed a counter- 
claim against the Trust and the residential developer for damages of $7 million 
plus interest, attorneys' fees and litigation costs. The Trust believes that the 
counterclaim is generally without merit and that the outcome of the counterclaim 
will not have a material adverse effect on its financial condition, results of 
operations or on the project. Work continues under the direction of the new 
general contractor. Due to the delay and other costs associated with the change 
in the general contractor the estimated total cost of the project is now $87 
million, with estimated stabilized return on total cost of 9%, if there is no 
recovery of damages from the original general contractor. 
 
     In addition, the Trust is involved in various lawsuits and environmental 
matters arising in the normal course of business. Management believes that such 
matters will not have a material effect on the financial condition or results of 
operations of the Trust. 
 
     Under the terms of the Congressional Plaza partnership agreement, from and 
after January 1, 1986 Rockville Plaza Company, an unaffiliated third party, has 
the right to require the Trust and the two other minority partners to purchase 
from half to all of Rockville Plaza Company's 37.5% interest in Congressional 
Plaza at the interest's then-current fair market value. Based on management's 
current estimate of fair market value, the Trust's estimated liability upon 
exercise of the put option is approximately $27 million. 
 
     Under the terms of seven other partnership agreements, if certain leasing 
and revenue levels are obtained for the properties owned by the partnerships, 
the limited partners may require the Trust to purchase their partnership 
interests at a formula price based upon net operating income. The purchase price 
may be paid in cash, or for four of the partnerships, a limited number of common 
shares of the Trust at the election of the limited partners. In certain of the 
partnerships, if the limited partners do not redeem their interest, the Trust 
may choose to purchase the limited partnership interests upon the same terms. 
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     Under the terms of other partnerships, the partners may exchange their 
904,589 operating units for cash or exchange into the same number of common 
shares of the Trust, at the option of the Trust. 
 
 
RESULTS OF OPERATIONS 
- --------------------- 
 
     Net income and funds from operations have been affected by the Trust's 
recent acquisition, redevelopment and financing activities. The Trust has 
historically reported its funds from operations in addition to its net income 
and net cash provided by operating activities. Funds from operations is a 
supplemental measure of real estate companies' operating performance. The 
National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts ("NAREIT") defines funds 
from operations as follows: income available for common shareholders before 
depreciation and amortization of real estate assets and before extraordinary 
items less gains on sale of real estate. Funds from operations does not replace 
net income as a measure of performance or net cash provided by operating 
activities as a measure of liquidity. Rather, funds from operations has been 
adopted by real estate investment trusts to provide a consistent measure of 
operating performance in the industry. Nevertheless, funds from operations, as 
presented by the Trust, may not be comparable to funds from operations as 
presented by other real estate investment trusts. 
 
     The reconciliation of net income to funds from operations is as follows: 
 
 
 
                                                 Six months ending             Three months ending 
                                                  June 30,                       June 30, 
                                                2001            2000           2001            2000 
                                                ----            ----           ----            ---- 
                                                                                  
Net income available for common               $32,425         $28,238        $20,180         $16,087 
  shareholders -  basic 
(Gain) on sale of real estate                  (7,898)         (3,681)        (7,898)         (3,681) 
Depreciation and amortization of 
  real estate assets                           26,375          23,623         13,509          12,136 
Amortization of initial direct 
  costs of leases                               1,976           1,700          1,007             870 
Income attributable to operating 
  partnership units                               760             744            461             131 
                                              -------         -------        -------         ------- 
Funds from operations for common 
  shareholders                                $53,638         $50,624        $27,259         $25,543 
                                              =======         =======        =======         ======= 
 
 
SIX MONTHS ENDED JUNE 30, 2001 and 2000 
 
Consolidated Results 
- -------------------- 
 
     Rental income, which consists of minimum rent, percentage rent and cost 
recoveries, increased 5.5% from $128.5 million in the first half of 2000 to 
$135.6 million in the first half of 2001. On a same center basis, rental income 
increased 6.9%, due primarily to the favorable impact of redeveloped and 
retenanted centers, as well as, 
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increases associated with lease rollovers and increased cost recoveries. Same 
center basis, in 2001 excludes Williamsburg Shopping Center in Williamsburg, 
Virginia and Peninsula Shopping Center in Palos Verdes, California, which were 
sold on April 27, 2001 and June 30, 2000, respectively, as well as, properties 
under development in 2000 and 2001, including Woodmont East in Bethesda, 
Maryland, 214 Wilshire Boulevard in Santa Monica, California and Town & Country 
Shopping Center in San Jose, California. 
 
     Other property income includes items, which although recurring, tend to 
fluctuate from period to period, such as utility reimbursements, telephone 
income, merchant association dues, late fees and temporary tenant income. Also 
included are less regularly recurring items, such as lease termination fees. 
Other property income increased 8.1% from $5.5 million in the first six months 
of 2000 to $5.9 million in the first six months of 2001 due primarily to 
increases in lease termination fees and parking income. On a same center basis, 
other property income increased 6.1%. 
 
     Rental expenses increased 7.8% from $28.0 million in the first half of 2000 
to $30.2 million in the first half of 2001. Increased leasing and marketing 
costs associated with the Trust's development projects, as well as, operating 
costs associated with the Woodmont East and Pentagon Row developments 
contributed to this overall increase. On a same center basis, rental expenses 
increased 6.1% from $26.7 million in 2000 to $28.3 million in 2001, primarily 
due to increased snow removal and property management costs in 2001. Rental 
expense as a percentage of property income, rental income plus other property 
income, remained constant in both periods at 21%. 
 
     Real estate taxes increased 3.9% from $13.0 million in the first half of 
2000 to $13.5 million in the first half of 2001. On a same center basis, real 
estate taxes increased 7.6% due primarily to increased taxes on recently 
redeveloped properties. 
 
     Depreciation and amortization expenses increased 11.4% from $26.0 million 
in the first half of 2000 to $29.0 million in the first half of 2001 reflecting 
the impact of recent new development, tenant work and property redevelopments. 
 
     During the first six months of 2001 the Trust incurred interest expense of 
$42.7 million, of which $8.0 million was capitalized, as compared to 2000's 
$38.7 million, of which $5.2 million was capitalized. The increase in interest 
expense reflects the additional debt issued to fund the Trust's capital 
improvement programs. The ratio of earnings to combined fixed charges and 
preferred dividends was 1.35x and 1.45x for the first half of 2001 and 2000, 
respectively. The ratio of earnings to fixed charges was 1.5x and 1.6x during 
the first half of 2001 and 2000, respectively. The ratio of funds from 
operations to combined fixed charges and preferred dividends was 1.9x for the 
first half of 2001 and 2.0x for the first half of 2000. 
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     Administrative expenses increased from $5.8 million, or 4.2% of revenue in 
the first six months of 2000 to $6.5 million, or 4.4% of revenue in the first 
six months of 2001 due primarily to increased personnel costs. 
 
     On April 27, 2001 the Trust sold the Williamsburg Shopping Center in 
Williamsburg, Virginia for $16.7 million resulting in a gain of $7.9 million. In 
the second quarter of 2000 the Trust sold the 296,000 square foot Peninsula 
Shopping Center located in Palos Verdes, California for $48.6 million resulting 
in a gain of $3.7 million. 
 
     As a result of the foregoing items, net income before gain on the sale of 
real estate remained constant in both periods at $28.5 million, while net income 
increased from $32.2 million during the first half of 2000 to $36.4 million 
during the first half of 2001 and net income available for common shareholders 
increased from $28.2 million to $32.4 million. 
 
     While the Trust expects growth in net income and funds from operations 
during the remainder of 2001, the growth rate is expected to be slower than in 
2000 based on the following factors; there will be a lower contribution from 
redevelopment projects as much of the Trust's southern California redevelopments 
were completed in 2000, higher property management and administrative expenses 
necessitated by tight labor markets, the addition of key positions and a 
temporary reduction in earnings caused by the leasing and marketing costs 
associated with the pre-leasing effort at the Santana Row development. The 
growth in 2001 will continue to be primarily dependent on contributions from the 
core portfolio. Growth of net income from the core portfolio is, in part, 
dependent on the financial health of the Trust's tenants and on controlling 
expenses, some of which are beyond the complete control of the Trust, such as 
snow removal and real estate tax assessments. The Trust expects that demand for 
its retail space should remain at its current levels. A weakening of the retail 
environment could, however, adversely impact the Trust by increasing vacancies 
and decreasing rents. In past weak retail and real estate environments, the 
Trust has been able to replace weak and bankrupt tenants with stronger tenants; 
management believes that due to the quality of the Trust's properties there will 
continue to be demand for its space. 
 
     Growth in net income is also dependent on the amount of leverage and 
interest rates. The Trust's leverage is increasing as it finances its 
development pipeline. In addition, to the extent variable-rate debt is unhedged, 
the Trust will continue to have exposure to changes in market interest rates. If 
interest rates increase, net income and funds from operations, as well as the 
ultimate cost of the Trust's development projects will be negatively impacted. 
To mitigate its exposure to increases in market rate debt, the Trust has entered 
into interest rate swaps on its $125 million term loan which locks the interest 
rate on this loan at 6.22%. 
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Segment Results 
- --------------- 
 
     The Trust operates its portfolio of properties in three geographic 
operating regions: Northeast, Mid-Atlantic and West. 
 
Historical operating results for the three regions are as follows (in 
thousands): 
 
                                       For the six months ended June 30, 
                                             2001            2000 
- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Rental income 
   Northeast                               $ 58,440       $ 55,054 
   Mid-Atlantic                              60,383         55,811 
   West                                      16,771         17,618 
                                           --------       -------- 
         Total                             $135,594       $128,483 
                                           ========       ======== 
 
Net operating income 
   Northeast                               $ 40,679       $ 38,253 
   Mid-Atlantic                              45,912         41,439 
   West                                      11,212         13,235 
                                           --------       -------- 
         Total                             $ 97,803       $ 92,927 
                                           ========       ======== 
 
The Northeast 
- -------------- 
 
     The Northeast region is comprised of fifty-four assets, extending from 
suburban Philadelphia north through New York and its suburbs into New England 
and west to Illinois and Michigan. 
 
     When comparing the first half of 2001 with 2000, rental income, on an 
overall and same center basis, increased 6.2% from $55.1 million in 2000 to 
$58.4 million in 2001, primarily due to increases at recently redeveloped and 
retenanted shopping centers and street retail properties, such as Greenlawn, 
Blue Star, Brunswick, Fresh Meadows, and Austin Street. 
 
     Net operating income increased 6.3% from $38.3 million in 2000 to $40.7 
million in 2001, primarily due to increases at the recently redeveloped and 
retenanted shopping centers and street retail properties. 
 
The Mid-Atlantic 
- ---------------- 
 
     The Mid-Atlantic region is comprised of thirty-one assets, including 
Pentagon Row, which is currently under development, extending from Baltimore 
south to metropolitan Washington, D.C. and further south through Virginia and 
North Carolina into Florida. 
 
     When comparing the first half of 2001 with 2000, rental income 
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increased 8.2% from $55.8 million in 2000 to $60.4 million in 2001 reflecting 
the contribution from the recently completed Woodmont East project in Bethesda, 
Maryland. On a same center basis, excluding Williamsburg Shopping Center in 
Williamsburg, Virginia which was sold on April 27, 2001 and the recently 
developed Woodmont East project in Bethesda, Maryland rental income increased 
5.7%, due primarily to successful retenanting at several shopping centers and 
street retail properties. 
 
     When comparing the first half of 2001 with 2000, net operating income 
increased 10.8% from $41.4 million in 2000 to $45.9 million in 2001. On a same 
center basis as defined above, net operating income increased 7.5%. 
 
The West 
- -------- 
 
     The Western region is comprised of thirty-seven assets, including Santana 
Row, which is currently under development, extending from Texas to the West 
Coast. 
 
     When comparing the first half of 2001 with 2000, on a same center basis, 
which excludes properties acquired and sold in 2001 and 2000 and Santana Row, 
which is currently under development, rental income increased 15.0% from $13.8 
million in 2000 to $15.9 million in 2001, due primarily to increases from 
recently redeveloped and retenanted properties in Los Angeles and Los Gatos, 
California. On an overall basis, which includes the impact of the sale of 
Peninsula Shopping Center on June 30, 2000, rental income decreased 4.8%, from 
$17.6 million in the first half of 2000 to $16.8 million in the first half of 
2001. 
 
     On a same center basis as defined above, net operating income increased 
7.8% from $10.6 million in 2000 to $11.5 million in 2001. Overall net operating 
income decreased 15.3%, again reflecting the sale of Peninsula Shopping Center 
and the marketing and leasing costs associated with the Santana Row development. 
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RESULTS OF OPERATIONS - THREE MONTHS ENDED JUNE 30, 2001 and 2000 
 
Consolidated Results 
- -------------------- 
 
     Rental income, which consists of minimum rent, percentage rent and cost 
recoveries, increased 6.5% from $64.3 million in the second quarter of 2000 to 
$68.5 million in the second quarter of 2001. On a same center basis, rental 
income increased 7.3%, due primarily to the favorable impact of redeveloped and 
retenanted centers, as well as, increases associated with lease rollovers and 
increased cost recoveries. 
 
     Other property income includes items, which although recurring, tend to 
fluctuate from period to period, such as utility reimbursements, telephone 
income, merchant association dues, late fees and temporary tenant income. Also 
included are less regularly recurring items, such as lease termination fees. 
Other property income increased 18.5% from $2.7 million in the second quarter of 
2000 to $3.2 million in the second quarter of 2001 due primarily to increases in 
lease termination fees and parking income. On a same center basis, other 
property income increased 5.1%. 
 
     Rental expenses increased 13.1% from $13.4 million in the second quarter of 
2000 to $15.2 million in the second quarter of 2001. Increased leasing and 
marketing costs associated with the Trust's development projects, as well as, 
operating costs associated with the Woodmont East and Pentagon Row developments, 
contributed to this overall increase. On a same center basis, rental expenses 
increased 8.4% from $12.7 million in 2000 to $13.8 million in 2001 due primarily 
to increased maintenance and property management costs. Rental expense as a 
percentage of property income, rental income plus other property income, was 21% 
for the second quarter of 2001 and 20% for the second quarter of 2000. 
 
     Real estate taxes increased 5.2% from $6.5 million in the second quarter of 
2000 to $6.9 million in the second quarter of 2001. On a same center basis, real 
estate taxes increased 7.5% due primarily to increased taxes on recently 
redeveloped properties. 
 
     Depreciation and amortization expenses increased 11.1% from $13.3 million 
in the second quarter of 2000 to $14.8 million in the second quarter of 2001 
reflecting the impact of recent new development, tenant work and property 
redevelopments. 
 
     During the second quarter of 2001 the Trust incurred interest expense of 
$21.4 million, of which $3.9 million was capitalized, as compared to 2000's 
$20.0 million, of which $3.0 million was capitalized. The increase in interest 
expense reflects the additional debt issued to fund the Trust's capital 
improvement programs. 
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     Administrative expenses increased from $2.9 million, or 4.2% of revenue in 
the second quarter of 2000 to $3.3 million, or 4.5% of revenue in the second 
quarter of 2001 due primarily to increased personnel costs. 
 
     On April 27, 2001 the Trust sold the Williamsburg Shopping Center in 
Williamsburg, Virginia for $16.7 million resulting in a gain of $7.9 million. In 
the second quarter of 2000 the Trust sold the 296,000 square foot Peninsula 
Shopping Center located in Palos Verdes, California for $48.6 million resulting 
in a gain of $3.7 million. 
 
     As a result of the foregoing items, net income before gain on sale of real 
estate decreased from $14.4 million in the second quarter of 2000 to $14.3 
million in the second quarter of 2001, while net income increased from $18.1 
million during the second quarter of 2000 to $22.2 million during the second 
quarter of 2001 and net income available for common shareholders increased from 
$16.1 million to $20.2 million. 
 
 
Segment Results 
- --------------- 
 
     The Trust operates its portfolio of properties in three geographic 
operating regions: Northeast, Mid-Atlantic and West. 
 
Historical operating results for the three regions are as follows (in 
thousands): 
 
                              For the three months ended June 30, 
                                     2001               2000 
- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Rental income 
   Northeast                       $29,456            $27,769 
   Mid-Atlantic                     30,341             27,688 
   West                              8,661              8,794 
                                   -------            ------- 
 
         Total                     $68,458            $64,251 
                                   =======            ======= 
 
Net operating income 
   Northeast                       $20,904            $19,782 
   Mid-Atlantic                     23,415             20,773 
   West                              5,303              6,452 
                                   -------            ------- 
 
         Total                     $49,622            $47,007 
                                   =======            ======= 
 
The Northeast 
- ------------- 
 
     The Northeast region is comprised of fifty-four assets, 
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extending from suburban Philadelphia north through New York and its suburbs into 
New England and west to Illinois and Michigan. 
 
     When comparing the second quarter of 2001 with 2000, rental income, on an 
overall and same center basis, increased 6.1% from $27.8 million in 2000 to 
$29.5 million in 2001, primarily due to increases at recently redeveloped and 
retenanted shopping centers and street retail properties, such as Greenlawn, 
Blue Star, Brunswick and Austin Street. 
 
     Net operating income increased 5.7% from $19.8 million in 2000 to $20.9 
million in 2001, primarily due to increases at the recently redeveloped and 
retenanted shopping centers and street retail properties. 
 
The Mid-Atlantic 
- ---------------- 
 
     The Mid-Atlantic region is comprised of thirty-one assets, including 
Pentagon Row, which is currently under development, extending from Baltimore 
south to metropolitan Washington, D.C. and further south through Virginia and 
North Carolina into Florida. 
 
     When comparing the second quarter of 2001 with 2000, rental income 
increased 9.6% from $27.7 million in 2000 to $30.3 million in 2001 reflecting 
the contribution from the recently completed Woodmont East project in Bethesda, 
Maryland. On a same center basis, excluding Williamsburg Shopping Center in 
Williamsburg, Virginia which was sold on April 27, 2001 and the recently 
developed Woodmont East project in Bethesda, Maryland, rental income increased 
7.0%, due primarily to successful retenanting at several shopping centers and 
street retail properties. 
 
     When comparing the second quarter of 2001 with 2000, net operating income 
increased 12.7% from $20.8 million in 2000 to $23.4 million in 2001. On a same 
center basis as defined above, net operating income increased 8.6%. 
 
The West 
- -------- 
 
     The Western region is comprised of thirty-seven assets, including Santana 
Row, which is currently under development, extending from Texas to the West 
Coast. 
 
     When comparing the second quarter of 2001 with 2000 on a same center basis, 
which excludes properties acquired and sold in 2001 and 2000 and Santana Row, 
which is currently under development, rental income increased 13.6% from $7.2 
million in 2000 to $8.2 million in 2001 due primarily to increases from the 
recently redeveloped and retenanted properties in Los Angeles and Los Gatos, 
California. On an overall basis, which includes the impact of the sale of 
Peninsula Shopping Center on June 30, 2000, rental income decreased 1.5% from 
$8.8 million in 2000 to $8.7 million in 2001. 
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     When comparing the second quarter of 2001 with 2000, net operating income, 
on a same center basis as defined above, increased 5.2% from $5.5 million in 
2000 to $5.8 million in 2001. Overall net operating income decreased 17.8%, 
again reflecting the sale of Peninsula Shopping Center and the increased 
marketing and leasing costs associated with the Santana Row development. 
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PART II - OTHER INFORMATION 
 
Item 4. Submission of Matters to a Vote of Shareholders 
 
     At the 2001 Annual Meeting of Shareholders on May 2, 2001 the Shareholders 
elected Dennis L. Berman and Kristin Gamble as trustees, to serve for the 
ensuing three years. Holders of 33.4 million shares voted for and holders of 
247,000 and 250,000 shares withheld their votes for each trustee, respectively. 
Shareholders also approved the Trust's 2001 Long-Term Incentive Plan. Holders of 
18.3 million shares voted for and holders of 15.1 million shares voted against, 
holders of 268,000 shares abstained and broker non-votes totaled 1,000 shares. 
 
Item 6. Exhibits and Reports on Form 8-K 
 
(A)  Exhibits 
 
     (3) (i) Declaration of Trust of Federal Realty Investment Trust dated May 
5, 1999 filed with the Commission on May 25, 1999 as an exhibit to the Trust's 
Current Report on Form 8-K is incorporated herein by reference thereto. 
 
         (ii) Bylaws of the Trust dated May 5, 1999 filed with the Commission 
on May 25, 1999 as an exhibit to the Trust's Current Report on Form 8-K is 
incorporated herein by reference thereto. 
 
    (10) (i) Building Loan Agreement among FRIT San Jose Town and Country 
Village LLC, San Jose Residential, Inc. and Street Retail, Inc. jointly and 
severally as Borrower, Commerzbank AG, New York Branch, Fleet National Bank, 
Bayerische Hypo-Und Vereinsbank AG, New York Branch and the Other Lenders named 
herein. 
 
(B)  Reports on Form 8-K 
 
     A Form 8-K, dated March 31, 2001 was filed on May 9, 2001 in response to 
Item 5. 
 
 
 
     Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the 
Registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the 
undersigned thereunto duly authorized. 
 
                                        FEDERAL REALTY INVESTMENT TRUST 
                                        ------------------------------- 
                                                                 (Registrant) 
 
 
 
August 10, 2001                          /s/ Steven J. Guttman 
                                        ---------------------- 
                                        Steven J. Guttman, Chairman of the 
                                        Board, Chief Executive Officer and 
                                        Trustee (Chief Executive Officer) 
 
 
August 10, 2001                          /s/ Cecily A. Ward 
                                        ------------------- 
                                        Cecily A. Ward, Chief Financial Officer 
                                        (Principal Accounting Officer) 
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                                                                      EXHIBIT 10 
 
   ========================================================================= 
 
 
 
                            BUILDING LOAN AGREEMENT 
 
                          dated as of April 17, 2001 
 
 
 
                                     among 
 
 
                 FRIT SAN JOSE TOWN AND COUNTRY VILLAGE, LLC, 
              SAN JOSE RESIDENTIAL, INC. AND STREET RETAIL, INC., 
                      jointly and severally, as Borrower, 
 
 
                       COMMERZBANK AG, NEW YORK BRANCH, 
                      as Lender and Administrative Agent, 
 
 
                             FLEET NATIONAL BANK, 
                       as Lender and Syndication Agent, 
 
 
 
             BAYERISCHE HYPO- UND VEREINSBANK AG, NEW YORK BRANCH, 
                       as Lender and Documentation Agent 
 
 
 
                                      and 
 
 
                        THE OTHER LENDERS NAMED HEREIN, 
                                  as Lenders 
 
   ========================================================================= 
 
                             LOCATION OF PREMISES: 
 
                   San Jose, Santa Clara County, California 



 
 
     BUILDING LOAN AGREEMENT ("this Agreement") dated as of April 17, 2001 by 
and among FRIT San Jose Town and Country Village, LLC, a California limited 
liability company ("FRIT LLC"), San Jose Residential, Inc., a Maryland 
corporation ("SJR") and Street Retail, Inc., a Maryland corporation (SRI; FRIT 
LLC, SJR and SRI, hereinafter, jointly and severally, "Borrower"), Commerzbank 
AG, New York Branch (in its individual capacity and not as Administrative Agent, 
"Commerz"), Fleet National Bank ("Fleet"), Bayerische Hypo- und Vereinsbank AG, 
New York Branch ("HVB") and the other lenders who are signatories to this 
Agreement (Commerz, Fleet, HVB, the other Lenders who are signatory to this 
Agreement and each other lender who may become a Lender pursuant to Section 
3.05, Section 7.20 or Section 8.12, each, a "Lender" and collectively, 
"Lenders") and Commerzbank AG, New York Branch, as Administrative Agent for 
Lenders (together with its successors in such capacity, "Administrative Agent"). 
 
     Borrower desires that Lenders extend credit as provided herein, and Lenders 
are prepared to extend such credit on the terms and conditions hereinafter set 
forth. 
 
     NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises and agreements 
herein contained, Borrower, Administrative Agent and Lenders hereby agree as 
follows: 
 
                                   ARTICLE I 
 
                     DEFINITIONS AND RULES OF CONSTRUCTION 
                     ------------------------------------- 
 
     Section 1.01   Definitions.  The following terms, as used herein, shall 
                    ----------- 
have the following meanings: 
 
"Additional Costs" -- Any costs, losses or expenses actually incurred by any 
 ---------------- 
     Lender which it determines are attributable to its making or maintaining 
     its Pro Rata Share of the Loan, or its obligation to make any Loan 
     advances, or any reduction in any amount receivable by any Lender under the 
     Loan or its Note. 
 
"Administrative Agent's Office" -- Administrative Agent's Office as set forth on 
 ----------------------------- 
     the signature page of this Agreement, or such other address in the United 
     States as Administrative Agent may designate by notice to Borrower and 
     Lenders. 
 
"Affected Lender" -- Has the meaning specified in Section 3.05. 
 --------------- 
 
"Affiliate" -- With respect to any Person (the "first Person"), any other Person 
 --------- 
     (i) which directly or indirectly controls, or is controlled by, or is under 
     common control with, the first Person or (ii) 10% or more of the beneficial 
     interest in which is directly or indirectly owned or held by the first 
     Person.  The term "control" means the possession, directly or indirectly, 
     of the power, alone, to direct or cause the direction of the management and 
     policies of a Person, whether through the ownership of voting securities, 
     by contract, or otherwise. 
 
"Agents" -- Collectively, Commerz, Fleet and HVB. 
 ------ 



 
 
"Agents' Response Period" -- Has the meaning given to such term in Section 8.25. 
 ----------------------- 
 
"Allocated Amounts" -- The amounts to be reasonably allocated by the Required 
 ----------------- 
     Lenders to various portions of the Premises (other than the Excess Land) on 
     a cost basis at the time of the release of such portions as contemplated by 
     Section 8.24. 
 
"Applicable Lending Office" -- For each Lender and for the portions of the 
 ------------------------- 
     outstanding principal balance under its Note bearing interest at the Prime 
     Based Rate or the LIBO Based Rate, as applicable, the lending office of 
     such Lender (or of an Affiliate of such Lender) designated as such on the 
     signature page hereof or in the applicable Assignment and Assumption 
     Agreement, or such other office of such Lender (or of an Affiliate of such 
     Lender) as such Lender may from time to time specify to Administrative 
     Agent and Borrower as the office by which the portions of the outstanding 
     principal balance under its Note bearing interest at the Prime Based Rate 
     or the LIBO Based Rate, as applicable, are to be made and maintained. 
 
"Applicable Margin" -- With respect to the Prime Based Rate, 0.375% per annum; 
 ----------------- 
     and with respect to the LIBO Based Rate, 2.125% per annum, subject, in each 
     case, to reduction in accordance with Section 2.20. 
 
"Assignee" -- Has the meaning specified in Section 8.12. 
 -------- 
 
"Assignment and Assumption Agreement" -- An Assignment and Assumption Agreement, 
 ----------------------------------- 
     substantially in the form of EXHIBIT E, pursuant to which a Lender assigns 
     and an Assignee assumes rights and obligations in accordance with Section 
     8.12. 
 
"Association" -- Has the meaning specified in the Mortgage. 
 ----------- 
 
"Authorization Letter" -- A letter from Borrower to Administrative Agent in the 
 -------------------- 
     form of EXHIBIT I setting forth, among other things, the name of each 
     individual authorized to execute Requisitions hereunder on Borrower's 
     behalf. 
 
"Book Store Lease" -- A lease between Borrower, as landlord, and either Barnes & 
 ---------------- 
     Noble or Border's (or a replacement tenant acceptable to the Required 
     Lenders), as tenant, covering no less than 20,000 SFGLA of the Retail 
     Improvements. 
 
"Borrower's Accountants" - Arthur Andersen or such other accounting firm 
 ---------------------- 
     selected by Borrower and reasonably acceptable to Administrative Agent. 
 
"Borrower's Architects" -- BAR Architects (as to Buildings 3, 4 and 6) and Sandy 
 --------------------- 
     & Babcock International (as to Buildings 7 and 8), as the architects and/or 
     engineers responsible for preparing the Plans and supervising construction 
     of the Improvements, and any successors engaged with Administrative Agent's 
     consent. 
 
"Building" -- Each of the separate buildings to be constructed on portions of 
 -------- 
     the Premises as part of the Improvements and designated by number on the 
     Plans. 
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"Building 5 Declaration" - The Declaration for Building Parcel 5 - Santana Row, 
 ---------------------- 
     dated as of March 21, 2001, between FRIT LLC and the Hotel Operator. 
 
"Building 5/Hotel Construction Contract" - Collectively, one or more 
 -------------------------------------- 
     construction contracts between the Hotel Operator and General Contractor 
     providing for the construction of the Hotel and the Building 5 Retail 
     Shell. 
 
"Building 5 Retail Shell - Has the meaning specified in Section 8.32. 
 ----------------------- 
 
"Building Loan Trust Account" -- A separate non-interest bearing bank account 
 --------------------------- 
     with the Depositary Bank which shall (i) not be drawn upon except to pay 
     Direct and Indirect Costs approved by Administrative Agent, (ii) be the 
     depository for all advances made to Borrower hereunder and (iii) be 
     established so that Administrative Agent receives, or is entitled to 
     receive upon request, from the Depositary Bank, duplicate copies of regular 
     monthly statements of all deposits and withdrawals. 
 
"Business Day" -- Any day on which commercial banks are not authorized or 
 ------------ 
     required to close in New York City; and, whenever such day relates to a 
     LIBOR Amount, an Interest Period with respect to a LIBOR Amount, or notice 
     with respect to a LIBOR Amount, any such day in which dealings in Dollar 
     deposits are also carried out in the London interbank market and banks are 
     open for business in London. 
 
"Change Orders" -- Any amendments or modifications to the Plans, General 
 ------------- 
     Contract or Major Subcontracts. 
 
"Code" -- The Internal Revenue Code of 1986. 
 ---- 
 
"Collateral Assignments" -- Collectively, the FRIT Collateral Assignment and the 
 ---------------------- 
     FRIT LLC Collateral Assignment. 
 
"Commitment Amount" -- At any time, the sum of the Principal Amount plus the 
 ----------------- 
     remaining undisbursed amount, if any, of the Loan Amount. 
 
"Completion Costs Guaranty" -- The Completion Costs Guaranty in respect of the 
 ------------------------- 
     Loan dated the date hereof, from Guarantor to Lenders. 
 
"Completion Date" - April 1, 2003. 
 --------------- 
 
"Construction Consultant" -- Merritt & Harris, Inc., or other firm designated by 
 ----------------------- 
     Administrative Agent. 
 
"Crate & Barrel Lease" -- A lease between Borrower, as landlord, and Euromarket 
 -------------------- 
     Design, Inc. (or a replacement tenant acceptable to the Required Lenders), 
     as tenant, covering approximately 40,000 SFGLA of the Retail Improvements 
     in Building 1. 
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"Debt Service Coverage" -- As of any date of determination, the quotient of (i) 
 --------------------- 
     Net Operating Income as of the end of the most recently ended calendar 
     quarter, divided by (ii) Hypothetical Annual Debt Service as of the date of 
     determination. 
 
"Declaration" - Has the meaning specified in the Mortgage. 
 ----------- 
 
"Default" -- Any event or circumstance which, with the giving of notice or the 
 ------- 
     passage of time, or both, would become an Event of Default. 
 
"Default Rate" -- A rate equal to (i) with respect to those portions of the 
 ------------ 
     Principal Amount bearing interest at the Prime Based Rate, the Prime Based 
     Default Rate and (ii) with respect to LIBOR Amounts, a fixed rate of 3% per 
     annum in excess of the LIBO Based Rate in effect thereon at the current 
     Interest Period therefor and, thereafter, the Prime Based Default Rate. 
 
"Delinquency Amount"; "Delinquency Notice"; "Delinquent Lender" -- Have the 
 ------------------    ------------------    ----------------- 
     respective meanings specified in Section 7.16. 
 
"Depositary Bank" - First Union National Bank. 
 --------------- 
 
"Direct and Indirect Cost Statement" -- A statement, in the form of SCHEDULE I 
 ---------------------------------- 
     (or such other form as Administrative Agent may approve), of Direct Costs 
     and Indirect Costs incurred and to be incurred, trade by trade, to be 
     prepared by the General Contractor or Borrower and submitted to 
     Administrative Agent as part of each Requisition. 
 
"Direct Costs" -- The aggregate costs of all labor, materials, equipment, 
 ------------ 
     fixtures and furnishings necessary for completion of the Improvements. 
 
"Direct Costs Loan"; "Indirect Costs Loan" -- That portion of the Loan Amount 
 -----------------    ------------------- 
     applicable and equal to the sum of the Loan Budget Amounts for Direct Costs 
     and Indirect Costs, respectively, shown on the Project Cost Statement. 
 
"Documentation Agent" -- HVB. 
 ------------------- 
 
"Dollars" and "$" -- Lawful money of the United States. 
 -------       - 
 
"Electing Lender"; "Election Notice"; "Election Period" -- Have the respective 
 ---------------    ---------------    --------------- 
     meanings specified in Section 7.16. 
 
"Eligible Assignee" -- Any (i) commercial bank, savings and loan association or 
 ----------------- 
     savings bank organized under the Laws of the United States or any State 
     thereof, and having total assets in excess of $1,000,000,000; (ii) bank 
     (whether privately owned, publicly traded or government sponsored) 
     organized under the Laws of any other country or political subdivision 
     thereof, and having total assets in excess of $1,000,000,000; (iii) finance 
     company, insurance company or other financial institution that is engaged 
     in making, purchasing or otherwise investing in commercial loans in the 
     ordinary course of its business, and having assets in 
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     excess of $1,000,000,000; or (iv) fund that is engaged in making, 
     purchasing or otherwise investing in commercial loans in the ordinary 
     course of its business, and having assets in excess of $100,000,000. 
 
"Employee Benefit Plan" -- Any employee benefit or other plan established or 
 --------------------- 
     maintained, or to which contributions have been made, by Borrower or 
     Guarantor. 
 
"ERISA" -- The Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, including the 
 ----- 
     rules and regulations promulgated thereunder. 
 
"ERISA Affiliate" -- Any corporation which is a member of the same controlled 
 --------------- 
     group of corporations (within the meaning of Section 414(b) of the Code) as 
     Borrower and/or Guarantor, or any trade or business which is under common 
     control (within the meaning of Section 414(c) of the Code) with Borrower 
     and/or Guarantor, or any organization which is required to be treated as a 
     single employer with Borrower and/or Guarantor under Section 414(m) or 
     414(o) of the Code. 
 
"Event of Default" -- Has the meaning given to such term in the Mortgage. 
 ---------------- 
 
"Excess Land" -- Those portions of the Premises consisting of an approximately 
 ----------- 
     0.5-acre portion of the lot upon which Building 3 is to be constructed and 
     an approximately 2.5-acre portion of the lot upon which Building 8 is to be 
     constructed, which portions are approximately delineated on EXHIBIT K, on 
     which none of the Improvements are to be constructed and which are intended 
     to be developed as the Phase II Development. 
 
"Federal Funds Rate" -- For any day, the rate per annum equal to the weighted 
 ------------------ 
     average of the rates on overnight federal funds transactions as published 
     by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York for such day, provided that (i) if 
                                                           -------- 
     such day is not a Business Day, the Federal Funds Rate for such day shall 
     be such rate on such transactions on the immediately preceding Business Day 
     as so published on the next succeeding Business Day and (ii) if no such 
     rate is so published for any day, the Federal Funds Rate for such day shall 
     be the average of the rates quoted by three (3) Federal Funds brokers to 
     Administrative Agent on such day on such transactions. 
 
"Financial Statements" -- Statements of the assets, liabilities (direct or 
 -------------------- 
     contingent), income, expenses and cash flow of Borrower and Guarantor, 
     prepared in accordance with GAAP. 
 
"FRIT Collateral Assignment" -- The Collateral Assignment of Note and Deed of 
 -------------------------- 
     Trust, dated the date hereof, by Guarantor assigning the FRIT Deed of 
     Trust, together with the notes secured thereby, to Administrative Agent, 
     for the benefit of Lenders, as additional security for the payment and 
     performance of Borrower's obligations under the Loan. 
 
"FRIT Deed of Trust"  - The deed of trust, in the original principal amount of 
 ------------------ 
     $4,250,000, dated as of November 3, 1998, as amended and increased to 
     $5,250,000 by an 
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     Agreement Supplementing Deed of Trust, Security Agreement and Fixture 
     Filing (with Assignment of Rents and Leases), dated as of October 12, 2000, 
     as further amended by Partial Reconveyance dated February 22, 2001, and as 
     further amended by an Agreement Modifying Deed of Trust, dated as of 
     February 23, 2001, currently held by Guarantor on the fee interest of the 
     landlord under the Ground Lease in the Ground Lease Parcel, which Deed of 
     Trust Agreement Supplementing Deed of Trust, Partial Reconveyance and 
     Agreement Modifying Deed of Trust were recorded in the Office of the Santa 
     Clara County Recorder as Documents Nos. 14478448, 15421095, 15570306 and 
     15570305, respectively. 
 
"FRIT LLC Collateral Assignment" -- The Collateral Assignment of Note and Deed 
 ------------------------------ 
     of Trust, dated the date hereof, by FRIT LLC assigning the FRIT LLC Deed of 
     Trust, together with the note secured thereby, to Administrative Agent, for 
     the benefit of Lenders, as additional security for the payment and 
     performance of Borrower's obligations under the Loan. 
 
"FRIT LLC Deed of Trust" -- The Deed of Trust and Assignment of Rents in the 
 ---------------------- 
     principal amount of $11,700,000, dated as of March 3, 1997, by SJR for the 
     benefit of FRIT LLC encumbering the property more particularly described 
     therein, which was recorded in the Office of the Santa Clara County 
     Recorder as Document No. 13629698, as amended by an unrecorded First 
     Amendment to Deed of Trust, dated ________, 1997, between FRIT LLC and SJR, 
     as further amended by Partial Reconveyance, dated February 22, 2001, 
     recorded in said Office as Document No. 15570308, as further amended by 
     Agreement Modifying Deed of Trust, dated as of February 23, 2001, between 
     SJR and FRIT LLC, recorded in said Office as Document No. 15570307, and as 
     further amended by Partial Reconveyance, dated March 26, 2001, recorded in 
     said Office as Document No. 15607384. 
 
"GAAP" -- Generally accepted accounting principles in the United States as in 
 ---- 
     effect from time to time and consistently applied. 
 
"General Contract" -- A guaranteed maximum price contract (together with all 
 ---------------- 
     riders, addenda and other instruments referred to therein as "contract 
     documents") between Borrower and the General Contractor which requires the 
     General Contractor to provide, or supervise or manage the procurement of, 
     substantially all labor and materials needed for completion of the 
     Improvements (other than the Building 5 Retail Shell, which will be covered 
     by the Building 5/Hotel Construction Contract). 
 
"General Contractor" -- Bovis Lend Lease, Inc. 
 ------------------ 
 
"Good Faith Contest" - The contest of an item if (i) the item is diligently 
 ------------------ 
     contested in good faith by proceedings timely instituted, (ii) adequate 
     reserves are established with respect to the contested item, (iii) during 
     the period of such contest, the enforcement of any contested item is 
     effectively stayed and (iv) the failure to pay or comply with the contested 
     item during the period of the contest is not likely to 
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     have an adverse effect on (x) the Mortgaged Property or any part thereof or 
     on Lenders' interest therein or (y) the ability of Borrower to perform its 
     obligations under the Loan Documents. 
 
"Governmental Authorities" -- The United States, the State of California and any 
 ------------------------ 
     political subdivision, agency, department, commission, board, bureau or 
     instrumentality of either of them, including any local authorities, which 
     exercises jurisdiction over Borrower, Guarantor, the Premises or the 
     Improvements. 
 
"Ground Lease"; "Ground Lease Parcel" -- The Lease, dated November 3, 1998, 
 ----------------------------------- 
     between Retail Portfolio San Jose LLC, as landlord, and SRI, as tenant, as 
     amended by letter agreement between them dated November 3, 1998, by 
     Amendment to Ground Lease, dated February 23, 2001 and by that certain 
     Agreement of Purchase and Sale, dated as of October 10, 2000, between said 
     landlord, as seller, and SRI, as buyer, as amended by Amendment to 
     Agreement of Purchase and Sale, dated February 23, 2001 (a memorandum of 
     which Lease, dated November 3, 1998, was recorded on November 3, 1998 in 
     the Office of the Santa Clara County Recorder as Document No. 14478447, 
     which memorandum was amended by Amended and Restated Memorandum of Lease 
     dated as of February 23, 2001, recorded in said Office as Document No. 
     15570309); that portion of the Premises covered by the Ground Lease, which 
     portion is identified as Parcel III on Schedule A to the Mortgage and 
     formerly known as 360 Winchester Boulevard. 
 
"Guarantor" -- Federal Realty Investment Trust, a Maryland real estate 
 --------- 
     investment trust. 
 
"Guaranty" -- Collectively, the Completion Costs Guaranty and the Payment 
 -------- 
     Guaranty. 
 
"Hazardous Materials" -- Has the meaning given to such term in the Mortgage. 
 ------------------- 
 
"Hotel" -- The approximately 214 - room hotel to be constructed and operated by 
 ----- 
     the Hotel Operator above the Retail Improvements in Building 5. 
 
"Hotel Lease" - The Hotel Valencia - Santana Row Lease Agreement, dated as of 
 ----------- 
     March 21, 2001, between FRIT LLC, as Lessor, and the Hotel Operator, as 
     Lessee. 
 
"Hotel Operator" - Santana Row Hotel Partners L.P., a Texas limited partnership. 
 -------------- 
 
"Hypothetical Annual Debt Service" -- For any date of determination, an amount 
 -------------------------------- 
     equal to the greatest of (i) the constant annual payment of principal plus 
     interest required to fully amortize, over a term of thirty (30) years, a 
     hypothetical loan in an amount equal to the Commitment Amount as of such 
     date of determination, assuming such loan were to bear interest at a rate 
     equal to 1.75% per annum in excess of the percentage yield to maturity of 
     the then "on-the-run" ten (10)-year United States Treasury Note, (ii) 9.25% 
     of the Commitment Amount as of the date of determination or (iii) the sum 
     of the annualized interest (based on the weighted average actual interest 
     rate under the Notes as of such date of determination) on a hypothetical 
     loan in an amount equal to the Commitment 
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     Amount plus scheduled principal actually payable on the Loan for the 
     succeeding twelve (12)-month period as of such date of determination. 
 
"Improvements" -- A first-class, mixed-use retail/residential development 
 ------------ 
     consisting of the Retail Improvements and the Residential Improvements, 
     together with on-site parking structures containing approximately 1,473 
     spaces (i.e., a 226-space parking garage under Buildings 4 and 6 and 1,247 
             - - 
     spaces in and around Building 7), various driveways, roadways and open 
     parks, plazas and courtyard market areas, and the off-site improvements 
     described on EXHIBIT L (it being understood that the Tenant-Constructed 
     Improvements and Hotel do not constitute part of the "Improvements"). 
 
"Indemnity" -- An agreement from Borrower and Guarantor whereby, among other 
 --------- 
     things, Administrative Agent and Lenders are indemnified regarding 
     Hazardous Materials. 
 
"Indirect Costs" -- All costs of acquisition of the Premises and completion of 
 -------------- 
     the Improvements other than Direct Costs, including but not limited to, 
     architects' and attorneys' fees, ground rents, interest, real estate taxes, 
     survey costs and insurance premiums. 
 
"Individual Loan Commitment" -- With respect to each Lender, the amount set 
 -------------------------- 
     forth below opposite the name of such Lender (subject to change in 
     accordance with the terms of this Agreement): 
 
          Lender                             Individual Loan Commitment 
          ------                             -------------------------- 
          Commerz                                              $ 
 
          Fleet 
 
          HVB 
 
          MidFirst Bank 
 
          Bayerische Landesbank, 
            Cayman Islands Branch 
 
          Landesbank Hessen-Thuringen 
            Girozentrale, New York Branch 
 
          Bank of Montreal 
 
"Initial Advance" -- The first advance of Loan proceeds to be made hereunder. 
 --------------- 
 
"Interest Period" -- The period during which interest at the LIBO Based Rate, 
 --------------- 
     determined as provided in this Agreement, shall be applicable to the LIBO 
     Rate Request Amount in question, provided, however, that each such period 
                                      --------  ------- 
     shall be either one (1), two (2), three (3) (or, if available, six (6) or 
     twelve (12)) months, which shall be measured from the date specified by 
     Borrower in each LIBO Rate Request for 
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     the commencement of the computation of interest at the LIBO Based Rate, to 
     the numerically corresponding day in the calendar month in which such 
     period terminates (or, if there be no numerical correspondent in such 
     month, or if the date selected by Borrower for such commencement is the 
     last Business Day of a calendar month, then the last Business Day of the 
     calendar month in which such period terminates, or if the numerically 
     corresponding day is not a Business Day then the next succeeding Business 
     Day, unless such next succeeding Business Day enters a new calendar month, 
     in which case such period shall end on the next preceding Business Day) and 
     in no event shall any such period extend beyond the Maturity Date. 
 
"Law" -- Any federal, state or local law, statute, rule, regulation, ordinance, 
 --- 
     order, decree, directive, requirement, code, notice of violation or rule of 
     common law, now or hereafter in effect, and in each case as amended, and 
     any judicial or administrative interpretation thereof by a Governmental 
     Authority or otherwise, including any judicial or administrative order, 
     determination, consent decree or judgment. 
 
"Lender Reply Period" -- Has the meaning specified in Section 8.11. 
 ------------------- 
 
"Lenders' Counsel" -- Dewey Ballantine LLP, 1301 Avenue of the Americas, New 
 ---------------- 
     York, New York 10019-6092. 
 
"LIBO Based Rate" -- With respect to any LIBOR Amount, the rate per annum 
 --------------- 
     (expressed as a percentage) determined by Administrative Agent to be equal 
     to the sum of (i) the quotient of the LIBO Rate for the LIBOR Amount and 
     Interest Period in question divided by [1 minus the Reserve Requirement] 
     (at Administrative Agent's option, rounded up, if necessary, to the nearest 
     1/100 of 1%) and (ii) the Applicable Margin. 
 
"LIBO Rate" -- The rate per annum (at Administrative Agent's option, rounded up, 
 --------- 
     if necessary, to the nearest 1/32 of 1%) that appears on Dow Jones Page 
     3750 at approximately 11:00 a.m. (London time) on the date (the "LIBOR 
     Determination Date") two (2) Business Days prior to the first day of the 
     applicable Interest Period, for amounts comparable to the LIBO Rate Request 
     Amount for the same period of time as the Interest Period selected by 
     Borrower in the LIBO Rate Request; or, if such rate does not appear on Dow 
     Jones Page 3750 as of approximately 11:00 a.m. (London time) on the LIBOR 
     Determination Date, the rate (at Administrative Agent's option, rounded up, 
     if necessary, to the nearest 1/32 of 1%) for deposits in Dollars for a 
     period comparable to the applicable Interest Period that appears on the 
     Reuters Screen LIBO Page as of approximately 11:00 a.m. (London time) on 
     the LIBOR Determination Date.  If such rate does not appear on either Dow 
     Jones Page 3750 or on the Reuters Screen LIBO Page as of approximately 
     11:00 a.m. (London time) on the LIBOR Determination Date, the LIBO Rate for 
     the Interest Period will be determined on the basis of the offered rates 
     for deposits in Dollars for an amount comparable to the LIBO Rate Request 
     Amount for the same period of time as such Interest Period that are 
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     offered by four (4) major banks in the London interbank market at 
     approximately 11:00 a.m. (London time) on the LIBOR Determination Date. 
     Administrative Agent will request that the principal London office of each 
     of the four (4) major banks provide a quotation of its Dollar deposit 
     offered rate. If at least two (2) such quotations are provided, the LIBO 
     Rate will be the arithmetic mean of the quotations. If fewer than two (2) 
     quotations are provided as requested, the LIBO Rate will be determined on 
     the basis of the rates quoted for loans in Dollars to leading European 
     banks for amounts comparable to such LIBO Rate Request Amount for the same 
     period of time as such Interest Period offered by major banks in New York 
     City at approximately 11:00 a.m. (New York time) on the LIBOR Determination 
     Date. In the event that Administrative Agent is unable to obtain any such 
     quotation as provided above, it will be deemed that the LIBO Rate cannot be 
     determined. For purposes of the foregoing definition, "Dow Jones Page 3750" 
     means the display designated as "Page 3750" on the Dow Jones Markets 
     Service (or such other page as may replace Page 3750 on that service or 
     such other service as may be nominated by the British Bankers' Association 
     as the information vendor for the purpose of displaying British Bankers' 
     Association Interest Settlement Rates for Dollar deposits); and "Reuters 
     Screen LIBO Page" means the display designated as page "LIBO" on the 
     Reuters Monitor Money Rates Service (or such other page as may replace the 
     LIBO page on that service for the purpose of displaying interbank rates 
     from London in Dollars). 
 
"LIBO Rate Request" -- Borrower's telephonic notice (to be promptly confirmed in 
 ----------------- 
     writing), to be received by Administrative Agent by 12 Noon (New York time) 
     four (4) Business Days prior to the date specified in the LIBO Rate Request 
     for the commencement of the Interest Period (which specified date must be a 
     Business Day), of (a) its intention to have (i) all or any portion of the 
     Principal Amount which is not then the subject of an Interest Period (other 
     than an Interest Period which is terminating on the Business Day specified 
     in the notice) and/or (ii) all or any portion of any advance of proceeds of 
     the Loan evidenced by the Notes which is to be made on the Business Day 
     specified in the notice, bear interest at the LIBO Based Rate and (b) the 
     Interest Period desired by Borrower in respect of the amount specified. 
 
"LIBO Rate Request Amount" -- The amount, to be specified by Borrower in each 
 ------------------------ 
     LIBO Rate Request, which Borrower desires bear interest at the LIBO Based 
     Rate and which shall in no event be less than $1,000,000 and which, at 
     Administrative Agent's option, shall be an integral multiple of $100,000. 
 
"LIBOR Amount" -- Each portion of the Principal Amount bearing interest at the 
 ------------ 
     LIBO Based Rate pursuant to a particular LIBO Rate Request. 
 
"Loan" -- The Direct Costs Loan and Indirect Costs Loan, collectively, and in an 
 ---- 
     amount initially equal to the Loan Amount. 
 
"Loan Amount" -- $295,000,000. 
 ----------- 
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"Loan Budget Amounts" -- The portion of the Loan Amount set forth in Column D on 
 ------------------- 
     the Project Cost Statement to be advanced for each category of Direct and 
     Indirect Costs. 
 
"Loan Documents" -- This Agreement, the Notes, the Mortgage, the Guaranty, the 
 -------------- 
     Indemnity, the Collateral Assignments, the Authorization Letter, the 
     assignment required by Section 6.20, the assignment of letters of credit 
     required by paragraph (24) of Section 4.01(a), Uniform Commercial Code 
     financing statements in respect of the Mortgaged Property, and any other 
     collateral given as security for the Loan, and any other documents which 
     evidence or secure the Loan. 
 
"Major Subcontractor"; "Major Subcontract" -- Any subcontractor or supplier 
 -------------------    ----------------- 
     engaged by the General Contractor and any contractor or supplier engaged by 
     Borrower, under one or more contracts or work orders aggregating $2,500,000 
     or more; any such contract or work order. 
 
"Material Adverse Change" -- Either (i) a material adverse change in the status 
 ----------------------- 
     of the business, results of operations, financial condition, property or 
     prospects of  Borrower or Guarantor or (ii) any event or occurrence of 
     whatever nature which is likely to (x) have a material adverse effect on 
     the ability of Borrower or Guarantor to perform their respective 
     obligations under the Loan Documents or (y) create, in the sole and 
     absolute judgment (reasonably exercised) of Administrative Agent, a 
     material risk of sale or forfeiture of any of the Mortgaged Property or 
     otherwise materially impair the Mortgaged Property or Lenders' rights 
     therein. 
 
"Maturity Date" - April 17, 2004, subject to extension in accordance with 
 ------------- 
     Section 2.18. 
 
"Minimum Rental Advance Amount" -- The sum of:  (i) the product of $38.70 
 ----------------------------- 
     multiplied by 45% of the amount of SFGLA in the Retail Improvements plus 
     (ii) the actual annual rent being paid by any tenant pursuant to a 
     Qualifying Lease providing for Tenant-Constructed Improvements.  For 
     example, assuming the total SFGLA of the Retail Improvements is 535,922 and 
     there is one tenant with a Qualifying Lease covering 30,000 SFGLA that is 
     required to construct Tenant-Constructed Improvements, receives no 
     allowance from Borrower and is obligated to pay $500,000 per year of base 
     rent, the Minimum Rental Advance Amount would be $8,672,085.50, calculated 
     as follows: 
 
         ($38.70 X [(.45 X 535,922) - 30,000]) + $500,000 = $8,672,085.50 
 
"Mortgage" -- The Deed of Trust, Assignment of Leases and Rents and Security 
 -------- 
     Agreement with Fixture Filing, dated the date hereof, made by Borrower for 
     the benefit of Administrative Agent, as agent for Lenders, to secure the 
     payment and performance of Borrower's obligations hereunder, under the 
     Notes and otherwise in respect of the Loan, including any sums in addition 
     to the Loan Amount advanced by Lenders for completion of the Improvements. 
 
"Mortgaged Property" -- The Premises and other property constituting the 
 ------------------ 
     "Mortgaged Property", as said quoted term is defined in the Mortgage. 
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"Multiemployer Plan" -- Any plan defined as such in Section 3(37) of ERISA. 
 ------------------ 
 
"Net Operating Income" -- For any date of determination, an amount equal to: 
 -------------------- 
 
          (a)  all revenues of Borrower from the operation of the Premises and 
     Improvements during the applicable period set forth below, on an actual or 
     pro-forma basis as specified below, determined on a cash basis, including 
     all rental and other payments, including, without limitation, base rent, 
     additional rent, promotional revenues, percentage rent, parking rental and 
     payments for common area maintenance, taxes, insurance and operating 
     expenses, and excluding tenant security deposits collected but not applied 
     to tenants' obligations and interest on such deposits (to the extent such 
     interest is required to be returned to any tenant under an applicable lease 
     or rental agreement or under applicable Law); in the case of any date of 
     determination falling (x) during the Pre-Operating Period, the amount of 
     such revenues shall be a pro-forma amount based upon rents estimated to be 
     payable during the twelve (12)-month period commencing with the 
     determination date under signed Qualifying Leases and Residential Leases, 
     plus other estimated contractual revenue from the Premises and Improvements 
     approved by Administrative Agent during such twelve (12)-month period, (y) 
     during the Transition Period, the amount of such revenues shall be computed 
     as the sum of (A) actual revenues (other than revenues from Residential 
     Leases) from the Opening Date until the date of determination, (B) with 
     respect to any tenant from whom there were actual revenues included 
     pursuant to clause (A) above but who had free rent or a rent abatement for 
     any portion of the time from the Opening Date until the date of 
     determination (and which free rent or abatement period completely expired 
     before the date of determination), an amount equal to such rent abatement 
     or free rent for such tenant from the Opening Date until the date of 
     determination, (C) pro-forma revenues, based upon rent estimated to be 
     payable during the period from the date of determination until the first 
     anniversary of the Opening Date under Qualifying Leases pursuant to which 
     tenants are in occupancy and paying rent as of the determination date, (D) 
     pro-forma revenue from signed Residential Leases, based upon the rent 
     estimated  to be payable under such Residential Leases during the twelve 
     (12)-month period commencing with the date of determination, and (E) other 
     estimated contractual revenue from the Premises and Improvements approved 
     by Administrative Agent during the period from the date of determination 
     through the first anniversary of the Opening Date or (z) during the 
     Operating Period, the amount of such revenues shall be the sum of (A) 
     actual revenues (other than revenues from Residential Leases) for the 
     twelve (12) month period ending with the date of determination, (B) with 
     respect to any tenant from whom there was actual revenue pursuant to clause 
     (A) above but who had free rent or a rent abatement during any portion of 
     such twelve (12) month period (and which free rent or abatement period 
     completely expired before the date of determination), an amount equal to 
     such rent abatement or free rent for such tenant during such period and (C) 
     pro-forma revenue from signed Residential Leases, based upon rent estimated 
     to be payable under such Residential Leases during the twelve (12)-month 
     period commencing with the date of determination; 
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     minus 
     ----- 
 
          (b)  all expenses of Borrower in connection with the operation of the 
     Premises and Improvements during the applicable period set forth below, on 
     an actual or pro-forma basis as specified below, determined in accordance 
     with GAAP, including insurance premiums, real estate taxes, ground rents, 
     promotional expenses, maintenance and repair expenses, management fees (not 
     to be less than 3% of gross revenues from the Premises) and any other 
     operational expenses, all as determined on a cash basis, plus an annual 
     reserve of $.10 per SFGLA of the Retail Improvements and $200 per 
     Residential Unit, but not including (i) debt service payable under the 
     Loan, (ii) that portion of the cost of any capital improvements or 
     equipment which will be capitalized and depreciated or amortized on 
     Borrower's Financial Statements, including non-cash expenses such as 
     depreciation and amortization, (iii) that portion of brokerage commissions 
     and tenant incentives (including, without limitation, tenant improvement 
     costs and expenses) relating to the leasing of the Premises, or portions 
     thereof, and legal fees relating to negotiation of leases at the Premises, 
     or portions thereof that are capitalized and depreciated or amortized on 
     Borrower's Financial Statements in accordance with GAAP, (iv) costs of 
     repairing or restoring the Premises or portions thereof, after fire, 
     casualty or condemnation, (v) interest paid by Borrower to tenants on 
     security deposits collected under leases of the Premises or portions 
     thereof, (vi) any security deposits returned by Borrower during such period 
     to tenants under leases of the Premises, or portions thereof and (vii) 
     extraordinary and non-recurring expenses; in the case of any date of 
     determination falling (x) during the Pre-Operating Period, the amount of 
     such expenses shall be a pro-forma amount equal to the estimated expenses 
     for the first "stabilized year" as reflected in the appraisal delivered 
     pursuant to paragraph (4) of Section 4.01(a); or (y) during the Transition 
     Period or the Operating Period, actual expenses for the calendar quarter 
     ending with the date of determination, annualized. For purposes of 
     annualizing expenses, those expenses that relate to a period greater than 
     three (3) months will be spread uniformly over the period to which they 
     relate. 
 
     As used above, "Opening Date" means the date that the Improvements are 
     first open for business to the public, "Pre-Operating Period" means the 
     period of time prior to the date three (3) months after the Opening Date, 
     "Transition Period" means the period of time from and including the date 
     three (3) months after the Opening Date through the first anniversary of 
     the Opening Date and "Operating Period" means the period of time following 
     the first anniversary of the Opening Date. 
 
     Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this definition, (i) in all 
     computations of revenue, revenue from tenants who are bankrupt will not be 
     included and (ii) in the case of pro-forma computations of revenue, 
     percentage rent will not be included. 
 
"Non-Delinquent Lender" -- Each Lender other than the Delinquent Lender(s). 
 --------------------- 
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"Note"; "Notes" -- Have the respective meanings specified in Section 2.10. 
 ----    ----- 
 
"Participant"; "Participation" -- Have the respective meanings specified in 
 -----------    ------------- 
     Section 8.12. 
 
"Payment Guaranty" -- The Guaranty of Payment in respect of the Loan, dated the 
 ---------------- 
     date hereof, from Guarantor to Lenders. 
 
"Pension Plan" -- Any employee pension benefit plan within the meaning of 
 ------------ 
     Section 3(2) of ERISA with respect to which Borrower, Guarantor or any 
     ERISA Affiliate at any relevant time has liability or an obligation to 
     contribute. 
 
"Person" -- An individual, partnership, corporation, limited liability company, 
 ------ 
     business trust, joint stock company, trust, unincorporated association, 
     joint venture or other entity of whatever nature. 
 
"Phase II Development" -- Has the meaning specified in clause (ii) of Section 
 -------------------- 
     8.24. 
 
"Plans" -- All final drawings, plans and specifications prepared by Borrower, 
 ----- 
     Borrower's Architects, the General Contractor or Major Subcontractors, and 
     approved by Administrative Agent and the Construction Consultant, which 
     describe and show the labor, materials, equipment, fixtures and furnishings 
     necessary for the construction of the Improvements, including all 
     amendments and modifications thereof made by approved (to the extent 
     approval is required under this Agreement) Change Orders (and also showing 
     minimum grade of finishes and furnishings for all areas of the Improvements 
     to be leased or sold in ready-for-occupancy condition). 
 
"Premises" -- The real property owned by Borrower described on Schedule A to the 
 -------- 
     Mortgage and located as indicated on the cover hereof, upon part of which 
     the Improvements are to be constructed. 
 
"Premises Documents" -- The Ground Lease and any other documents defined as such 
 ------------------ 
     in the Mortgage. 
 
"Prime Based Default Rate" -- The rate per annum equal to 3% in excess of the 
 ------------------------ 
     Prime Based Rate. 
 
"Prime Based Rate" -- The Applicable Margin plus the greater of (i) the Federal 
 ---------------- 
     Funds Rate plus 1/2 of 1% per annum or (ii) the prime or base commercial 
     lending rate as announced from time to time by Administrative Agent at 
     Administrative Agent's Office, each change in said rates to be effective as 
     of the date of such change. 
 
"Principal Amount" -- At any time, the aggregate outstanding principal amount of 
 ---------------- 
     the Notes. 
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"Pro Rata Share" -- With respect to each Lender, the ratio of such Lender's 
 -------------- 
     Individual Loan Commitment to the Loan Amount.  As of the date hereof, the 
     Lenders' respective Pro Rata Shares are as follows: 
 
          Lender                                  Pro Rata Share (%) 
          ------                                  ------------------ 
 
"Project Cost Statement" -- A statement in the form of EXHIBIT A setting forth, 
 ---------------------- 
     by category, the Direct and Indirect Costs of completion of the 
     Improvements and the Loan Budget Amounts in respect of the Direct Costs 
     Loan and Indirect Costs Loan. 
 
"Qualifying Lease" -- Any fully executed lease of portions of the Retail/Tenant- 
 ---------------- 
     Constructed Improvements having a minimum initial term of five (5) years, 
     under which there exists, as of any date of determination, no material 
     default, and which (i) when taken together with all other Qualifying Leases 
     (excluding ground leases under which Borrower does not provide a tenant 
     allowance), will yield a weighted average minimum rent for the first five 
     (5) years of the lease term equal to at least $38.70 per square foot or 
     (ii) is approved (or deemed to be approved) as such by Administrative Agent 
     or the Required Lenders, as the case may be, if such approval is required 
     pursuant to the terms of this Agreement. 
 
"Regulation D"; "Regulation U" -- Regulations D and U, respectively, of the 
 ------------    ------------ 
     Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. 
 
"Regulatory Change" -- With respect to any Lender and the charging and 
 ----------------- 
     collecting of interest at the LIBO Based Rate, any change after the date 
     hereof in federal, state or foreign laws or regulations (including 
     Regulation D) or the adoption or making after such date of any 
     interpretations, directives or requests applying generally to the class of 
     banks including such Lender under any federal, state or foreign laws or 
     regulations (whether or not having the force of law) by any court or 
     governmental or monetary authority charged with the interpretation or 
     administration thereof, excluding any change the effect of which is 
     reflected in a change in the LIBO Based Rate. 
 
"Release Parcel"  Has the meaning specified in Section 8.24. 
 -------------- 
 
"Replacement Lender" -- Has the meaning specified in Section 7.20. 
 ------------------ 
 
"Required Lenders" -- At any time, those Non-Delinquent Lenders holding at least 
 ---------------- 
     66-2/3% of that portion of the aggregate outstanding principal amount of 
     those of the Notes held by the Non-Delinquent Lenders. 
 
"Requisition" -- A statement by or on behalf of Borrower in the form of EXHIBIT 
 ----------- 
     B setting forth the amount of the Loan advance requested in each instance 
     and including: 
 
          (i)  the Direct and Indirect Cost Statement; 
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          (ii)   the "Contractor's Cost Certification" in the form of EXHIBIT B- 
     1 or such other form (including AIA Document G702) as Administrative Agent 
     may approve; 
 
          (iii)  "Payment Receipts/Lien Releases" from all contractors, 
     subcontractors or suppliers in the form of EXHIBIT B-2 or such other form 
     as Administrative Agent may approve; 
 
          (iv)   proof of payment of all Indirect Costs covered by a previous 
     Requisition, provided that (a) reasonable substantiation, but not proof of 
     payment, shall be required for advances of the Loan Budget Amounts for 
     "Project Management Fees" and "Overhead and Supervision" and (b) proof of 
     payment shall not be required for any individual item of Indirect Costs in 
     an amount less than $10,000; and 
 
          (v)    a Cost-to-Date Detail Report in the form of EXHIBIT B-3, 
     together with such other budget detail information as Administrative Agent 
     may reasonably request. 
 
"Reserve Requirement" -- The rate at which reserves (including any marginal, 
 ------------------- 
     supplemental or emergency reserves) are actually required to be maintained 
     by any Lender or any Lender's respective Participants, if any, under 
     Regulation D against "Euro-Currency Liabilities", as such quoted term is 
     used in Regulation D.  Without limiting the effect of the foregoing, the 
     Reserve Requirement shall reflect any other reserves required to be 
     maintained by any Lender or any Lender's respective Participants, if any, 
     by reason of any Regulatory Change against (i) any category of liabilities 
     which includes deposits by reference to which the LIBO Based Rate is to be 
     determined as provided in this Agreement or (ii) any category of extensions 
     of credit or other assets which includes loans the interest rate on which 
     is determined on the basis of rates used in determining the LIBO Rate. 
 
"Residential Improvements" - Approximately 501 residential units (each, a 
 ------------------------ 
     "Residential Unit") to be located above the street-level Retail 
     Improvements and/or parking structures, consisting of 98 loft-style 
     Residential Units in Building 3, 100 loft-style Residential Units in 
     Building 4, 21 luxury Residential Units in Building 6, 246 flat/townhouse 
     Residential Units in Building 7 and 36 townhouse Residential Units in 
     Building 8. 
 
"Residential Lease" -- Any fully executed lease of a Residential Unit which is 
 ----------------- 
     on market or above-market terms. 
 
"Residential Unit" -- Has the meaning specified in the definition of 
 ---------------- 
     "Residential Improvements" in this Section. 
 
"Retail Improvements" -- Approximately 535,922 SFGLA of "main-street" retail 
 ------------------- 
     space consisting of approximately 40,000 SFGLA in Building 1, approximately 
     41,331 SFGLA in Building 3, approximately 34,058 SFGLA in Building 4, 
     approximately 55,395 SFGLA in Building 5, approximately 51,345 SFGLA in 
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     Building 6, approximately 89,034 SFGLA in Building 7, approximately 41,822 
     SFGLA in Building 8, approximately 93,487 SFGLA in Building 9 and a total 
     of approximately 89,450 SFGLA in Buildings 13 and 15 and in retail kiosks 
     located around Buildings 13 and 15, provided, however, that the Retail 
                                         --------  ------- 
     Improvements shall not include any portions of such "main-street" retail 
     space that constitute Tenant-Constructed Improvements. 
 
"Retail/Tenant-Constructed Improvements" -- Collectively, the Retail 
 -------------------------------------- 
     Improvements and the Tenant-Constructed Improvements. 
 
"SFGLA" -- Square feet of gross leasable area. 
 ----- 
 
"Stored Materials Statement" -- A statement in the form of SCHEDULE I-A which, 
 -------------------------- 
     if advances are to be made for stored materials pursuant to Section 2.05, 
     shall be submitted with, and made a part of, the Direct and Indirect Cost 
     Statement. 
 
"Substitute Lender" and "Substitution Notice" -- Have the respective meanings 
 -----------------       ------------------- 
     specified in Section 3.05. 
 
"Supplemental Fee Letter" -- That certain letter agreement, dated the date 
 ----------------------- 
     hereof, among Commerz, Fleet, HVB, Borrower and Guarantor, providing for, 
     among other things, Borrower's payment of certain fees in connection with 
     the Loan to and for the respective accounts of the parties specified 
     therein. 
 
"Syndication Agent" -- Fleet. 
 ----------------- 
 
"Tenant-Constructed Improvements" - Any theater or other retail improvements to 
 ------------------------------- 
     be constructed and operated by the tenant under the lease with Borrower 
     therefor, at the expense of such tenant. 
 
"Title Insurer" -- First American Title Insurance Company or other issuer(s), 
 ------------- 
     approved by Administrative Agent, of the title insurance policy or policies 
     insuring the Mortgage. 
 
"United States" and "U.S." -- The United States of America. 
 -------------       ---- 
 
"Vertical Subdivision" -- The airspace subdivision of the respective lots on 
 -------------------- 
     which one or more of Buildings 3, 4 and 6, 5, 7, 8 and 13/15 are located 
     (Buildings 4 and 6 being located on the same lot) into, in the case of each 
     such lot that is so subdivided, two (2) or more separate legal parcels 
     containing, respectively, (i) portions of the Retail Improvements, (ii) 
     portions of the Residential Improvements, (iii) parking facilities and (iv) 
     in the case of the lot on which Building 13 is located, a central condensed 
     water system for the Improvements. 
 
"Vertical Subdivision Documents" -- All documents effecting or relating to the 
 ------------------------------ 
     Vertical Subdivision, including, without limitation, any reciprocal 
     easement agreement for the regulation, operation, administration and 
     ownership of the portions of the Premises that are the subject thereof; 
     articles of incorporation, by-laws or other 
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     organizational documents of any association formed to regulate, manage and 
     operate such portions of the Premises; subdivision maps and plats; deeds of 
     conveyance; and other documents required by the applicable subdivision 
     Laws, all of the foregoing to be satisfactory to Administrative Agent in 
     form and substance. 
 
       Section 1.02   Rules of Construction.  Except as expressly provided 
                      --------------------- 
otherwise, when used in this Agreement (i) "or" is not exclusive, (ii) 
"hereunder", "herein", "hereof" and the like refer to this Agreement as a whole, 
(iii) "Article", "Section", "Schedule" and "Exhibit" refer to Articles, 
Sections, Schedules and Exhibits of this Agreement, (iv) terms defined in the 
singular shall have a correlative meaning when used in the plural and vice 
versa, (v) a reference to a Law includes any amendment, modification or 
supplement to, or replacement of, such Law and (vi) a reference to a document 
shall mean such document as the same may be amended, modified or supplemented 
from time to time in accordance with its terms. The cover page and the Exhibits 
and Schedules annexed hereto are incorporated as a part of this Agreement with 
the same effect as if set forth in the body hereof. Any table of contents and 
all captions and headings herein are for convenience only and shall not affect 
the interpretation or construction hereof. 
 
                                  ARTICLE II 
 
                                 LOAN ADVANCES 
                                 ------------- 
 
       Section 2.01   Advances Generally.  Subject to the provisions of this 
                      ------------------ 
Agreement, each Lender will advance its Pro Rata Share of, and Borrower will 
accept, the Loan Amount in installments as follows: 
 
          The Initial Advance will be made upon the satisfaction of the 
     applicable conditions set forth in Section 4.02, and all subsequent 
     advances shall be made monthly thereafter, upon the satisfaction of the 
     applicable conditions set forth in Section 4.03, in amounts which shall be 
     equal to the aggregate of the Direct and Indirect Costs incurred by 
     Borrower through the end of the period covered by the Requisition less: 
                                                                       ---- 
 
               (a)  the greater of (x) 10% of such Direct Costs until such time 
          as the Improvements are 50% completed (as certified by the 
          Construction Consultant) and 0% thereafter, provided that there shall 
          be no retention in the case of "General Conditions" and "Contractor's 
          Fee" under the General Contract or in the case of tenant allowances or 
          tenant work not being performed by Borrower or (y) the actual 
          "Retained Amounts" specified on the Direct and Indirect Cost 
          Statement; and 
                     --- 
 
               (b)  the total of the Loan advances theretofore made; 
 
     and, at the election of Administrative Agent, less any combination of the 
     ---                                           ---- 
     following further amounts: 
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               (c)  all or a portion of the amount by which any Direct or 
          Indirect Costs are or are estimated by Administrative Agent after 
          consultation with Borrower to be greater than the respective Loan 
          Budget Amounts for such costs; and/or 
 
               (d)  any costs covered by the Requisition not approved, certified 
          or verified as provided in Section 2.02, any Indirect Costs covered by 
          a previous Requisition for which proof of payment (if required under 
          this Agreement) has not been received by Administrative Agent, and/or 
          any Direct Costs covered by a previous Requisition for which Payment 
          Receipts/Lien Releases have not been received by Administrative Agent 
          and the Construction Consultant. 
 
     Borrower shall use the proceeds of the Loan only for the payment of Direct 
and Indirect Costs shown on a Requisition in accordance with the approved 
Project Cost Statement and this Agreement.  In no event shall proceeds of the 
Loan be used, in whole or in part, for the purpose of purchasing or carrying 
"margin stock", as such quoted term is defined in Regulation U, or in connection 
with a hostile acquisition or for any illegal purpose. 
 
     The amount of each advance shall be a minimum of $1,000,000, unless the 
undisbursed amount of the Loan is less than $1,000,000. 
 
       Section 2.02  Certification and Verification of Costs.  Direct Costs are 
                     --------------------------------------- 
to be certified by the General Contractor or Borrower's supervisor of 
construction if there is no General Contractor. Verification of the monthly 
progress and Direct Costs which have been incurred by Borrower from time to 
time, and the estimated total Direct Costs, shall be conclusively determined by 
the Construction Consultant, except that both Direct and Indirect Costs are also 
subject to approval and verification by Administrative Agent from time to time. 
 
       Section 2.03  Procedures for Advances.  All advances to Borrower are to 
                     ----------------------- 
be made at Administrative Agent's Office. Borrower shall submit Requisitions to 
Administrative Agent no later than 10:00 a.m. (New York time) on the date which 
is seven (7) Business Days prior to the date the advance is to be made. 
Administrative Agent, no later than four (4) Business Days prior to the date a 
requested advance is to be made, shall (i) notify each Lender either by 
telephone or by facsimile of the amount requested by Borrower, the amount 
approved by Administrative Agent, the portion of such advance to be funded by 
such Lender and the proposed date of such advance and (ii) send to each Lender 
by facsimile the summary pages of Borrower's Requisition (without attachments 
except for the Direct and Indirect Cost Statement). Not later than 10:00 a.m. 
(New York time) on the date of each advance, each Lender shall, through its 
Applicable Lending Office and subject to the conditions of this Agreement, make 
the amount to be advanced by it on such day available to Administrative Agent, 
at Administrative Agent's Office and in immediately available funds. The amount 
so received by Administrative Agent shall, subject to the conditions of this 
Agreement, be made available to Borrower, by Administrative Agent's depositing 
said amount into the Building Loan Trust Account. 
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Subsequent to the making of an advance, Administrative Agent shall deliver to a 
Lender, within five (5) Business Days of such Lender's request, such material 
relating to the Requisition for such advance as such Lender may reasonably 
request. 
 
       Section 2.04  Held-Back Amounts; Advances for Indirect Costs After 
                     ---------------------------------------------------- 
Completion.  Amounts not advanced pursuant to paragraph (a) of Section 2.01 
- ---------- 
during the course of construction of the Improvements shall be advanced upon the 
satisfaction of the conditions set forth in Section 4.04. Loan Budget Amounts 
for Indirect Costs not advanced prior to completion of construction of the 
Improvements shall be advanced until exhausted, not more frequently than 
monthly, for Indirect Costs as incurred after such completion. 
 
       Section 2.05  Stored Materials.  Lenders shall not make advances of 
                     ---------------- 
proceeds of the Loan for building materials or furnishings not yet affixed to or 
incorporated into the Improvements, except as provided in this Section. Lenders 
shall make Loan Advances, in accordance with the terms of this Agreement, for 
major building materials approved by Administrative Agent which are stored on 
the Premises and intended to be incorporated into the Improvements pursuant to 
the Plans, provided Administrative Agent shall have received (a) bills of sale 
and other documentation evidencing payment in full of such materials, Borrower's 
ownership thereof and the release of any right, title or lien in respect thereof 
by any vendor, (b) evidence that such materials are covered by the insurance 
policies required by this Agreement and are identified and protected against 
loss, theft and damage in a manner acceptable to the Construction Consultant and 
(c) evidence that advances made by Lenders for any materials stored on the 
Premises do not, at any one time, exceed, in the aggregate, $10,000,000, 
inclusive of the amount requested. 
 
     Lenders shall make Loan advances, in accordance with the terms of this 
Agreement, for fully-fabricated major building materials approved by 
Administrative Agent, which are stored at locations off the Premises (including 
on the land owned by Borrower or its Affiliates adjacent to the Premises (the 
"Neighboring Premises")) prior to their incorporation into the Improvements 
pursuant to the Plans, provided that, in the case of each such advance, 
Administrative Agent shall have received (i) such security agreements, financing 
statements and other documents as Administrative Agent may require sufficient to 
create, perfect and protect a first lien on said materials, (ii) evidence that 
said materials are covered by the insurance policies required by this Agreement, 
(iii) a written statement from the storer of said materials (in the event the 
owner of the storage location is other than Borrower) to the effect that 
Administrative Agent and the Construction Consultant may freely inspect said 
materials at all reasonable times (Borrower hereby agreeing that Administrative 
Agent and the Construction Consultant may freely inspect said materials stored 
on the Premises or other property of Borrower at reasonable times), (iv) 
evidence that advances made by Lenders for said materials stored off the 
Premises do not, at any one time, exceed, in the aggregate, $10,000,000, 
inclusive of the amount requested and (v) evidence that said materials stored 
off the Premises in locations other than the Neighboring Premises do not exceed, 
in the aggregate, $2,500,000, inclusive of the amount requested.  Each request 
for an advance of Loan proceeds for materials to be stored off-site shall 
constitute Borrower's representation to 
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Lenders that said materials are (1) stored in a designated and secure area, 
conspicuously marked to show that they are the subject of a security interest 
held on behalf of Lenders, and that said materials will not be moved except in 
connection with their delivery to the Premises, (2) effectively segregated from 
all other materials of whatever kind located at the off-site location in 
question and (3) reasonably anticipated to be incorporated into the Improvements 
within one hundred twenty (120) days of the date of the advance therefor. 
Borrower covenants to deliver to Administrative Agent within ten (10) days of 
any such advance (x) paid bills or other documents of title which correspond to 
the materials so purchased and stored off-site, (y) evidence that title to said 
materials has passed to Borrower outright, and that no lien has or will be filed 
or claimed by the seller in connection therewith and (z) a certificate of 
Borrower to the effect that said materials are owned by Borrower outright, free 
and clear of all liens other than the lien held on behalf of Lenders and that 
all of the terms of this Section have been complied with (the representations 
set forth above and the statements contained in such certificate shall be deemed 
to be "representations and warranties" of Borrower with the same force and 
effect as if they had been set forth in Article V of this Agreement and the 
accuracy thereof shall be subject to independent verification by Administrative 
Agent and the Construction Consultant). 
 
       Section 2.06  Contingency Advances.  There shall be no advances of the 
                     -------------------- 
Loan Budget Amounts for "Contingency" unless mutually agreed by Borrower and 
Administrative Agent; provided, however, that, following such time as the 
                      --------  ------- 
Improvements have been satisfactorily completed, lien-free, Borrower shall be 
entitled to advances of said Loan Budget Amounts to the extent it has actually 
incurred and paid Costs in respect of completion of the Improvements from its 
own funds and in excess of amounts advanced hereunder and has provided 
appropriate evidence of such payment to Administrative Agent. 
 
       Section 2.07  Reallocation of Amounts on Project Cost Statement. If at 
                     ------------------------------------------------- 
any time the undisbursed balance of the Loan Budget Amount for any category of 
cost shown on the Project Cost Statement (including, without limitation, 
"Interest on Loan") is, in Administrative Agent's judgment, excessive, the 
excess may be reallocated to any other Loan Budget Amount balance which 
Administrative Agent deems to be insufficient after consultation with or upon 
request of Borrower. 
 
       Section 2.08  Certain Limitations on Advances.  Notwithstanding anything 
                     ------------------------------- 
to the contrary contained herein, Lenders shall have no obligation to advance 
any portion of the Loan Budget Amount, if any, for (a) "Tenant Work" (I) unless 
Administrative Agent shall have received a copy, certified to be true and 
complete, of the lease for space in the Improvements to which such Tenant Work 
relates, and Administrative Agent or the Required Lenders, as the case may be, 
shall have approved such lease, if such approval is required by this Agreement, 
or (II) in an amount in excess of the TI Funding Amount. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, subject to satisfaction of all other conditions to funding set forth 
in this Agreement, Lenders shall fund 100% of the amount requested by Borrower 
for Tenant Work under the Crate & Barrel Lease as and when a request therefor is 
included in a Requisition; and (b) "Interest on Loan" (i) if, when and to the 
extent that Administrative Agent, in its sole judgment, determines that the 
Premises and 
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Improvements are generating, on a cash basis, positive cash flow in excess of 
Borrower's other usual, reasonable and customary expenses regarding the Premises 
and Improvements or (ii) if and to the extent that Borrower shall have 
previously paid any interest under the Notes from sources other than advances 
hereunder or agreements supplemental hereto. 
 
As used in this Section: 
 
     "Applicable TI Rate" shall mean: (a) $61.44 per square foot for the first 
165,307 SFGLA for which Borrower submits a Requisition requesting payment of 
costs for Tenant Work; (b) $43.88 per square foot for the next 165,307 SFGLA for 
which Borrower submits a Requisition requesting payment of costs for Tenant 
Work; and (c) a per square foot amount equal to the quotient of $4,352,560 
divided by 165,308 square feet for the remaining SFGLA for which Borrower 
submits a Requisition requesting payment of costs for Tenant Work.  The 
calculation of Applicable TI Rate shall not take into account the SFGLA leased 
pursuant to the Crate & Barrel Lease. 
 
     "Tenant Work" shall mean any tenant improvement work performed or tenant 
improvement allowances paid by Borrower to or for the benefit of tenants under 
Qualifying Leases. 
 
     "TI Cost Pool" shall mean at any time an amount equal to the sum of the 
Applicable TI Rate multiplied by the amount of SFGLA covered by Qualifying 
Leases for which Borrower has submitted a Requisition requesting payment of 
costs for Tenant Work. 
 
     "TI Cost Pool Balance" shall mean the amount in the TI Cost Pool, from time 
to time, less the amount previously advanced to Borrower by Lenders for payment 
of costs for Tenant Work. 
 
     "TI Funding Amount" shall mean the lesser of: (a) the TI Cost Pool Balance 
at the time a Requisition is submitted by Borrower which includes a request for 
payment of Tenant Work; or (b) the sum of (i) the actual amount actually 
requested by Borrower for a particular tenant in a Requisition that includes a 
request for Tenant Work plus (ii) any amounts in the TI Shortfall Pool. 
 
     "TI Shortfall Pool" shall mean at any time the aggregate difference between 
amounts actually paid by Borrower to tenants under Qualifying Leases for Tenant 
Work and the amounts previously funded by Lenders for Tenant Work for such 
tenants, less the aggregate amount previously funded pursuant to clause (b)(ii) 
         ---- 
of the definition of "TI Funding Amount" above. 
 
       Section 2.09  Nature of Lenders' Obligations; Borrower's Rights and 
                     ----------------------------------------------------- 
Obligations in Event a Lender Fails to Make an Advance.  The obligations of 
- ------------------------------------------------------ 
Lenders under this Agreement are several, and no Lender shall be responsible for 
the failure of any other Lender to fund the portion required to be funded by 
such other Lender of an advance of the Loan. In cases where a Delinquent Lender 
fails to fund the portion required to be funded by it of an advance and (x) none 
of the other Lenders elects to be 
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an Electing Lender pursuant to Section 7.16 and to fund the Delinquent Lender's 
share of the advance and (y) Borrower is unable to procure a Replacement Lender 
in accordance with Section 7.20, the obligation of the Non-Delinquent Lenders to 
fund their respective portions of such advance and each subsequent advance shall 
be conditioned on (i) Borrower's committing in writing to Lenders, prior to any 
such advance, that it will fund the entire Delinquency Amount and (ii) 
Borrower's submitting satisfactory evidence to Administrative Agent, at the time 
of each advance, that Borrower and/or Guarantor have paid, from their own funds, 
a portion of the Direct and Indirect Costs that are the subject of such advance 
in an amount equal to the Delinquent Lender's portion of such advance. 
 
       Section 2.10  Notes.  The Loan shall be evidenced by notes of Borrower 
                     ----- 
in the form of EXHIBIT H, duly completed and executed by Borrower (one for each 
Lender in an amount equal to such Lender's Individual Loan Commitment, payable 
for the account of such Lender's Applicable Lending Office), in an aggregate 
principal amount equal to the Loan Amount (such notes, as the same may hereafter 
be amended, modified, extended, severed, assigned, substituted, renewed or 
restated from time to time (including, without limitation, any substitute notes 
pursuant to Section 3.05, 7.16, 7.20 or 8.12), each, a "Note" and collectively, 
the "Notes"). The Notes shall mature, and all outstanding principal and other 
sums thereunder shall be paid in full, on the Maturity Date, as the same may be 
accelerated or extended. 
 
     In case of any loss, theft, destruction or mutilation of any Lender's Note, 
Borrower shall, upon its receipt of an affidavit of an officer of such Lender as 
to such loss, theft, destruction or mutilation and an appropriate 
indemnification, execute and deliver a replacement Note to such Lender in the 
same principal amount and otherwise of like tenor as the lost, stolen, destroyed 
or mutilated Note. 
 
       Section 2.11  Payments and Distributions; Certain Consequences of 
                     --------------------------------------------------- 
Delinquent Lender Status.  Borrower shall make each payment under this Agreement 
- ------------------------ 
and under the Notes not later than 11:00 a.m. (New York time) on the date when 
due to Administrative Agent at Administrative Agent's Office in immediately 
available funds. Administrative Agent will thereafter, on the day of its receipt 
of each such payment, cause to be distributed to each Lender such Lender's 
appropriate share (based upon the respective outstanding principal amounts of 
the Notes and the respective rates of interest thereunder) of the payments of 
principal and interest, and its appropriate share of the payments of other sums, 
in like funds for the account of such Lender's Applicable Lending Office. 
Payments by Borrower hereunder or under the Notes or other Loan Documents shall 
be made without setoff or counterclaim. 
 
     Except to the extent otherwise provided in this Agreement, whenever any 
payment to be made under this Agreement or under the Notes is due on any day 
other than a Business Day, such payment shall be made on the next succeeding 
Business Day, and such extension of time shall in such case be included in the 
computation of the payment of interest and, if applicable, fees, as the case may 
be. 
 
     Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this Section, (i) 
Administrative Agent shall make no payment to a Delinquent Lender until the Non- 
Delinquent Lenders 
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have been paid in full all outstanding principal, accrued and unpaid interest 
and any other sums owing to them under the Loan Documents, it being understood 
that payments of interest on account of the outstanding principal amount of the 
Note held by the Delinquent Lender shall be held by Administrative Agent in a 
non-interest bearing account and not distributed to the Delinquent Lender until 
such time as all principal, interest and other sums due to the Non-Delinquent 
Lenders have been paid in full, (ii) any payments (other than interest, as 
provided in clause (i) above) that would otherwise be due a Delinquent Lender 
shall be distributed to the Non-Delinquent Lenders until such time as all 
principal, interest and other sums due to the Non-Delinquent Lenders have been 
paid in full (except that any such amounts otherwise due a Delinquent Lender 
received by Administrative Agent during an Election Period shall be retained by 
Administrative Agent until the expiration of the Election Period and either paid 
to the Delinquent Lender, if the delinquency is cured, or paid to the Non- 
Delinquent Lenders, if the delinquency is not cured) and (iii) Administrative 
Agent shall deduct, from amounts due (or, in the case of Delinquent Lender, 
amounts that would otherwise be payable to such Delinquent Lender being held by 
Administrative Agent pursuant to clause (i) above) Lender in default under its 
obligations under Section 7.05, the amount owing by such Lender pursuant to said 
Section 7.05 and pay the amount so deducted to itself, the other Lenders, or 
such other party as is entitled to such amount, as applicable. 
 
     Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Agreement or the 
Delinquent Lender's Note, to the extent a Delinquent Lender is obligated under 
this Agreement to advance Loan proceeds in respect of interest on the Notes, and 
fails to do so, and such amount is not funded by a Replacement Lender or 
Electing Lender, such portion of the interest on the Delinquent Lender's Note 
(i.e., the interest on the Delinquent Lender's Note that, absent the Delinquent 
 - - 
Lender's Delinquency, would have been paid by advances from the Loan Budget 
Amount for "Interest on Loan", until the same was fully disbursed) shall accrue 
(without compounding) and payment thereof shall be deferred until the Maturity 
Date (whether as stated or by acceleration or otherwise). 
 
     If, following such time as all amounts owing under the Loan to the Non- 
Delinquent Lenders and Administrative Agent have been paid in full, 
Administrative Agent is holding funds in respect of amounts payable to the 
Delinquent Lender as provided in the third paragraph of this Section, 
Administrative Agent shall file an interpleader action in New York State Supreme 
Court, New York County and shall deposit the funds so held (less a sum equal to 
Administrative Agent's reasonable fees and expenses in connection with said 
interpleader action and deposit) with said court and Administrative Agent shall 
thereupon be relieved of responsibility to any party with respect to the funds 
deposited.  Borrower and each Delinquent Lender hereby jointly and severally 
agree to reimburse Administrative Agent for all costs and expenses that 
Administrative Agent may incur in connection with the foregoing interpleader 
action. 
 
     Except as provided above in this Section and in Section 7.16, each Lender's 
interest in the Loan shall be of equal priority with the interest of each other 
Lender. 
 
       Section 2.12  Interest.  Borrower shall have the option, subject to the 
                     -------- 
terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement, of paying interest on the 
Principal Amount or 
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portions thereof at the Prime Based Rate or the LIBO Based Rate. If Borrower 
desires the application of the LIBO Based Rate, it shall submit a LIBO Rate 
Request to Administrative Agent, which LIBO Rate Request shall be irrevocable, 
subject to Borrower's right to convert the rate of interest payable under the 
Notes with respect to any LIBOR Amount from the LIBO Based Rate to the Prime 
Based Rate as provided in Section 2.14. Administrative Agent shall, on the day 
of its receipt of the LIBO Rate Request from Borrower, notify each Lender by 
either telephone or by facsimile of the specified LIBOR Amount and the amount of 
the Lender's portion thereof, the Interest Period and date of commencement 
thereof, and the interest rate applicable to such LIBOR Amount. Each LIBO Rate 
Request shall be applicable to the Notes in accordance with the Lenders' 
respective Pro Rata Shares, so that, barring a conversion or suspension of the 
LIBO Based Rate by one or more, but not all, Lenders, pursuant to Article III, 
the outstanding principal amounts of each of the Notes shall contain segments 
bearing interest at the Prime Based Rate and/or LIBO Based Rate(s) under 
particular Interest Period(s), each of which segments shall correspond to a 
proportional segment of the outstanding principal amount of every other Note. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, if a Lender shall fail to fund the portion it is 
required to fund of any advance of the Loan and an Electing Lender shall commit 
to fund the Delinquency Amount pursuant to Section 7.16, then from and after the 
time of the first disbursement of the Delinquency Amount by the Electing Lender, 
(i) in the case of a LIBO Rate Request with respect to an advance, such LIBO 
Rate Request shall be applicable to the Notes in accordance with the respective 
portions of such advance made by the Lenders; (ii) in the case of a LIBO Rate 
Request with respect to a portion of the Principal Amount bearing interest at 
the Prime Based Rate to be converted to the LIBO Based Rate, such LIBO Rate 
Request shall be applicable to the Notes ratably in accordance with the portions 
of the outstanding principal balances under the respective Notes bearing 
interest at the Prime Based Rate; and (iii) in the case of a LIBO Rate Request 
with respect to an existing LIBOR Amount that is to be the subject of a new 
Interest Period, such LIBO Rate Request shall be applicable to the Notes ratably 
in accordance with the respective portions of such existing LIBOR Amount 
allocable to the respective Notes. In the event that Borrower fails to submit a 
LIBO Rate Request with respect to a LIBOR Amount not later than 12 Noon (New 
York time) four (4) Business Days prior to the last day of the relevant Interest 
Period, the LIBOR Amount in question shall bear interest, commencing at the end 
of such Interest Period, at the LIBO Based Rate for an Interest Period of one 
(1) month. 
 
     Interest shall be computed on an actual/360-day basis (i.e., interest for 
                                                            - - 
each day during which any portion of the Principal Amount is bearing interest at 
a particular interest rate per annum shall be computed at such rate divided by 
360). 
 
     Borrower shall pay interest on the Principal Amount to Administrative Agent 
for the account of Lenders.  Interest on the Principal Amount shall be payable, 
in arrears, monthly on the first day of the first month following the Initial 
Advance and on the first day of each month thereafter until the Notes are repaid 
in full. 
 
       Section 2.13  Limitation on Number of Interest Periods.  Borrower shall 
                     ---------------------------------------- 
not have the right to have more than six (6) Interest Periods, in the aggregate, 
in respect of 
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the Loan in effect at any one time, whether or not any portion of the Principal 
Amount is then bearing interest at the Prime Based Rate. 
 
       Section 2.14  Conversions of Interest Rate.  Provided there exists no 
                     ---------------------------- 
Event of Default, Borrower shall have the right to convert, from time to time, 
the rate of interest payable under the Notes with respect to any portion of the 
Principal Amount to the LIBO Based Rate or the Prime Based Rate, subject to the 
terms of this Agreement (including, without limitation, the payment of all 
amounts due in connection with any such conversion from the LIBO Based Rate on a 
date other than the last day of an applicable Interest Period) and provided 
                                                                   -------- 
that, in the case of a conversion from the LIBO Based Rate, the entire LIBOR 
Amount is the subject of the conversion. Conversions shall be accomplished (i) 
in the case of a conversion from the Prime Based Rate to the LIBO Based Rate, by 
Borrower's submission of a LIBO Rate Request in accordance with Section 2.12 or 
(ii) in the case of a conversion from the LIBO Based Rate to the Prime Based 
Rate, by Borrower's request to Administrative Agent by telephone (to be promptly 
confirmed in writing), to be received by Administrative Agent at least four (4) 
Business Days prior to the date specified for such conversion, specifying the 
LIBOR Amount with respect to which the interest rate is to be converted and the 
date of the conversion. On the date of its receipt of such request, 
Administrative Agent shall notify each Lender thereof either by telephone or by 
facsimile. 
 
       Section 2.15  Inapplicability of LIBO Based Rate.  Any portion of the 
                     ---------------------------------- 
Principal Amount to which the LIBO Based Rate is not or cannot pursuant to the 
terms of this Agreement be applicable shall bear interest at the Prime Based 
Rate. Upon the occurrence of an Event of Default, the entire Principal Amount 
shall, at the option of the Required Lenders, immediately and without notice to 
Borrower, bear interest at the Prime Based Rate. In addition, during the 
existence of an Event of Default, Borrower shall have no right to submit a LIBO 
Rate Request with respect to any LIBOR Amount for which the current Interest 
Period is expiring. The foregoing provisions shall not be construed as a waiver 
by Lenders of their right to pursue any other remedies available to them under 
the Mortgage or any other Loan Document nor shall they be construed to limit in 
any way the application of the Default Rate as provided in the Mortgage. 
 
       Section 2.16  Late Payment Premium.  Borrower shall pay to Administrative 
                     -------------------- 
Agent for the account of Lenders a late payment premium in the amount of 5% of 
any payments of principal (other than principal due on the Maturity Date, as it 
may be accelerated or extended under the terms hereof) or interest under the 
Loan made more than ten (10) days after the due date thereof, which late payment 
premium shall be due with any such late payment. 
 
       Section 2.17  Voluntary Prepayments.  Borrower may, upon at least thirty 
                     --------------------- 
(30) days' notice (which notice shall be irrevocable) to Administrative Agent, 
prepay the Principal Amount, in whole or part, without premium or penalty; 
provided, however, that (i) any partial prepayment under this Section shall be 
- --------  ------- 
in a principal amount of not less than $1,000,000 and an integral multiple of 
$100,000 (other than in the case of a prepayment pursuant to Section 8.24), (ii) 
prepayment of a LIBOR Amount other than on the last day of the applicable 
Interest Period shall be subject to the provisions of Section 
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3.03 and (iii) each prepayment under this Section shall include all interest 
accrued on the amount of principal prepaid (and all late charges and other sums 
that may be payable) through the date of prepayment. Amounts prepaid may not be 
reborrowed. 
 
       Section 2.18  Extension(s) of Maturity Date.  Borrower shall have the 
                     ----------------------------- 
option, exercisable twice, to extend the Maturity Date for a period of one (1) 
year, subject in each case (unless otherwise indicated), to (the "First 
Extension Conditions" and "Second Extension Conditions", respectively) (i) the 
absence of any Event of Default at both the time the option is exercised and on 
the Maturity Date to be extended, (ii) Administrative Agent's receipt of (w) a 
written request from Borrower for such extension between sixty (60) and one 
hundred eighty (180) days prior to the Maturity Date to be extended (upon the 
receipt of which Administrative Agent shall promptly commission the update to 
the appraisal required by clause (3) or (6), as applicable, below), (x) no later 
than one day prior to the Maturity Date to be extended, an extension fee, for 
the account of Lenders in accordance with their respective Pro Rata Shares, in 
the amount of .25% of the Commitment Amount as of the Maturity Date to be 
extended, (y) such note extension agreement(s) as Administrative Agent may 
reasonably require and (z) such interest rate protection agreements, and 
assignments thereof, as Administrative Agent may reasonably require and (iii) 
Administrative Agent's determination (which shall be conclusive so long as made 
on a reasonable basis) that, as of the Maturity Date to be extended, Guarantor 
is in compliance with the covenants set forth in paragraphs 9 and 10 of the 
Payment Guaranty, and that, 
 
     for the first extension: 
     ----------------------- 
 
          (1)  the Improvements (other than (A) Building 5 and Building 9, (B) 
     unleased tenant space and (C) minor "punch-list" items) have been 
     satisfactorily completed, lien-free, in accordance with this Agreement and 
     all building and other permits necessary for the tenants thereof to begin 
     to fit out their premises have been issued by the appropriate Governmental 
     Authority; 
 
          (2)  at least 75% of the total SFGLA in the Retail/Tenant-Constructed 
     Improvements is covered by Qualifying Leases (including the Book Store 
     Lease and the Crate & Barrel Lease ); and 
 
          (3)  the Commitment Amount does not exceed 65% of the "stabilized" 
     value of the Premises (as reflected in an update to the appraisal delivered 
     pursuant to Section 4.01(a)(4), which updated appraisal shall be 
     commissioned by Administrative Agent at Borrower's expense); and, 
 
     for the second extension: 
     ------------------------ 
 
          (4)  the Hotel, the Tenant-Constructed Improvements and the 
     Improvements (other than (A) unleased tenant space and (B) minor "punch- 
     list" items) have been satisfactorily completed, lien-free, in accordance 
     with this Agreement and final certificates of occupancy issued therefor by 
     the appropriate Governmental Authority; 
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          (5)  at least 85% of the total SFGLA in the Retail/Tenant-Constructed 
     Improvements is covered by Qualifying Leases (including the Book Store 
     Lease and the Crate & Barrel Lease) having an unexpired term of one (1) 
     year or more and at least 75% of the Residential Units is covered by 
     Residential Leases, in each case pursuant to which the tenants thereunder 
     are in occupancy and paying rent; 
 
          (6)  the Commitment Amount does not exceed 65% of the "as-is" value of 
     the Premises (as reflected in an update to the appraisal delivered pursuant 
     to Section 4.01(a)(4), which updated appraisal shall be commissioned by 
     Administrative Agent at Borrower's expense); and 
 
          (7)  Debt Service Coverage is at least 1.25; 
 
provided, however, that the foregoing loan-to-value and Debt Service Coverage 
- --------  ------- 
conditions set forth in clauses (3), (6) and (7) above shall be deemed satisfied 
if Borrower makes a partial prepayment of the Principal Amount on or before the 
Maturity Date to be extended in an amount such that the requisite loan-to-value 
or Debt Service Coverage, each recomputed based on the reduced Commitment 
Amount, is attained. 
 
       Section 2.19  Required Amortization During Second Extension Term.  If the 
                     -------------------------------------------------- 
original Maturity Date is extended by Borrower for two (2) one year periods 
pursuant to the exercise of its options to extend in accordance with the 
provisions of Section 2.18, then, commencing on the first day of the second 
month following the second such extension, and on the first day of each month 
thereafter until the extended Maturity Date, Borrower shall, and hereby 
covenants and promises to, make monthly payments in reduction of the Principal 
Amount. The amount of such principal payments shall be computed in accordance 
with a thirty (30)-year fully amortizing, constant payment mortgage schedule 
based on the Commitment Amount at the time of the first such payment date and an 
assumed per annum interest rate of 9.25%. 
 
       Section 2.20  Interest Rate Reduction. 
                     ----------------------- 
 
      (a)  Provided there exists no Default or Event of Default, the Applicable 
Margin with respect to the Prime Based Rate and the LIBO Based Rate shall be 
reduced to (i) .25% per annum and 1.875% per annum, respectively, upon 
Administrative Agent's determination (which shall be conclusive so long as made 
on a reasonable basis) that (1) the Improvements (other than (A) Buildings 5 and 
9, (B) unleased tenant space and (C) minor "punch list" items) have been 
satisfactorily completed, lien-free, in accordance with this Agreement and all 
building and other permits necessary for the tenants thereof to begin to fit out 
their respective premises have been issued by the appropriate Governmental 
Authority, (2) Debt Service Coverage is at least 1.00, provided, however, that 
                                                       --------  ------- 
in computing Debt Service Coverage for purposes of this clause (C), the revenue 
component of Net Operating Income under clause (a) of the definition thereof in 
Section 1.01 of the Agreement shall, for any date of determination, be a pro- 
forma amount computed as set forth in sub-clause (x) of said clause (a) but 
based only on leases where all acceptance-of-possession co-tenancy requirements 
have been satisfied and (3) Guarantor is in compliance with the covenants set 
forth in paragraphs 9 and 10 of the 
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Payment Guaranty and (ii) .00% per annum and 1.625% per annum, respectively, 
upon Administrative Agent's determination (which shall be conclusive so long as 
made on a reasonable basis) that (1) the Hotel, the Tenant-Constructed 
Improvements and the Improvements (other than (A) unleased tenant space in the 
Improvements and (B) minor "punch-list" items) have been satisfactorily 
completed, lien-free, in accordance with this Agreement and final certificates 
of occupancy issued therefor by the appropriate Governmental Authority, (2) at 
least 80% of the total SFGLA in the Retail/Tenant-Constructed Improvements is 
covered by Qualifying Leases having an unexpired term of one (1) year or more, 
and at least 80% of the Residential Units is covered by Residential Leases, 
pursuant to which, in each case, the tenants thereunder are in occupancy and 
paying rent, (3) Guarantor is in compliance with the covenants set forth in 
paragraphs 9 and 10 of the Payment Guaranty and (4) Debt Service Coverage is at 
least 1.30. The two (2) interest rate reductions provided for in this paragraph 
are hereinafter referred to as the "First Rate Reduction" and the "Second Rate 
Reduction", respectively. 
 
     (b)  If at any time following Borrower's qualification for the First Rate 
Reduction and/or the Second Rate Reduction pursuant to paragraph (a) above, the 
conditions precedent to such reduction as set forth in said paragraph (a) cease 
to be satisfied, then the Applicable Margins shall, automatically and without 
the need for any further documentation or action of any kind, be increased 
retroactively to the date any such condition ceased to be satisfied by the 
amount of the prior reduction, subject, however, to further decrease and 
increase in accordance with the provisions of this Section. 
 
                                  ARTICLE III 
 
                            YIELD MAINTENANCE ETC. 
                            ---------------------- 
 
     Section 3.01  Additional Costs and Other Effects of Regulatory Changes. 
                   -------------------------------------------------------- 
Borrower shall pay directly to a Lender, promptly upon demand, such amounts as 
are necessary to compensate such Lender for Additional Costs resulting from any 
Regulatory Change which (i) subjects such Lender to any tax, duty or other 
charge with respect to the Loan or its Note, or changes the basis of taxation of 
any amounts payable to such Lender under the Loan or its Note (other than taxes 
imposed on the overall net income of such Lender or of its Applicable Lending 
Office by the jurisdiction in which such Lender's principal office or such 
Applicable Lending Office is located), (ii) imposes, modifies or deems 
applicable any reserve, special deposit or similar requirements relating to any 
extensions of credit or other assets of, or any deposits with or other 
liabilities of, such Lender, (iii) imposes on such Lender or, in the case of 
LIBOR Amounts, on the London interbank market, any other condition affecting the 
Loan or its Note, or any of such extensions of credit or liabilities or (iv) 
imposes any capital adequacy requirements on such Lender by virtue of the Loan 
or the Notes.  Such Lender will notify Borrower (with a copy to Administrative 
Agent) of any event occurring after the date hereof which would entitle it to 
compensation pursuant to this paragraph as promptly as practicable after it 
obtains knowledge thereof and determines to request such compensation, and will 
designate a different Applicable Lending Office for those portions of the Loan 
affected 
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by such event if such designation will avoid the need for, or reduce the amount 
of, such compensation and will not, in such Lender's sole opinion, be 
disadvantageous to it, provided that such Lender shall have no obligation to so 
                       -------- 
designate an Applicable Lending Office located in the United States. 
 
     Without limiting the effect of the immediately preceding paragraph, in the 
event that, by reason of any Regulatory Change, (i) a Lender incurs Additional 
Costs based on or measured by the excess above a specified level of the amount 
of (1) a category of deposits or other liabilities of such Lender which includes 
deposits by reference to which the LIBO Rate is determined as provided in this 
Agreement and/or (2) a category of extensions of credit or other assets of such 
Lender which includes loans the interest on which is determined on the basis of 
rates referred to in the definition of "LIBO Rate" in Section 1.01, (ii) a 
Lender becomes subject to restrictions on the amount of such a category of 
liabilities or assets which it may hold or (iii) it shall be unlawful or 
impossible for a Lender to make or maintain its Pro Rata Share of the Loan (or 
any portion thereof) at the LIBO Based Rate, then such Lender's obligation to 
make or maintain its Pro Rata Share of the Loan (or portions thereof) at the 
LIBO Based Rate (and Borrower's right to request the same) shall be suspended 
and such Lender shall give notice thereof to Borrower (with a copy to 
Administrative Agent) and, upon the giving of such notice, interest payable on 
the affected Note shall be converted to the Prime Based Rate, unless such Lender 
may lawfully continue to maintain its Pro Rata Share of the Loan (or any portion 
thereof) then bearing interest at the LIBO Based Rate to the end of the current 
Interest Period(s), at which time the interest rate on the affected Note shall 
convert to the Prime Based Rate.  If subsequent to any conversion to the Prime 
Based Rate as provided above such Lender determines that such Regulatory Change 
has ceased to be in effect, such Lender will so notify Borrower (with a copy to 
Administrative Agent), and Borrower may convert the rate of interest payable 
under the affected Note with respect to those portions of the Principal Amount 
bearing interest at the Prime Based Rate to the LIBO Based Rate by submitting a 
LIBO Rate Request in respect thereof and otherwise complying with the provisions 
of this Agreement with respect thereto. 
 
     Determinations by each Lender of the existence or effect of any Regulatory 
Change on its costs of making or maintaining its Pro Rata Share of the Loan, or 
portions thereof, at the LIBO Based Rate, or on amounts receivable by it in 
respect thereof, and of the additional amounts required to compensate such 
Lender in respect of Additional Costs, shall be conclusive, so long as made on a 
reasonable basis. 
 
       Section 3.02  Limitations on Availability of LIBO Based Rate.  Anything 
                     ---------------------------------------------- 
herein to the contrary notwithstanding, if, at the time of or prior to the 
determination of the LIBO Based Rate in respect of any LIBO Rate Request Amount 
as provided in this Agreement, (i) Administrative Agent determines (which 
determination shall be conclusive, so long as made on a reasonable basis) that 
by reason of circumstances affecting the London interbank market generally, 
adequate and fair means do not or will not exist for determining the LIBO Based 
Rate applicable to an Interest Period or (ii) a Lender determines (which 
determination shall be conclusive, so long as made on a reasonable basis) that 
the LIBO Rate will not accurately reflect the cost to such Lender of making or 
maintaining its Pro Rata Share of the Loan (or any portion thereof) at the 
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LIBO Based Rate, then Administrative Agent, in the case of the circumstances 
described in clause (i) above, or such Lender, in the case of the circumstances 
described in clause (ii) above, shall give Borrower prompt notice thereof (with 
a copy to Administrative Agent in the case of the notice from such Lender), and 
the LIBO Rate Request Amount in question, in the case of the circumstances 
described in clause (i) above, or such Lender's portion thereof, in the case of 
the circumstances described in clause (ii) above, shall bear interest, or 
continue to bear interest, as the case may be, at the Prime Based Rate. If at 
any time subsequent to Administrative Agent's or such Lender's giving of such 
notice, Administrative Agent or such Lender, as the case may be, determines that 
because of a change in circumstances the LIBO Based Rate is again available to 
Borrower, Administrative Agent or such Lender, as the case may be, shall so 
notify Borrower (with a copy to Administrative Agent, in the case of the notice 
from such Lender) and Borrower may convert the rate of interest payable under 
the Notes or such Lender's Note, as the case may be, from the Prime Based Rate 
to the LIBO Based Rate by submitting a LIBO Rate Request in respect thereof and 
otherwise complying with the provisions of this Agreement with respect thereto. 
 
       Section 3.03  Certain Compensation.  Borrower shall pay directly to a 
                     -------------------- 
Lender, immediately upon request and notwithstanding contrary provisions 
contained in the Mortgage or other Loan Documents, such amounts as shall, in the 
judgment of such Lender (which shall be conclusive so long as made on a 
reasonable basis), compensate it for any loss, cost or expense incurred by it as 
a result of (i) any payment or prepayment (under any circumstances whatsoever, 
whether voluntary or involuntary) of any portion of the Principal Amount bearing 
interest at the LIBO Based Rate on a date other than the last day of an 
applicable Interest Period, (ii) the conversion (for any reason whatsoever, 
whether voluntary or involuntary) of the rate of interest payable under such 
Lender's Note from the LIBO Based Rate to the Prime Based Rate with respect to 
any portion of the Principal Amount then bearing interest at the LIBO Based Rate 
on a date other than the last day of an applicable Interest Period, (iii) the 
failure of all or a portion of an advance of the Loan which was to have borne 
interest at the LIBO Based Rate pursuant to a LIBO Rate Request to be made, (iv) 
any failure by Borrower to prepay any portion of the Principal Amount bearing 
interest at the LIBO Based Rate on the date specified in Borrower's notice of 
prepayment or (v) the failure of Borrower to borrow, continue or convert in 
accordance with a LIBO Rate Request submitted by it, which amounts shall 
include, without limitation, an amount equal to the present value (using as a 
discount rate the rate at which interest is computed pursuant to clause (y) 
below) of the excess, if any, of (x) the amount of interest that would have 
accrued at the LIBO Based Rate on the amount so prepaid, converted, not 
advanced, not prepaid or not borrowed, continued or converted, as the case may 
be, for the period from the date of occurrence to the last day of the applicable 
Interest Period over (y) the amount of interest (as determined in good faith by 
such Lender) that such Lender would have paid to Borrower (and other customers) 
on a Euro-Dollar deposit placed by such Lender with leading banks in the London 
interbank market for an amount comparable to the amount so prepaid, converted, 
not advanced, not prepaid or not borrowed, continued or converted, as the case 
may be, for the period from the date of occurrence to the last day of the 
applicable Interest Period. A determination by a Lender as to the amounts 
payable to it pursuant to this Section shall be conclusive absent manifest 
error. 
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       Section 3.04  Intentionally Omitted. 
                     --------------------- 
 
       Section 3.05  Substitution of Lenders.  If any Lender (an "Affected 
                     ----------------------- 
Lender") (i) makes demand upon Borrower for (or if Borrower is otherwise 
required to pay) Additional Costs pursuant to Section 3.01 or (ii) gives notice 
to Borrower that such Lender is unable to make or maintain its Pro Rata Share of 
the Loan at the LIBO Based Rate as a result of a condition described in clause 
(ii) of Section 3.02 or in the second paragraph of Section 3.01, Borrower may, 
within ninety (90) days of receipt of such demand or notice, as the case may be, 
give notice (a "Substitution Notice") to Administrative Agent and to each Lender 
of its intention to replace such Affected Lender with another financial 
institution (the "Substitute Lender") designated in such Substitution Notice. 
If, within thirty (30) days of Administrative Agent's receipt of such 
Substitution Notice, (x) Administrative Agent shall notify Borrower and each 
Lender in writing that the Substitute Lender is reasonably satisfactory to the 
Required Lenders and (y) the Affected Lender shall not agree to waive the 
payment of the Additional Costs in question or the effect of the circumstances 
described in clause (ii) of Section 3.02 or in the second paragraph of Section 
3.01, then the Affected Lender shall, so long as no Default shall exist, assign 
its Note and all of its rights and obligations under this Agreement to the 
Substitute Lender, and the Substitute Lender shall assume all of the Affected 
Lender's rights and obligations, pursuant to an agreement, substantially in the 
form of an Assignment and Assumption Agreement, executed by the Affected Lender 
and the Substitute Lender. In connection with such assignment and assumption, 
the Substitute Lender shall pay to the Affected Lender an amount equal to the 
outstanding principal amount under the Affected Lender's Note plus all interest 
accrued thereon, plus all other amounts, if any (other than the Additional Costs 
in question), then due and payable to the Affected Lender with respect to the 
Loan; provided, however, that prior to or simultaneously with any such 
      --------  ------- 
assignment and assumption, Borrower shall have paid to such Affected Lender all 
amounts properly demanded and unreimbursed under this Article III. Upon the 
effective date of such assignment and assumption and the payment by the 
Substitute Lender to Administrative Agent of a fee, for Administrative Agent's 
own account, in the amount of $3,500, the Substitute Lender shall become a party 
to this Agreement and shall have all the rights and obligations of a Lender as 
set forth in such Assignment and Assumption Agreement, and the Affected Lender 
shall be released from its obligations hereunder, and no further consent or 
action by any party shall be required. Upon the consummation of any assignment 
pursuant to this Section, a note shall be issued to the Substitute Lender by 
Borrower, in substitution for the Affected Lender's Note, and the Affected 
Lender shall return its Note to Borrower. Such substitute note shall constitute 
a "Note", and the obligations evidenced by such substitute note shall be secured 
by the Mortgage. In connection with Borrower's execution of such substitute note 
as aforesaid, Borrower shall deliver to Administrative Agent such evidence of 
the due authorization, execution and delivery of the substitute note and any 
related documents as Administrative Agent may reasonably request; provided, 
                                                                  -------- 
however, that Borrower shall not be required to deliver a legal opinion in 
- ------- 
connection with such substitute note. If the Substitute Lender is not 
incorporated under the Laws of the United States or a state thereof, it shall, 
prior to the first date on which interest or fees are payable hereunder for its 
account, deliver to Borrower and Administrative Agent 
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certification as to exemption from deduction or withholding of any United States 
federal income taxes in accordance with Section 7.13. 
 
     Borrower, Administrative Agent and Lenders shall execute such modifications 
to the Loan Documents as shall, in the reasonable judgment of Administrative 
Agent, be necessary or desirable in connection with the substitution of Lenders 
in accordance with the foregoing provisions of this Section. 
 
                                  ARTICLE IV 
 
                             CONDITIONS PRECEDENT 
                             -------------------- 
 
       Section 4.01  Conditions Precedent to Closing.  Lenders shall not be 
                     ------------------------------- 
obligated hereunder until the following conditions shall have been satisfied: 
 
          (a)  Lenders shall have received and approved each of the following: 
 
               (1)  Fees and Expenses.  (i) Those fees required by the 
                    ----------------- 
          Supplemental Fee Letter to be paid on or before the date hereof and 
          (ii) all fees and expenses incurred by Agent (including, without 
          limitation, the reasonable fees and expenses of Lenders' Counsel, the 
          Construction Consultant, Lenders' environmental and insurance 
          consultants, and the preparer of the appraisal required by paragraph 
          (4) below); 
 
               (2)  Loan Documents and Supplemental Fee Letter.  This Agreement, 
                    ------------------------------------------ 
          each of the other Loan Documents and the Supplemental Fee Letter, duly 
          executed by the parties thereto, and, where applicable, duly 
          acknowledged and in proper form for recording or filing, as the case 
          may be, and all necessary or desirable recordings and filings shall 
          have been duly made; 
 
               (3)  Financial Statements.  Current Financial Statements and such 
                    -------------------- 
          other financial data (including, without limitation, current financial 
          statements of tenants under leases in respect of the Premises and of 
          parties to any of the Premises Documents, and of the guarantor(s), if 
          any, of any such tenants or parties, as may in the possession of 
          Borrower or obtainable by Borrower with reasonable effort) as 
          Administrative Agent shall require; 
 
               (4)  Appraisal.  An independent M.A.I. appraisal of the Premises 
                    --------- 
          and Improvements, complying in all respects with the standards for 
          real estate appraisals established pursuant to the Financial 
          Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989, showing 
          that the Loan Amount does not exceed 65% of the stabilized value of 
          the Premises; 
 
               (5)  Insurance Policies.  The policies of insurance required by 
                    ------------------ 
          the Mortgage, together with evidence of the payment of the premiums 
          therefor; 
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               (6)  Hazardous Materials Report(s)/Reliance Letter(s).  A 
                    ------------------------------------------------ 
          detailed Phase I environmental site assessment report (and, if 
          reasonably requested by Administrative Agent, a Phase II report) 
          regarding the Premises (with accompanying "reliance letters"), issued 
          by a properly qualified engineer; 
 
               (7)  Title Policy.  A paid title insurance policy (or policies), 
                    ------------ 
          in the amount of the Mortgage, in ALTA 10-17-92 or other form approved 
          by Lenders' Counsel, issued by the Title Insurer, which shall insure 
          the Mortgage to be a valid lien on Borrower's interests in the 
          Premises free and clear of all defects and encumbrances except those 
          previously received and approved by Lenders' Counsel, and shall 
          contain: 
 
                    (i)    full coverage against mechanics' liens (filed and 
               inchoate). 
 
                    (ii)   a reference to the survey but no survey exceptions 
               except those theretofore approved by Lenders' Counsel, 
 
                    (iii)  such affirmative insurance and endorsements as 
               Lenders' Counsel may require, and 
 
                    (iv)   a Pending Disbursements Clause in the form of EXHIBIT 
               G, 
 
          and shall be accompanied by such reinsurance agreements between the 
          Title Insurer and title companies approved by Administrative Agent, in 
          ALTA 1994 facultative form, as Administrative Agent may require; 
 
               (8)  Survey. A current ALTA/ACSM survey of the Premises, 
                    ------ 
          certified to Administrative Agent and the Title Insurer, showing: 
 
                    (i)    the location of the perimeter of the Premises by 
               courses and distances, 
 
                    (ii)   all easements, rights-of-way, and utility lines 
               referred to in the title policy required by this Agreement or 
               which actually service or cross the Premises, 
 
                    (iii)  the lines of the streets abutting the Premises and 
               the width thereof, and any established building and setback 
               lines, 
 
                    (iv)   encroachments and the extent thereof upon the 
               Premises, 
 
                    (v)    the Improvements to the extent constructed, and the 
               relationship of the Improvements by distances to the perimeter of 
               the Premises, established building, setback and street lines, 
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                    (vi)   if the Premises are described as being on a filed 
               map, a legend relating the survey to said map, and 
 
                    (vii)  all flood zone designations in respect of the 
               Premises; 
 
               (9)  Leases and Premises Documents.  Certified copies of all 
                    ----------------------------- 
          executed leases in respect of the Premises, accompanied by, in the 
          case of any leases demising in excess of 5,000 SFGLA specified by 
          Administrative Agent, estoppel certificates from the tenants 
          thereunder and, in the case of any leases specified by Administrative 
          Agent, notice-of-assignment letters in the form of EXHIBIT F in 
          respect thereof, executed by Borrower; certified copies of the 
          standard form of lease Borrower will use in connection with the 
          leasing of space in the Retail Improvements; and certified copies of 
          all Premises Documents, together with estoppel certificates from the 
          parties thereto; 
 
               (10) Counsel Opinions.  Opinions of Borrower's counsel and local 
                    ---------------- 
          counsel (and, if required by Administrative Agent, of a local counsel 
          selected by Administrative Agent or Lenders' Counsel) in form 
          satisfactory to Administrative Agent; 
 
               (11) Organizational Documents.  If Borrower, Guarantor or any 
                    ------------------------ 
          general partner or member of any of them is a corporation, current 
          copies of the following documents with respect to each: 
 
                    (i)    good-standing certificates from the jurisdiction of 
               its incorporation and the State of California, 
 
                    (ii)   a resolution, certified by the corporate secretary, 
               of the shareholders or directors of the corporation authorizing 
               the consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby and the 
               execution, delivery and performance of the Loan Documents and any 
               other documents to be executed, delivered or performed by said 
               corporation (including any substitute or replacement Notes to be 
               executed and delivered pursuant to the terms hereof), and 
 
                    (iii)  a certificate of the corporate secretary as to the 
               incumbency of the officers executing any of the documents 
               required hereby, 
 
          and, if Borrower, Guarantor or any general partner or member of any of 
          them is a partnership, venture, limited liability company or trust: 
 
                    (iv)   the entity's organizational agreement and all 
               amendments and attachments thereto, certified by a general 
               partner, venturer, member or trustee to be true and complete, 
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                    (v)    any certificates filed or required to be filed by the 
               entity in the jurisdictions of its formation and the State of 
               California in order for it to do business in those jurisdictions, 
               and 
 
                    (vi)   evidence of the authorization of the consummation of 
               the transactions contemplated hereby and the execution, delivery 
               and performance of the Loan Documents and any other documents to 
               be executed, delivered and performed by said entity (including 
               any substitute or replacement Notes to be executed and delivered 
               pursuant to the terms hereof), and including any required 
               consents by partners, venturers, members, trustees or 
               beneficiaries; 
 
               (12) Permits and Approvals.  Copies of any and all authorizations 
                    --------------------- 
          (including plot plan and subdivision approvals, zoning variances, 
          water, sewer, building and other permits) required by Governmental 
          Authorities or otherwise necessary for the construction, use, 
          occupancy and operation of the Premises and/or Improvements for the 
          purposes contemplated by the Plans in accordance with all applicable 
          Laws, all with respect only to the structure and foundations of 
          Buildings 3, 4, 6, 7 , 8 and 13/15; 
 
               (13) Management and Leasing Contracts.  Certified copies of all 
                    -------------------------------- 
          agreements, if any, providing for or relating to the management or 
          leasing of the Premises or Improvements; 
 
               (14) Chattel Searches.  UCC searches against Borrower or other 
                    ---------------- 
          owner of the Premises; 
 
               (15) Plans, Etc.  A complete set of the Plans and copies of a 
                    ----------- 
          soil-engineer's report, a site plan (showing all necessary approvals, 
          utility connections and site improvements) and all inspection and test 
          records and reports made by or for Borrower or Borrower's Architects, 
          all with respect only to Buildings 3, 4, 6, 7 and 8; 
 
               (16) Consultant's Report.  A report from the Construction 
                    ------------------- 
          Consultant to the effects that (i) it has received and approved the 
          items required by paragraph (b) below, (ii) the Plans referred in 
          paragraph (15) above have been approved by all applicable Governmental 
          Authorities, (iii) the Improvements as shown by said Plans will comply 
          with applicable zoning and other Laws, including requirements for 
          parking spaces, (iv) a General Contract and Major Subcontracts are in 
          effect which satisfactorily provide for the construction of Buildings 
          3, 4, 6, 7 and 8, (v) all roads and utilities necessary for the full 
          utilization of the Improvements for their intended purposes have been 
          completed, or the presently installed and proposed roads and utilities 
          will be sufficient for the full utilization of the Improvements for 
          their intended purpose and will be available to and servicing the 
          Premises upon completion of the Improvements, (vi) the 
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          construction of the Improvements theretofore performed, if any, was 
          performed in accordance with the Plans and (vii) construction of the 
          Improvements, along with all necessary roads and utilities, will be 
          finished on or before the Completion Date; and to such other effects 
          as Administrative Agent may reasonably request; 
 
               (17) Construction Contracts and Will-Serve Letters.  Copies of 
                    --------------------------------------------- 
          the General Contract, the Major Subcontracts and Borrower's agreements 
          with Borrower's Architects, in each case certified by Borrower to be 
          true and complete, together with letters from Borrower's Architects 
          and the General Contractor in the forms of EXHIBITS C and D, 
          respectively, and letters also in the form of EXHIBIT D (modified 
          appropriately) (x) from all Major Subcontractors with whom Borrower 
          has a direct contract and (y) on a best-efforts basis, from each other 
          Major Subcontractor whose contract price is $10,000,000 or more; 
          provided, however, that, for purposes of the closing of the Loan, the 
          --------  ------- 
          General Contract and Borrower's agreements with Borrower's Architects 
          need only cover Buildings 3, 4, 6, 7 and 8; 
 
               (18) Bonds.  Either (x) performance bonds naming Administrative 
                    ----- 
          Agent as co-obligee and labor and materials payment bonds, each in AIA 
          Document No. A-312 (1984 Edition) form, for penal sums equal to the 
          amounts of such of the Major Subcontracts specified by Administrative 
          Agent or (y) a "subguard" insurance policy in respect of the 
          construction contracts for the Improvements, together with an 
          assignment thereof to Administrative Agent for the benefit of Lenders 
          (which assignment may be contained in the policy itself); 
 
               (19) Progress Schedule.  A progress schedule or chart showing 
                    ----------------- 
          the interval of time over which each item of Direct Cost is projected 
          to be incurred or paid; 
 
               (20) Project Cost Statement.  The Project Cost Statement; 
                    ---------------------- 
 
               (21) Collateral Assignments, Etc.  The Collateral Assignments 
                    --------------------------- 
          and the related absolute assignments (and, in the case of the FRIT LLC 
          Collateral Assignment, subordination agreement) required thereby, 
          together with the original notes and originals or certified copies of 
          the deeds of trust and other related documents being assigned; and an 
          agreement in recordable form subordinating the FRIT Deed of Trust to 
          the Ground Lease; 
 
               (22) Covenant Compliance Certificate.  A certificate of the sort 
                    ------------------------------- 
          required by paragraph (3) of Section 6.18; 
 
               (23) Interest Rate Protection Strategy.  A certificate, executed 
                    --------------------------------- 
          by an appropriate financial officer of Borrower, setting forth the 
          details 
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          (including rates, terms and notional amounts) and timing of the 
          interest rate protection strategy that Borrower intends to employ in 
          respect of the Loan; 
 
               (24) Hotel-Related Documents.  Certified copies of the Hotel 
                    ----------------------- 
          Lease, the Building 5 Declaration and the related Condensed Water 
          Agreement; the original letters of credit delivered by the Hotel 
          Operator pursuant to the Hotel Lease; a collateral assignment, duly 
          executed by FRIT LLC, to Administrative Agent of said letters of 
          credit; and transfer letters in blank executed by FRIT LLC, as 
          required by said collateral assignment; and 
 
               (25) Additional Documentation.  Such other approvals, opinions 
                    ------------------------ 
          or documents as Administrative Agent may reasonably request; and 
 
          (b)  The Construction Consultant shall have received and approved each 
     of the following: 
 
               (1)  Related Documents.  Copies of the items required by 
                    ----------------- 
          paragraphs (6), (8), (12), (15), (17), (18), (19) and (20) of Section 
          4.01(a), together with copies of any leases or Premises Documents 
          which contain any requirements or specifications in respect of 
          construction of the Improvements; and 
 
               (2)  Title Documents.  Copies of any documents listed as 
                    --------------- 
          exceptions to title in the title policy required hereby which are 
          relevant to the construction or use of the Improvements. 
 
       Section 4.02  Conditions to Initial Advance.  Lenders shall not be 
                     ----------------------------- 
obligated to make the Initial Advance until the following conditions shall have 
been satisfied: 
 
          (a)  All conditions of Section 4.01 shall have been and remain, 
     satisfied as of the date of the Initial Advance; 
 
          (b)  There shall exist no Default or Event of Default, and no Default 
     or Event of Default would result from the making of the Initial Advance; 
 
          (c)  The representations and warranties made to Administrative Agent 
     or Lenders herein, in the other Loan Documents and in any other document, 
     certificate or statement executed or delivered to Administrative Agent or 
     Lenders in connection with the Loan shall be true and correct in all 
     material respects on and as of the date of the Initial Advance with the 
     same effect as if made on such date; 
 
          (d)  The Improvements, if any, shall not have been materially injured 
     or damaged by fire or other casualty unless Administrative Agent shall have 
     received, for the account of Lenders, insurance proceeds or funds from 
     Borrower sufficient in the judgment of the Construction Consultant to 
     effect the satisfactory 
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     restoration of the Improvements and to permit completion of the 
     Improvements prior to the Completion Date; 
 
          (e)  Lenders (or, in the case of paragraph (4), Administrative Agent) 
     shall have received and approved each of the following: 
 
               (1)  Title Continuation.  A written continuation of or 
                    ------------------ 
          endorsement to the title policy insuring the Mortgage, in a form 
          approved by Lenders' Counsel, conforming to the requirements of 
          EXHIBIT G and setting forth no additional exceptions except those 
          approved by Lenders' Counsel or otherwise expressly permitted by the 
          Loan Documents; 
 
               (2)  Required Leases.  To the extent not previously delivered 
                    --------------- 
          pursuant to paragraph (9) of Section 4.01(a), certified copies of all 
          leases in respect to the Premises (including, without limitation, (x) 
          Qualifying Leases (including the Book Store Lease and the Crate & 
          Barrel Lease) or (y) executed letters of intent or final leases out 
          for signature which, when finalized or executed, as the case may be, 
          would constitute Qualifying Leases, covering, in the aggregate, a 
          minimum of 45% of the total SFGLA in the Retail/Tenant-Constructed 
          Improvements and providing for an aggregate annual net base rent of at 
          least the Minimum Rental Advance Amount; provided, however, that no 
                                                   --------  ------- 
          more than 15% of the total SFGLA may be covered by the documents 
          described in clause (y) above in satisfaction of the foregoing 
          requirement) accompanied by tenant estoppel certificates and notice of 
          assignment letters as specified in paragraph (9) of Section 4.01(a); 
          and subordination and attornment agreements, in Administrative Agent's 
          usual form, in respect of such leases demising in excess of 5,000 
          SFGLA as Administrative Agent may require; 
 
               (3)  Equity Investment.  Prior to the Initial Advance, a 
                    ----------------- 
          certificate from Borrower demonstrating to Lenders that it has 
          invested equity in the Premises (i.e., by its payment of Direct or 
                                           - - 
          Indirect Costs) in an amount equal to at least the greater of (i) 
          $138,000,000 or (ii) the excess of (x) the total Direct and Indirect 
          Costs necessary for completion of the Improvements at the time of the 
          Initial Advance (as estimated by Lenders and the Construction 
          Consultant) over (y) the Loan Amount, which certificate shall be 
          accompanied by such evidence of such investment as Administrative 
          Agent may reasonably request; 
 
               (4)  Association-Related Documents.  The following documents, 
                    ----------------------------- 
          all satisfactory to Administrative Agent: certified copies of the 
          organizational documents of the Association; conditional resignations, 
          in the form of EXHIBIT J, of the members of the "Board" of the 
          Association and the "Architectural Committee" under the Declaration 
          and the officers of the Association; and written acknowledgment from 
          the Association that Administrative Agent is a "Mortgagee" entitled to 
          all the rights of a "Mortgagee" under the Declaration; 
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               (5)  Requisition.  A Requisition for the Initial Advance, 
                    ----------- 
          together with such proof of incurrence of any Indirect Costs included 
          therein as may be required by the terms hereof; and 
 
               (6)  Hotel-Related Documents.  An executed subordination, 
                    ----------------------- 
          non-disturbance and attornment agreement with the Hotel Operator with 
          respect to the Hotel Lease; a certified copy of the Building 5/Hotel 
          Construction Contract; and payment and performance bonds (naming 
          Administrative Agent as an obligee) as are required to be delivered by 
          the Hotel Operator under the Hotel Lease; provided, however, that the 
          requirement for the Building 5/Hotel Construction Contract and related 
          bonds shall be deferred as provided in Section 8.28. 
 
          (f)  The Construction Consultant shall have received and approved each 
     of the following: 
 
               (1)  Related Documents.  Copies of the items required by 
                    ----------------- 
          paragraph (3) of Section 4.02(e), together with any leases that 
          contain any requirements or specifications in respect of construction 
          of the Improvements; and 
 
               (2)  Requisition.  If the Initial Advance consists in whole or 
                    ----------- 
          in part of advances for Direct Costs, a copy of the Requisition 
          therefor. 
 
       Section 4.03  Conditions to Advances After the Initial Advance.  Lenders' 
                     ------------------------------------------------ 
obligation to make advances of proceeds of the Loan after the Initial Advance 
shall be subject to the satisfaction of the following conditions: 
 
          (a)  All conditions of Sections 4.01 and 4.02 shall have been and 
     remain satisfied as of the date of such advances; 
 
          (b)  There shall exist no Default or Event of Default, and no Default 
     or Event of Default would result from the making of the advance; 
 
          (c)  The representations and warranties made to Administrative Agent 
     and/or Lenders herein, in the other Loan Documents and in any other 
     document, certificate or statement executed or delivered to Administrative 
     Agent and/or Lenders in connection with the Loan shall be true and correct 
     in all material respects on and as of the date of the advance with the same 
     effect as if made on such date; 
 
          (d)  Administrative Agent shall have received a written continuation 
     report of or endorsement to the title policy insuring the Mortgage to the 
     date of such advance, in the form approved by Lenders' Counsel, conforming 
     to the pending disbursement requirements set forth in EXHIBIT G and setting 
     forth no additional exceptions (including survey exceptions) except those 
     that are approved by Lenders' Counsel or that result from encumbrances that 
     are expressly permitted by the Loan Documents; 
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          (e)  If required by the Title Insurer as a condition to issuing the 
     endorsement required by clause (d) above, or if otherwise reasonably 
     required by Administrative Agent, Administrative Agent shall have received 
     a survey of the Premises certified to it and the Title Insurer, updated, 
     with respect to all relevant requirements and information, to within ten 
     (10) days of the advance; and 
 
          (f)  Administrative Agent and the Construction Consultant shall have 
     received a Requisition for the advance, together with such other 
     documentation and information as either of them may reasonably require. 
 
       Section 4.04  Conditions to Last Direct Costs Advance.  In addition to 
                     --------------------------------------- 
the requirements of Section 4.03, in the case of the last Direct Costs Loan 
advance as provided in Section 2.04, Administrative Agent shall also have 
received and approved: 
 
          (a)  A report from the Construction Consultant to the effects that (i) 
     construction of the Improvements has been completed, and any necessary 
     utilities and roads have been finished and made available for use, in 
     accordance with the Plans and (ii) it has received satisfactory evidence of 
     the approval by all Governmental Authorities of the Tenant-Constructed 
     Improvements and the Improvements in their entirety for permanent 
     occupancy, and of the contemplated uses thereof, to the extent any such 
     approval is a condition of the lawful use and occupancy thereof; 
 
          (b)  A current final survey of the Premises, certified to 
     Administrative Agent and the Title Insurer, showing the completed 
     Improvements; 
 
          (c)  Evidence that Borrower has filed the notice, if any, of 
     completion of the Improvements necessary to establish commencement of the 
     shortest statutory period for the filing of mechanics' and materialmen's 
     liens; and 
 
          (d)  To the extent any tenants under leases or any parties to the 
     Premises Documents have rights of approval with respect to construction of 
     the Improvements, certificates by such tenants or parties, to the effect 
     that, for purposes of such leases and Premises Documents, respectively, the 
     Improvements have been satisfactorily completed. 
 
                                   ARTICLE V 
 
                        REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES 
                        ------------------------------ 
 
     Borrower represents and warrants to Administrative Agent and Lenders that: 
 
       Section 5.01  Due Formation; Ownership; Power and Authority.  FRIT LLC is 
                     --------------------------------------------- 
a limited liability company, duly organized, validly existing and in good 
standing under the Laws of the State of California, of which SRI is the sole 
managing member and the owner of a 75% beneficial interest therein. SRI is a 
corporation, duly organized, validly existing and in good standing under the 
Laws of the State of Maryland, qualified 
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to do business and in good standing under the Laws of the State of California, 
which is wholly-owned and controlled by Guarantor. SJR is a corporation, duly 
organized, validly existing and in good standing under the Laws of the State of 
Maryland, qualified to do business and in good standing under the Laws of the 
State of California, 100% of the preferred stock of which is owned by FRIT LLC. 
Guarantor is a publicly-owned real estate investment trust duly organized, 
validly existing and in good standing under the Laws of the State of Maryland, 
qualified to do business and in good standing under the Laws of the State of 
California. Each of Borrower and Guarantor has full power and authority to 
consummate the transactions contemplated hereby and to execute, deliver and 
perform this Agreement and any other Loan Document to which it is a party. FRIT 
LLC is not engaged in rendering "professional services", as such term is defined 
in Section 13401(a) of the California Government Code and the local ordinances 
enacted pursuant thereto. 
 
       Section 5.02  Legally Enforceable Agreements.  The Supplemental Fee 
                     ------------------------------ 
Letter and each Loan Document to which Borrower or Guarantor is a party is a 
legal, valid and binding obligation of such party, enforceable against Borrower 
or Guarantor, as the case may be, in accordance with its terms, except to the 
extent that such enforcement may be limited by applicable bankruptcy, insolvency 
and other similar Laws affecting creditors' rights generally. 
 
       Section 5.03  Financial Statements.  Financial Statements have been 
                     -------------------- 
heretofore delivered to Lenders which are true, correct and current in all 
respects and which fairly present the respective financial conditions of the 
subjects thereof as of the respective dates thereof; no Material Adverse Change 
has occurred since the respective dates thereof and no borrowings (other than 
the Loan) which might give rise to a lien or claim against the Mortgaged 
Property or proceeds of the Loan have been made by Borrower or others since the 
dates thereof. 
 
       Section 5.04  Compliance With Laws; Payment of Taxes.  Borrower and 
                     -------------------------------------- 
Guarantor are in compliance with, and the transactions contemplated hereby and 
by the other Loan Documents do not and will not violate any provision of, or 
require any filing, registration, consent or approval under, any Law presently 
in effect having applicability to Borrower or Guarantor; Borrower has filed all 
tax returns (federal, state and local) required to be filed and has paid all 
taxes, assessments and governmental charges and levies due and payable 
(including those in respect of the Premises), including interest and penalties. 
 
       Section 5.05  Litigation.  There are no actions, suits or proceedings 
                     ---------- 
pending or, to Borrower's knowledge, threatened against or affecting it, the 
Premises, the validity or enforceability of the Mortgage or the priority of the 
lien thereof at law, in equity or before or by any Governmental Authorities, nor 
are there any material actions, suits or proceedings pending or, to Borrower's 
knowledge, threatened against or affecting Guarantor, except, in any case above, 
actions, suits or proceedings which have been disclosed to Administrative Agent 
and Lenders in writing and which are fully covered by insurance or would, if 
adversely determined, not substantially impair the ability of Borrower or 
Guarantor to pay when due any amounts which may become payable under 
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the Notes or Guaranty or to otherwise pay and perform their respective 
obligations in connection with the Loan; to Borrower's knowledge, neither it nor 
Guarantor is in default with respect to any order, writ, injunction, decree or 
demand of any court or Governmental Authorities. 
 
       Section 5.06  No Conflicts or Defaults.  The consummation of the 
                     ------------------------ 
transactions contemplated hereby and the performance hereof and of the other 
Loan Documents have not resulted and will not result in any breach of, or 
constitute a default under, any mortgage, deed of trust, lease, bank loan or 
credit agreement, corporate charter, by-laws, partnership agreement or other 
instrument to which Borrower or Guarantor is a party or by which either of them 
may be bound or affected. 
 
       Section 5.07  Solvency.  Borrower and Guarantor are, and upon 
                     -------- 
consummation of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, the other Loan 
Documents and any other related documents, will be, solvent. 
 
       Section 5.08  Governmental Regulation.  Borrower is not subject to 
                     ----------------------- 
regulation under the Investment Company Act of 1940 or any Law limiting its 
ability to incur indebtedness for money borrowed as contemplated hereby. 
 
       Section 5.09  Insurance.  Borrower has in force, and has paid the 
                     --------- 
premiums in respect of, all of the insurance required by the Mortgage. 
 
       Section 5.10  ERISA.  Neither Borrower nor Guarantor nor any other 
                     ----- 
Person, including any fiduciary, has engaged in any prohibited transaction (as 
defined in Section 4975 of the Code or Section 406 of ERISA) which could subject 
Borrower or Guarantor or any Person whom they have an obligation to indemnify to 
any tax or penalty imposed under Section 4975 of the Code or Section 502 of 
ERISA; neither Borrower nor Guarantor nor any ERISA Affiliate maintains, 
contributes to or has any liability with respect to a Multiemployer Plan or any 
other plan subject to Title IV of ERISA; each Employee Benefit Plan is 
administered in accordance with its terms and, except as disclosed to 
Administrative Agent in writing, in compliance with all applicable Laws, 
including any reporting requirements; each Pension Plan intending to qualify 
under Section 401(a) or 401(k) of the Code does so qualify; there is no lien 
outstanding or security interest given in connection with a Pension Plan; 
neither Borrower nor Guarantor nor any ERISA Affiliate has any liability with 
respect to an accumulated funding deficiency (whether or not waived) under 
Section 412 of the Code or Section 302 of ERISA; neither Borrower nor Guarantor 
has any liability for retiree medical or death benefits (contingent or 
otherwise) other than as required by Section 4980B of the Code; and no part of 
the funds to be used by Borrower or Guarantor in satisfaction of their 
respective obligations under this Agreement and the other Loan Documents 
constitute "plan assets" of any "employee benefit plan" within the meaning of 
ERISA or of any "plan" within the meaning of Section 4975(e)(1) of the Code, as 
interpreted by the Internal Revenue Service and the United States Department of 
Labor in rules, regulations, releases or bulletins or as interpreted under 
applicable case law. 
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       Section 5.11  Other Documents.  All Qualifying Leases, Residential Leases 
                     --------------- 
and Premises Documents are unmodified (other than de minimis modifications or 
                                                  -- ------- 
those approved by Administrative Agent as required hereby) and in full force and 
effect, there are, to Borrower's knowledge, no defaults (or events which with 
notice or the passage of time, or both, would constitute such a default) under 
any thereof and all conditions to the effectiveness and continuing effectiveness 
thereof required to be satisfied as of the date hereof have been satisfied. 
 
       Section 5.12  No Default.  There exists no Default or Event of Default. 
                     ---------- 
 
       Section 5.13  Accuracy of Information; Full Disclosure.  Neither this 
                     ---------------------------------------- 
Agreement nor any documents, financial statements, reports, notices, schedules, 
certificates, statements or other writings furnished by or on behalf of Borrower 
or Guarantor to Administrative Agent or Lenders in connection with the 
negotiation of this Agreement or the other Loan Documents or the consummation of 
the transactions contemplated hereby, or required herein or by the other Loan 
Documents to be furnished by or on behalf of Borrower or Guarantor, contains any 
untrue or misleading statement of a material fact or omits a material fact 
necessary to make the statements herein or therein not misleading; there is no 
fact which Borrower has not disclosed to Administrative Agent and Lenders in 
writing which materially affects adversely or, so far as Borrower can now 
foresee, will materially affect adversely any of the Mortgaged Property or the 
business affairs or financial condition of Borrower or Guarantor, or the ability 
of Borrower or Guarantor to perform this Agreement and the other Loan Documents. 
 
       Section 5.14  Separate Tax and Zoning Lot.  The Premises constitutes one 
                     --------------------------- 
or more distinct parcels for purposes of zoning and of taxes, assessments and 
impositions (public or private) and are not otherwise considered as part of a 
larger single lot for purposes of zoning or of taxes, assessments or impositions 
(public or private). 
 
       Section 5.15  Requisition as Reaffirmation.  Each Requisition submitted 
                     ---------------------------- 
to Administrative Agent, and the receipt of the funds requested thereby, shall 
constitute an affirmation that the representations and warranties contained 
herein and in the other Loan Documents remain true and correct as of the 
respective dates of such Requisitions. 
 
       Section 5.16  Plans and Improvements.  The approved Plans are scheduled 
                     ---------------------- 
by sheet number, title, date and revised date in the letter from Borrower's 
Architects in the form of EXHIBIT C, which schedule is hereby certified by 
Borrower to be true and correct, and are the same as the filed plans referred to 
in the building permits for the Improvements; the Plans are satisfactory to it, 
have been reviewed and approved by Guarantor, the General Contractor, the 
tenants under any leases and the parties to any Premises Documents which require 
approval of the Plans, Borrower's Architects and, to the extent required by 
applicable Law or any restrictive covenant, by all Governmental Authorities and 
the beneficiary of any such covenant; all construction, if any, already 
performed on the Improvements has been performed on the Premises in all material 
respects in accordance with the Plans approved by the Persons named above and 
with any restrictive covenants applicable thereto; to Borrower's knowledge, 
there are no structural defects in the Improvements or violations of any 
requirement of any Governmental 
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Authorities with respect thereto; the Tenant-Constructed Improvements and the 
Improvements and the planned use thereof comply with all applicable zoning and 
other Laws (including requirements with regard to parking spaces) and 
restrictive covenants affecting the Premises; and all requirements for such use 
have been or will be, on a timely basis, satisfied. 
 
     Section 5.17 Utility Services. All utility services necessary for the 
                  ---------------- 
construction of the Tenant-Constructed Improvements and the Improvements and the 
operation thereof for their intended purposes are available at the boundaries of 
the Premises, including water supply, storm and sanitary sewer, gas, electric 
power and telephone facilities. 
 
     Section 5.18 Creation of Liens. It has entered into no contract or 
                  ----------------- 
arrangement of any kind the performance of which by the other party thereto 
would give rise to a lien on the Mortgaged Property prior to the Mortgage except 
for its arrangements with Borrower's Architects, the General Contractor, Major 
Subcontractors and contractors or subcontractors who have filed lien waivers or 
signed Payment Receipts/Lien Releases in the form of EXHIBIT B-2 for all 
payments due under said arrangements as of the end of the period covered by the 
last Requisition. 
 
     Section 5.19 Roads. All off-site roads necessary for the full utilization 
                  ----- 
of the Improvements for their intended purposes have either been completed or 
the necessary rights of way therefor have been acquired by appropriate 
Governmental Authorities or dedicated to public use and accepted by said 
Governmental Authorities, and all necessary steps have been taken by Borrower 
and said Governmental Authorities to assure the complete construction and 
installation thereof no later than the Completion Date or any earlier date 
required by any Law, Premises Document or lease. 
 
     Section 5.20 Construction Prior to Closing. It advised the Title Insurer in 
                  ----------------------------- 
writing prior to the issuance of the title policy insuring the Mortgage whether 
any survey, soils-testing, site-development, excavation or other work related to 
construction of the Improvements was begun or done before the Mortgage was 
recorded. 
 
                                  ARTICLE VI 
 
 
                             COVENANTS OF BORROWER 
                             --------------------- 
 
  Borrower covenants and agrees that it will promptly: 
 
     Section 6.01 Compliance with Laws; Payment of Taxes. Subject to Borrower's 
                  -------------------------------------- 
right to contest taxes in accordance with Section 1.07 of the Mortgage, and 
other than non-compliance with other Laws that are the subject of a Good Faith 
Contest, comply with all Laws applicable to it or the Mortgaged Property, or any 
part thereof, such compliance to include, without limitation, paying before the 
same become delinquent all taxes, assessments and governmental charges imposed 
on it or the Mortgaged Property, or any part thereof, and promptly furnish 
Administrative Agent with 
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any reports in Borrower's possession or obtainable with reasonable effort of any 
official searches made by Governmental Authorities and any claims of violations 
thereof. 
 
     Section 6.02 Leases and Premises Documents. Deliver to Administrative 
                  ----------------------------- 
Agent, promptly following the execution thereof, certified copies of all leases 
(together with abstracts of such leases, as available) in respect of the 
Premises and all Premises Documents and all amendments or supplements to any 
thereof (in any case, whether executed before or after the date hereof) together 
with (i) if requested by Administrative Agent, estoppel certificates (in the 
case of leases demising in excess of 5,000 SFGLA) from, and current financial 
statements of, the tenants thereunder or parties thereto, as the case may be, 
and of the guarantor(s), if any, of such tenants or parties, as may be required 
under the applicable leases or rental agreements and as may be in the possession 
of Borrower or obtainable by Borrower with reasonable effort, and (ii) in the 
case of all retail leases specified by Administrative Agent, a notice-of- 
assignment letter in the form of EXHIBIT F; not (x) enter into any lease of the 
Residential Improvements which is not a Residential Lease, or modify any 
Residential Lease in such a manner that it would no longer constitute a 
Residential Lease or (y) enter into any lease of the Retail/Tenant-Constructed 
Improvements which (A) covers more than 5,000 SFGLA or has an initial term of 
less than five (5) years, (B) when taken together with all existing Qualifying 
Leases (excluding ground leases under which Borrower does not provide a tenant 
allowance), will yield a weighted average minimum rent for the first five (5) 
years of the lease term which is less than $38.70 per square foot or (C) 
contains non-market landlord defaults or tenant termination rights after opening 
and prior to the fifth anniversary of the commencement of the lease term and, 
when taken together with all other leases containing any such defaults or 
termination rights, exceeds 50,000 SFGLA, without, in any such case, the prior 
written approval of Administrative Agent, such approval not to be unreasonably 
withheld or delayed; not enter into any lease of the Retail/Tenant-Constructed 
Improvements which covers more than 20,000 SFGLA without the prior written 
approval of the Required Lenders, such approval not be unreasonably withheld or 
delayed; not modify (other than de minimis modifications) any lease of the 
                                ---------- 
Retail/Tenant-Constructed Improvements that originally required the approval of 
Administrative Agent or the Required Lenders, without the prior written approval 
of Administrative Agent or the Required Lenders, as applicable, and not modify 
any other lease of the Retail/Tenant-Constructed Improvements in such a manner 
that it would not conform to the requirements of clause (y) above; and keep all 
Premises Documents and, except as may be permitted by the Mortgage, all leases 
in full force and effect. 
 
     Provided there exists no Event of Default, in any case where Administrative 
Agent's or the Required Lenders' prior written approval is required pursuant to 
this Section, Administrative Agent or the Required Lenders, as the case may be, 
shall be deemed to have approved Borrower's written request for approval if 
Administrative Agent fails to respond, either by reasonably requesting 
additional documentation or information or by disapproving the request, within 
ten (10) Business Days after Administrative Agent's receipt of such written 
request for approval from Borrower, provided such request shall make specific 
                                    -------- 
reference to the provisions of this Section and shall expressly state, in solid 
capital letters on the first page thereof:  "YOU ARE HEREBY REMINDED THAT YOUR 
FAILURE TO PROVIDE NOTIFICATION [Add 
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if applicable: ON BEHALF OF THE REQUIRED LENDERS] OF APPROVAL OR DISAPPROVAL, OR 
TO REASONABLY REQUEST ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTATION OR INFORMATION, NOT LATER THAN 
TEN (10) BUSINESS DAYS AFTER YOUR RECEIPT OF THIS REQUEST SHALL BE DEEMED TO 
CONSTITUTE [YOUR] [THE REQUIRED LENDERS'] APPROVAL THEREOF." Notwithstanding the 
provisions of Section 8.11, the Lender Reply Period with respect to requests 
from Administrative Agent regarding approvals under this Section 6.02 shall be 
five (5), rather than ten (10), Business Days. 
 
     Section 6.03 Continuing Accuracy of Representations and Warranties. Cause 
                  ----------------------------------------------------- 
all of the representations and warranties made to Administrative Agent or 
Lenders herein and in the other Loan Documents to be continuously true and 
correct. 
 
     Section 6.04 Covenants, Restrictions and Easements. Comply with all 
                  ------------------------------------- 
restrictions, covenants and easements affecting the Premises or the Improvements 
and cause the satisfaction of all conditions hereof. 
 
     Section 6.05 Inspection and Cooperation. Permit Administrative Agent or any 
                  -------------------------- 
Lender, their representatives and the Construction Consultant to enter upon the 
Premises, inspect the Improvements and all materials to be used in the 
construction thereof and examine all detailed plans and shop drawings which are 
or may be kept at the construction site; cooperate and use commercially 
reasonable efforts to cause the General Contractor and Major Subcontractors with 
whom Borrower has a direct contract to cooperate with the Construction 
Consultant to enable it to perform its functions hereunder; at the time of each 
inspection by the Construction Consultant, make available to said consultant, on 
demand, daily log sheets covering the period since the immediately preceding 
inspection showing the date, weather, subcontractors on the job, number of 
workers and status of construction. 
 
     Section 6.06 Payment of Costs. Pay all Direct and Indirect Costs and 
                  ---------------- 
expenses required for completion of the Improvements and the satisfaction of the 
conditions hereof, including, without limitation: 
 
          (a)  all document and stamp taxes, recording and filing expenses and 
  fees and commissions lawfully due to brokers in connection with the 
  transactions contemplated hereby, 
 
          (b) any taxes, insurance premiums, liens, security interests or other 
  claims or charges against the Premises or Improvements, and 
 
          (c) all costs of completion of the work to be performed by Borrower in 
  space to be occupied in the Improvements (including public space) to permit 
  the lawful occupancy thereof for the purposes contemplated by actual or 
  prospective lessees of such space as set forth in the individual leases or 
  subleases thereof or in detailed work letters or other agreements or letters 
  of intent with respect thereto, or, in cases where there are no such leases, 
  subleases, work letters or other documents as aforesaid, as set forth in 
  Borrower's standard work letter or the 
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  standard forms of lease required by paragraph (9) of Section 4.01(a) and 
  Section 6.21, or, in cases where none of the foregoing exists, to the level of 
  building standard in accordance with industry practices, as conclusively 
  determined by the Construction Consultant. 
 
     Section 6.07  Brokers. Indemnify Administrative Agent and Lenders against 
                   ------- 
claims of brokers (other than brokers engaged solely by Administrative Agent or 
Lenders) arising by reason of the execution hereof or the consummation of the 
transactions contemplated hereby. 
 
     Section 6.08  Construction of Improvements. Submit a Requisition for the 
                   ---------------------------- 
Initial Advance within one hundred twenty (120) days (provided, however, that 
such period shall be extended by ninety (90) days if Borrower extends the 
termination date for its entitlement to advances in accordance with Section 
8.20) of the date hereof and for subsequent advances on a monthly basis 
thereafter; cause construction of the Improvements to be prosecuted with 
diligence and continuity in a good and workmanlike manner in accordance with the 
Plans except during the existence of delays (for not more than thirty (30) days) 
caused by events beyond its control; use only materials, fixtures, furnishings 
and equipment in connection with construction of the Improvements that are not 
used or obsolete; and complete construction of the Improvements (other than 
Building 5 and Building 9), and the installation of all necessary roads and 
utilities, in accordance with the Plans, on or before the Completion Date free 
and clear of defects and liens or claims for liens for material supplied or 
labor or services performed in connection with the construction of the 
Improvements; time being of the essence as to this Section. 
 
     Section 6.09  Project Sign. Following the execution hereof, place a sign, 
                   ------------ 
at its own expense, on the Premises at a location satisfactory to Administrative 
Agent indicating, among other things, that Agents are providing the financing 
for construction of the Improvements. 
 
     Section 6.10  Building Loan Trust Account. Receive and deposit in the 
                   --------------------------- 
Building Loan Trust Account all advances made hereunder; hold the same and the 
right to receive the same as a trust fund for the purpose of paying only Direct 
and Indirect Costs. 
 
     Section 6.11  Certain Materials to be Submitted. Deliver to Administrative 
                   --------------------------------- 
Agent and the Construction Consultant copies of all contracts, bills of sale, 
statements, receipted vouchers or agreements under which Borrower claims title 
to any materials, fixtures or articles incorporated in the Improvements or 
subject to the lien of the Mortgage, or under which it has incurred costs for 
which it is entitled to an advance of proceeds of the Loan, and deliver to 
Administrative Agent such other data or documents in connection with the 
Improvements as Administrative Agent may from time to time request. 
 
     Section 6.12  Correction of Defects and Departures from Plans. Upon demand 
                   ----------------------------------------------- 
of Administrative Agent or the Construction Consultant, correct any defects 
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(including structural) in the Improvements or any departures from the Plans not 
approved by Administrative Agent. 
 
     Section 6.13 Change Orders. Not permit the performance of any work pursuant 
                  ------------- 
to any Change Order or Plans that (A) will result in a change in the aggregate 
of the contract prices for the construction of the Improvements in excess of 
$750,000, or (B) together with the aggregate of Change Orders theretofore 
executed by Borrower (excluding those approved by Administrative Agent pursuant 
to this Section) will result in a change in such prices in excess of $5,000,000, 
or (C) will result in a change in the character or scope of the Improvements, 
until Administrative Agent shall have given specific written approval thereof; 
it being understood that approval of any Plans or Change Order will not obligate 
Lenders to increase or advance any Loan Budget Amount on account of any such 
Plans or Change Order. Borrower shall promptly submit copies of all General 
Contracts, Major Subcontracts, Plans and Change Orders to Administrative Agent, 
whether or not Administrative Agent's approval thereof is required. Provided 
there exists no Event of Default, in any case where Administrative Agent's 
approval is required pursuant to this Section, Administrative Agent shall be 
deemed to have approved Borrower's written request for approval if 
Administrative Agent fails to respond, either by reasonably requesting 
additional documentation or information or by disapproving the request, within 
ten (10) Business Days after Administrative Agent's receipt of such written 
request for approval from Borrower, provided such request shall make specific 
                                    -------- 
reference to the provisions of this Section and shall expressly state, in solid 
capital letters on the first page thereof: "YOU ARE HEREBY REMINDED THAT YOUR 
FAILURE TO PROVIDE NOTIFICATION OF APPROVAL OR DISAPPROVAL, OR TO REASONABLY 
REQUEST ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTATION OR INFORMATION, NOT LATER THAN TEN (10) 
BUSINESS DAYS AFTER YOUR RECEIPT OF THIS REQUEST SHALL BE DEEMED TO CONSTITUTE 
YOUR APPROVAL THEREOF." 
 
     Section 6.14 Regarding Construction Contracts. Require covenants from the 
                  -------------------------------- 
General Contractor and Major Subcontractors who have contracts directly with 
Borrower (which covenants may be contained in such contractor's "will-serve" 
letter) to the same effect as the covenant made by Borrower in the immediately 
preceding Section; and provide in every General Contract (or in the General 
Contractor's "will-serve" letter) that the General Contractor will deliver, upon 
request, to Administrative Agent or the Construction Consultant copies of all 
Major Subcontracts, Change Orders and any other contract, purchase order or 
subcontract covering labor, materials, equipment or furnishings to or for the 
Improvements, and the names of all Persons with whom the General Contractor has 
contracted or intends to contract for the construction of the Improvements or 
for the furnishing of labor or materials therefor. 
 
     Section 6.15 Security of Site. Employ suitable means to protect from theft 
                  ---------------- 
or vandalism all portions of the Improvements and all tools and building 
materials stored on the Premises. 
 
     Section 6.16 Management, Leasing and Service Contracts. (i) Keep in full 
                  ----------------------------------------- 
force and effect and not materially modify the management and/or leasing 
agreement(s) 
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approved pursuant to paragraph (13) of Section 4.01(a) without the prior written 
consent of the Required Lenders and (ii) deliver to Administrative Agent, as and 
when executed, certified copies of all material maintenance and other material 
service contracts entered into with respect to the Premises; and, unless the 
contract provides for a thirty (30)-day termination right on the part of 
Borrower or its successors or assigns, upon request of Administrative Agent, 
cause the service provider under each such contract to deliver to Administrative 
Agent a "will-serve" letter pursuant to which such service provider shall 
undertake, inter alia, to continue performance on Lenders' behalf in the event 
           ----- ---- 
of a Default or Event of Default without additional cost (other than sums owed 
pursuant to such contract for services thereafter rendered to or for 
Administrative Agent or Lenders at its or their request). 
 
     Section 6.17 Administration Fee. Pay to Administrative Agent, for its own 
                  ------------------ 
account, each installment of the administration fee required by the Supplemental 
Fee Letter. 
 
     Section 6.18 Reporting Requirements. Furnish to Administrative Agent (it 
                  ---------------------- 
being understood that Administrative Agent shall provide, promptly upon request, 
to each Lender): 
 
          (1) Annual Financial Statements. As soon as available and in any event 
              --------------------------- 
  within one hundred twenty (120) days after the end of the respective fiscal 
  years of Borrower and Guarantor, Financial Statements of Borrower and 
  Guarantor, as of the end of and for such fiscal year, certified by the 
  principal financial or accounting officer of Borrower or Guarantor, as the 
  case may be, in reasonable detail, stating in comparative form the respective 
  figures for the preceding fiscal year and, in case of Guarantor, audited by 
  Borrower's Accountants; and accompanied by a detailed explanation in the event 
  any such Financial Statements are qualified; 
 
          (2) Quarterly Financial Statements. As soon as available and in any 
              ------------------------------ 
  event within sixty (60) days after the end of each calendar quarter, Financial 
  Statements of Borrower and Guarantor, as of the end of and for such calendar 
  quarter, certified by the principal financial or accounting officer of 
  Borrower or Guarantor, as the case may be, in reasonable detail and stating in 
  comparative form the respective figures for the corresponding date and period 
  in the preceding fiscal year; 
 
          (3) Certificate of No Default and Covenant Compliance. At the time of 
              ------------------------------------------------- 
  the delivery of the Financial Statements required by paragraph (2) above, a 
  certificate of the principal financial or accounting officer of Borrower or 
  Guarantor, as the case may be, dated within five (5) days of the delivery of 
  such statements to Administrative Agent, stating that (x) such officer knows 
  of no Default or Event of Default which has occurred and is continuing, or, if 
  any such Default or Event of Default has occurred and is continuing, 
  specifying the nature and period of existence thereof and what action Borrower 
  or Guarantor has taken or proposes to take with respect thereto and (y) the 
  covenants contained in Section 
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  6.19 hereof and in paragraphs 9 and 10 of the Payment Guaranty have been 
  complied with (or specifying those that have not been complied with) and 
  including detailed computations demonstrating such compliance (or non- 
  compliance); 
 
          (4)  Notice of Litigation. Promptly after the commencement and 
               -------------------- 
  knowledge thereof, notice of all actions, suits and proceedings before any 
  court or arbitrator or any Governmental Authorities, affecting Borrower, 
  Guarantor or all or any part of the Mortgaged Property which, if determined 
  adversely, is likely to result in a Material Adverse Change; 
 
          (5)  Notices of Defaults. As soon as possible and in any event within 
               ------------------- 
  ten (10) days after Borrower becomes aware of the occurrence of a material 
  Default or any Event of Default, a written notice setting forth the details of 
  such Default or Event of Default and the action that has been taken or is 
  proposed to be taken with respect thereto; 
 
          (6)  Leasing Reports and Property Information. Monthly, (i) a current 
               ---------------------------------------- 
  certified leasing status report with respect to the Premises and a certified 
  rent roll containing the names of all lessees of the Premises, the terms of 
  their respective leases, the spaces occupied and the rentals payable 
  thereunder and specifying any co-tenancy or termination rights, together with 
  copies, certified to be true and complete, of such leases as may be requested 
  by Administrative Agent and (ii) a tenant sales report summary; 
 
          (7)  Material Adverse Change. As soon as is practicable and in any 
               ----------------------- 
  event within five (5) days after knowledge of the occurrence of any event or 
  circumstance which is likely to result in or has resulted in a Material 
  Adverse Change, written notice thereof; 
 
          (8)  Bankruptcy of Tenants. Promptly after becoming aware of the same, 
               --------------------- 
  written notice of the bankruptcy, insolvency or cessation of operations of any 
  tenant in the Retail/Tenant-Constructed Improvements; 
 
          (9)  Offices. Thirty (30) days' prior written notice of any change in 
               ------- 
  the chief executive office or principal place of business of Borrower or 
  Guarantor; 
 
          (10) Environmental and Other Notices. As soon as possible and in any 
               ------------------------------- 
  event within five (5) days after receipt, copies of (a) all environmental 
  notices received by Borrower or Guarantor from any Governmental Authority or 
  any other Person which are not received in the ordinary course of business and 
  which relate to the Premises or to a situation which is likely to result in a 
  Material Adverse Change and (b) all reports in Borrower's possession or 
  obtainable with reasonable effort of any official searches made by any 
  Governmental Authority having jurisdiction over the Premises or the 
  Improvements, and of any claims of violations thereof; 
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          (11) Insurance Coverage. Promptly, such information concerning 
               ------------------ 
  Borrower's or Guarantor's insurance coverage as Administrative Agent may 
  reasonably request; 
 
          (12) Operating Budgets. As soon as available and in any event within 
               ----------------- 
  thirty (30) days after the end of each fiscal year, an operating budget and 
  forecasts for the Premises for the next fiscal year; 
 
          (13) Transfers. Prior to the consummation thereof, written notice of 
               --------- 
  any transfers or other disposition (voluntarily or involuntarily) of interests 
  (direct or indirect) in Borrower; and 
 
          (14) General Information. Promptly, such other information respecting 
               ------------------- 
  the condition or operations, financial or otherwise, of Borrower, Guarantor or 
  the Premises as Administrative Agent or any Lender may from time to time 
  reasonably request. 
 
     Section 6.19 Property Covenants. If, as of the end of any calendar quarter 
                  ------------------ 
during the second extension term contemplated by Section 2.18 (assuming an 
effective exercise by Borrower of both of its options to extend the Maturity 
Date, as provided in said Section) Debt Service Coverage is less than 1.25 then, 
within ten (10) days after the earlier to occur of (i) notice by Administrative 
Agent to Borrower of such condition or (ii) delivery by Borrower of statements 
reflecting such condition, make a payment in reduction of the then Principal 
Amount, in the amount necessary to cause Debt Service Coverage to be 1.25 or 
greater. 
 
     Section 6.20 Interest Rate Protection and Assignment. Implement the 
                  --------------------------------------- 
interest rate protection strategy when and as described in the certificate 
delivered pursuant to paragraph (4) of Section 4.02(e) and, in connection 
therewith, deliver to Administrative Agent a fully executed counterpart of an 
interest rate protection agreement(s) between Borrower and a financial 
institution acceptable to the Required Lenders consistent with said strategy, 
together with an assignment of Borrower's rights thereunder to Administrative 
Agent as security for the Loan, which assignment shall be acknowledged and 
consented to by said financial institution. 
 
     Section 6.21 Residential Standard Form Lease. Prior to entering into any 
                  ------------------------------- 
lease of any Residential Unit, deliver to Administrative Agent a certified copy 
of the standard form of lease Borrower intends to use for the leasing of the 
Residential Improvements, which standard form lease shall be subject to the 
approval of the Required Lenders. 
 
     Section 6.22 Cost Sharing Agreement. Make when due all payments required to 
                  ---------------------- 
be made by FRIT LLC under the Cost Sharing Agreement, dated May 31, 2000, 
between FRIT LLC and VF Mall LLC; and provide evidence to Administrative Agent 
of the satisfactory completion (and approval by the applicable Governmental 
Authorities) of the work required to be performed by VF Mall LLC under said Cost 
Sharing Agreement when such work is completed. 
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     Section 6.23 Declaration. Duly perform or cause to be performed all 
                  ----------- 
obligations of the "Declarant" under the Declaration; and not allow any member 
of the "Board" or "Architectural Committee" (as such quoted terms are defined in 
the Declaration), or any officer of the Association, in any such case that was 
appointed by Borrower, to resign or be removed from office, unless Borrower 
shall have caused to be delivered to Administrative Agent a duly executed letter 
of resignation from each successor or additional member or officer in the form 
of EXHIBIT J. 
 
                                  ARTICLE VII 
 
                     ADMINISTRATIVE AGENT; RELATIONS AMONG LENDERS 
                     --------------------------------------------- 
 
     Section 7.01 Appointment, Powers and Immunities of Administrative Agent. 
                  ---------------------------------------------------------- 
Each Lender hereby irrevocably appoints and authorizes Administrative Agent to 
act as its agent hereunder and under any other Loan Document with such powers as 
are specifically delegated to Administrative Agent by the terms of this 
Agreement and any other Loan Document, together with such other powers as are 
reasonably incidental thereto, and Administrative Agent hereby accepts such 
appointment and authorization in accordance with such terms. Administrative 
Agent shall perform its obligations under this Agreement and the other Loan 
documents in good faith according to the same standard of care as that 
customarily exercised by Administrative Agent in administering its own real 
estate loans. Administrative Agent shall have no duties or responsibilities 
except those expressly set forth in this Agreement and any other Loan Document 
or required by Law, and shall not by reason of this Agreement be a fiduciary or 
trustee for any Lender except to the extent that Administrative Agent acts as an 
agent with respect to the receipt or payment of funds, nor shall Administrative 
Agent have any fiduciary duty to Borrower nor shall any Lender have any 
fiduciary duty to Borrower or any other Lender. No implied covenants, 
responsibilities, duties, obligations or liabilities shall be read into this 
Agreement or otherwise exist against Administrative Agent. Neither 
Administrative Agent nor any of its directors, officers, employees, agents, 
attorneys-in-fact or Affiliates shall be responsible to Lenders for any 
recitals, statements, representations or warranties made by Borrower or any 
officer, partner or official of Borrower or any other Person contained in this 
Agreement or any other Loan Document, or in any certificate or other document or 
instrument referred to or provided for in, or received by any of them under, 
this Agreement or any other Loan Document, or for the value, legality, validity, 
effectiveness, genuineness, enforceability or sufficiency of this Agreement or 
any other Loan Document or any other document or instrument referred to or 
provided for herein or therein, for the perfection or priority of any lien 
securing the obligations hereunder or thereunder or for any failure by Borrower 
or any Guarantor to perform any of its obligations hereunder or thereunder. 
Administrative Agent may employ agents and attorneys-in-fact and shall not be 
responsible, except as to money or securities received by it or its authorized 
agents, for the negligence or misconduct of any such agents or attorneys-in-fact 
selected by it with reasonable care. Neither Administrative Agent nor any of its 
directors, officers, employees, agents, attorneys-in-fact or Affiliates shall be 
liable or responsible for any action taken or omitted to be taken 
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by it or them hereunder or under any other Loan Document or in connection 
herewith or therewith, except for its or their own gross negligence or willful 
misconduct. 
 
     Section 7.02 Reliance by Administrative Agent. Administrative Agent shall 
                  -------------------------------- 
be entitled to rely upon any certification, notice or other communication 
(including any thereof by telephone, telex, telegram or cable) believed by it to 
be genuine and correct and to have been signed or sent by or on behalf of the 
proper Person or Persons, and upon advice and statements of legal counsel, 
independent accountants and other experts selected by Administrative Agent. 
Administrative Agent may deem and treat each Lender as the holder of its Note 
and interest in the Loan for all purposes hereof and shall not be required to 
deal with any Person who has acquired a Participation in the Loan from a Lender. 
As to any matters not expressly provided for by this Agreement or any other Loan 
Document, Administrative Agent shall in all cases be fully protected in acting, 
or in refraining from acting, in accordance with instructions signed by the 
Required Lenders, and such instructions of the Required Lenders and any action 
taken or failure to act pursuant thereto shall be binding on all Lenders and any 
other holder of all or any portion of the Loan or Participation therein. 
 
     Section 7.03 Defaults. Administrative Agent shall not be deemed to have 
                  -------- 
knowledge of the occurrence of a Default or of an Event of Default unless 
Administrative Agent has actual knowledge thereof or has received notice from a 
Lender or Borrower specifying such Default or Event of Default and stating that 
such notice is a "Notice of Default." In the event that Administrative Agent has 
such actual knowledge or receives such a notice of the occurrence of a Default 
or Event of Default, Administrative Agent shall give prompt notice thereof to 
Lenders. Administrative Agent shall promptly send to each Lender a copy of any 
notice of a Default or Event of Default that Administrative Agent sends to 
Borrower or Guarantor. Administrative Agent, following consultation with 
Lenders, shall (subject to Section 7.07) take such action with respect to such 
Default or Event of Default which is continuing, including with respect to the 
exercise of remedies or the realization on, or operation or disposition of, any 
or all of the Mortgaged Property or any other collateral for the Loan, as shall 
be directed by the Required Lenders; provided, however, that, unless and until 
                                     --------  ------- 
Administrative Agent shall have received such directions, Administrative Agent 
may take such action, or refrain from taking such action, with respect to such 
Default or Event of Default as it shall deem to be in the best interest of 
Lenders. In no event shall Administrative Agent be required to take any such 
action which it determines to be contrary to the Loan Documents or to Law. Each 
of Lenders acknowledges and agrees that no individual Lender may separately 
enforce or exercise any of the provisions of any of the Loan Documents 
(including, without limitation, the Notes) other than through Administrative 
Agent. 
 
     Section 7.04 Rights of Administrative Agent as Lender. With respect to its 
                  ---------------------------------------- 
Note and interest in the Loan, Administrative Agent in its capacity as a Lender 
hereunder shall have the same rights and powers hereunder as any other Lender 
and may exercise the same as though it were not acting as Administrative Agent, 
and the terms "Lender" and "Lenders" shall include Administrative Agent in its 
capacity as a Lender. Administrative Agent and its Affiliates may (without 
having to account therefor to any Lender) accept deposits from, lend money to 
(on a secured or unsecured basis), and 
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generally engage in any kind of banking, trust or other business with, Borrower 
or Guarantor (and any Affiliates of them) as if it were not acting as 
Administrative Agent. 
 
     Section 7.05 Sharing of Costs by Lenders; Indemnification of Administrative 
                  -------------------------------------------------------------- 
Agent. Each Lender agrees to pay its ratable share, based on the respective 
- ----- 
outstanding principal balances under its Note and the other Notes, of any 
reasonable expenses incurred (and not paid or reimbursed by Borrower after 
demand for payment is made by Administrative Agent) by or on behalf of Lenders 
in connection with any Default or Event of Default, including, without 
limitation, costs of enforcement of the Loan Documents and any advances to pay 
taxes or insurance premiums, to complete the Improvements or otherwise to 
preserve the lien of the Mortgage or to preserve or protect the Mortgaged 
Property. In the event a Lender fails to pay its share of expenses as aforesaid, 
and all or a portion of such unpaid amount is paid by Administrative Agent 
and/or one or more of the other Lenders, then the defaulting Lender shall 
reimburse Administrative Agent and/or the other Lender(s) for the portion of 
such unpaid amount paid by it or them, as the case may be, together with 
interest thereon at the Prime Based Rate from the date of payment by 
Administrative Agent and/or the other Lender(s). In addition, each Lender agrees 
to reimburse and indemnify Administrative Agent (to the extent it is not paid by 
on or behalf of Borrower, after demand for payment is made by Administrative 
Agent, under Section 8.18 or under the applicable provisions of any other Loan 
Document, but without limiting the obligation of Borrower under said Section 
8.18 or such provisions), for such Lender's ratable share, based upon the 
respective outstanding principal balances under its Note and the other Notes, of 
any and all liabilities, obligations, losses, damages, penalties, actions, 
judgments, suits, costs, expenses or disbursements of any kind and nature 
whatsoever which may be imposed on, incurred by or asserted against 
Administrative Agent in any way relating to or arising out of this Agreement, 
any other Loan Document or any other documents contemplated by or referred to 
herein or the transactions contemplated hereby or thereby (including, without 
limitation, the costs and expenses which Borrower is obligated to pay under 
Section 8.18 or under the applicable provisions of any other Loan Document) or 
the enforcement of any of the terms hereof or thereof or of any such other 
documents or instruments; provided, however, that no Lender shall be liable for 
                          --------  ------- 
(i) any of the foregoing to the extent they arise from the gross negligence or 
willful misconduct of the party to be indemnified or (ii) any loss of principal 
or interest with respect to Administrative Agent's Note or interest in the Loan. 
 
     Section 7.06 Non-Reliance on Administrative Agent and Other Lenders. Each 
                  ------------------------------------------------------ 
Lender agrees that it has, independently and without reliance on Administrative 
Agent or any other Lender, and based on such documents and information as it has 
deemed appropriate, made its own analysis of the collateral for the Loan and of 
the credit of Borrower and Guarantor, and its own decision to enter into this 
Agreement, and that it will, independently and without reliance upon 
Administrative Agent or any other Lender, and based on such documents and 
information as it shall deem appropriate at the time, continue to make its own 
analysis and decisions in taking or not taking action under this Agreement or 
any other Loan Document. Administrative Agent shall not be required to keep 
itself informed as to the performance or observance by Borrower of this 
Agreement or any other Loan Document or any other document referred to or 
provided for herein or 



 
 
therein or to inspect the properties (including, without limitation, the 
Premises) or books of Borrower. Except for notices, reports and other documents 
and information expressly required to be furnished to Lenders by Administrative 
Agent hereunder, Administrative Agent shall not have any duty or responsibility 
to provide any Lender with any credit or other information concerning the 
affairs, financial condition or business of Borrower or Guarantor (or any 
Affiliate of them) which may come into the possession of Administrative Agent or 
any of its Affiliates. Administrative Agent shall not be required to file this 
Agreement, any other Loan Document or any document or instrument referred to 
herein or therein, for record or give notice of this Agreement, any other Loan 
Document or any document or instrument referred to herein or therein, to anyone. 
 
     Section 7.07   Failure of Administrative Agent to Act. Except for action 
                    -------------------------------------- 
expressly required of Administrative Agent hereunder, Administrative Agent shall 
in all cases be fully justified in failing or refusing to act hereunder unless 
it shall have received reasonable further assurances (which may include cash 
collateral) of the indemnification obligations of Lenders under Section 7.05 in 
respect of any and all liability and expense which may be incurred by it by 
reason of taking or continuing to take any such action. If any indemnity 
furnished to Administrative Agent for any purpose shall, in the reasonable 
opinion of Administrative Agent, be insufficient or become impaired, 
Administrative Agent may call for an additional indemnity and cease, or not 
commence, the action indemnified against until such additional indemnity is 
furnished. 
 
     Section 7.08   Resignation or Removal of Administrative Agent. 
                    ---------------------------------------------- 
Administrative Agent may resign on at least thirty (30) days' written notice to 
Lenders and Borrower or upon the occurrence of an Event of Default; provided, 
                                                                    -------- 
however, that, absent the occurrence of an Event of Default, Administrative 
- ------- 
Agent agrees not to resign prior to substantial completion of the Improvements. 
Administrative Agent may be removed by the Required Lenders (i) with cause, at 
any time and (ii) without cause, in the event (x) Administrative Agent fails to 
maintain an Individual Loan Commitment of at least $10,000,000 or (y) if Commerz 
is Administrative Agent, it has an Individual Loan Commitment that is smaller 
than that of Fleet or HVB or is less than $10,000,000, provided that, in any 
                                                       -------- 
such case, Borrower and the other Lenders shall be promptly notified thereof. 
Upon such resignation or removal of Administrative Agent, the Required Lenders 
shall have the right to appoint a successor Administrative Agent, which 
successor Administrative Agent shall (provided there exists no Event of Default) 
be subject to Borrower's approval, such approval not to be unreasonably withheld 
or delayed. If no successor Administrative Agent shall have been so appointed by 
the Required Lenders, and shall have accepted such appointment, within twenty 
(20) days after the resignation or the Required Lenders' removal of the retiring 
Administrative Agent, then the retiring Administrative Agent may, on behalf of 
Lenders, appoint a successor Administrative Agent, which shall be one of 
Lenders, within ten (10) days. The Required Lenders or the retiring 
Administrative Agent, as the case may be, shall upon the appointment of a 
successor Administrative Agent promptly so notify Borrower and the other 
Lenders. Upon the acceptance of any appointment as Administrative Agent 
hereunder by a successor Administrative Agent, such successor Administrative 
Agent shall thereupon succeed to and become vested with all the rights, powers, 
privileges and duties of the retiring Administrative Agent, and the retiring 
Administrative Agent shall be 
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discharged from its duties and obligations hereunder. The retiring 
Administrative Agent shall reasonably cooperate with such successor 
Administrative Agent regarding the assumption of such duties. After any retiring 
Administrative Agent's resignation or removal hereunder as Administrative Agent, 
the provisions of this Article VII shall continue in effect for its benefit in 
respect of any actions taken or omitted to be taken by it while it was acting as 
Administrative Agent. The periodic administration fee paid to the retiring 
Administrative Agent pursuant to the Supplemental Fee Letter shall be deemed 
earned by such retiring Administrative Agent only to the extent of the actual 
days elapsed in the period to which such administration fee relates, and upon 
appointment of a successor Administrative Agent, the retiring Administrative 
Agent shall pay to such successor a pro-rata portion of such periodic 
administration fee based upon the number of days remaining in such period. 
 
     Section 7.09  Amendments Concerning Agency Function. Notwithstanding 
                   ------------------------------------- 
anything to the contrary contained in this Agreement, Administrative Agent shall 
not be bound by any waiver, amendment, supplement or modification of this 
Agreement or any other Loan Document which affects its duties, rights, and/or 
functions hereunder or thereunder unless it shall have given its prior written 
consent thereto. 
 
     Section 7.10  Liability of Administrative Agent. Administrative Agent shall 
                   --------------------------------- 
not have any liabilities or responsibilities to Borrower on account of the 
failure of any Lender to perform its obligations hereunder or to any Lender on 
account of the failure of Borrower to perform its obligations hereunder or under 
any other Loan Document. 
 
     Section 7.11  Transfer of Agency Function. Without the consent of Borrower 
                   --------------------------- 
or any Lender, Administrative Agent may at any time or from time to time 
transfer its functions as Administrative Agent hereunder to any of its offices 
wherever located in the United States, provided that Administrative Agent shall 
                                       -------- 
promptly notify Borrower and Lenders thereof. 
 
     Section 7.12  Non-Receipt of Funds by Administrative Agent; Adjustments. 
                   --------------------------------------------------------- 
 
     (a)  Unless Administrative Agent shall have received notice from a Lender 
or Borrower (either one as appropriate being the "Payor") prior to the date on 
which such Lender is to make payment hereunder to Administrative Agent of Loan 
proceeds or Borrower is to make payment to Administrative Agent, as the case may 
be (either such payment being a "Required Payment"), which notice shall be 
effective upon receipt, that the Payor will not make the Required Payment in 
full to Administrative Agent, Administrative Agent may assume that the Required 
Payment has been made in full to Administrative Agent on such date, and 
Administrative Agent in its sole discretion may, but shall not be obligated to, 
in reliance upon such assumption, make the amount thereof available to the 
intended recipient on such date. If and to the extent the Payor shall not have 
in fact so made the Required Payment in full to Administrative Agent, the 
recipient of such payment shall repay to Administrative Agent forthwith on 
demand such amount made available to it together with interest thereon, for each 
day from the date such amount was so made available by Administrative Agent 
until the date Administrative Agent recovers such amount, at the Federal Funds 
Rate. 
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     (b)  If, after Administrative Agent has paid each Lender's share of any 
payment received or applied by Administrative Agent in respect of the Loan, that 
payment is rescinded or must otherwise be returned or paid over by 
Administrative Agent, whether pursuant to any bankruptcy or insolvency Law, 
sharing of payments clause of any loan agreement or otherwise, such Lender 
shall, at Administrative Agent's request, promptly return its share of such 
payment or application to Administrative Agent, together with such Lender's 
proportionate share of any interest or other amount required to be paid by 
Administrative Agent with respect to such payment or application. In addition, 
if a court of competent jurisdiction shall adjudge that any amount received and 
distributed by Administrative Agent is to be repaid, each Person to whom any 
such distribution shall have been made shall either repay to Administrative 
Agent its share of the amount so adjudged to be repaid or shall pay over the 
same in such manner and to such Persons as shall be determined by such court. 
 
     Section 7.13  Withholding Taxes. Each Lender represents that it is entitled 
                   ----------------- 
to receive any payments to be made to it hereunder without the withholding of 
any tax and will furnish to Administrative Agent such forms, certifications, 
statements and other documents as Administrative Agent may reasonably request 
from time to time to evidence such Lender's exemption from the withholding of 
any tax imposed by any jurisdiction or to enable Administrative Agent to comply 
with any applicable Laws relating thereto. Without limiting the effect of the 
foregoing, if any Lender is not created or organized under the Laws of the 
United States or any State thereof, such Lender will furnish to Administrative 
Agent Form W-8ECI or Form W-8BEN of the U.S. Internal Revenue Service, or such 
other forms, certifications, statements or documents, duly executed and 
completed by such Lender, as evidence of such Lender's complete exemption from 
the withholding of United States tax with respect thereto. Administrative Agent 
shall not be obligated to make any payments hereunder to such Lender in respect 
of the Loan until such Lender shall have furnished to Administrative Agent the 
requested form, certification, statement or document. 
 
     Section 7.14  Sharing of Payments among Lenders. If a Lender shall obtain 
                   --------------------------------- 
payment of any principal of its Note or of interest thereon through the exercise 
of any right of setoff, banker's lien or counterclaim, or by any other means 
(including direct payment), and such payment results in such Lender receiving a 
greater payment than it would have been entitled to had such payment been paid 
directly to Administrative Agent for disbursement to Lenders, then such Lender 
shall promptly purchase for cash from the other Lenders Participations in the 
Loan in such amounts, and make such other adjustments from time to time as shall 
be equitable, to the end that all Lenders shall share ratably the benefit of 
such payment. To such end Lenders shall make appropriate adjustments among 
themselves (by the resale of Participations sold or otherwise) if such payment 
is rescinded or must otherwise be restored. 
 
     Section 7.15  Possession of Documents. Each Lender shall maintain 
                   ----------------------- 
possession of its own Note. Administrative Agent shall hold all other Loan 
Documents and related documents in its possession and maintain separate records 
and accounts with respect to the Loan, reflecting the interests of Lenders in 
the Loan, and shall permit 
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Lenders and their representatives access at all reasonable times to inspect such 
Loan Documents, related documents, records and accounts. 
 
     Section 7.16  Effect of a Lender's Failure to Make an Advance. In the event 
                   ----------------------------------------------- 
any Lender fails for any reason to fund the portion it is required to fund of 
any advance of Loan proceeds by 3:00 p.m. (Eastern time) on the second Business 
Day after the date established by Administrative Agent as the date such advance 
is to be made, such Lender shall be a "Delinquent Lender" for all purposes 
hereunder until and unless such delinquency is cured in accordance with the 
terms of and by the time permitted under Section 7.17, and the following 
provisions shall apply: 
 
          (a)  Administrative Agent shall notify (such notice being referred to 
     as the "Delinquency Notice") each Lender and Borrower of any Lender's 
     failure to fund. Each Non-Delinquent Lender shall have the right, but in no 
     event or under any circumstance the obligation, to fund such Delinquent 
     Lender's portion of such advance, provided that, within twenty (20) days of 
                                       -------- 
     the date of the Delinquency Notice (the "Election Period"), such Non- 
     Delinquent Lender or Lenders (each such Lender, an "Electing Lender") 
     irrevocably commit(s) by notice in writing (an "Election Notice") to 
     Administrative Agent, the other Lenders and Borrower to fund the Delinquent 
     Lender's portion of the advance that is the subject of the delinquency and 
     to assume the Delinquent Lender's obligations with respect to the advancing 
     of the entire undisbursed portion of the Delinquent Lender's Individual 
     Loan Commitment (such entire undisbursed portion of the Delinquent Lender's 
     Individual Loan Commitment, including its portion of the advance that is 
     the subject of the delinquency, the "Delinquency Amount"). If 
     Administrative Agent receives more than one Election Notice within the 
     Election Period, then the Electing Lenders sending such notices shall be 
     deemed to have committed to fund ratable shares of the Delinquency Amount 
     based upon the amounts of their respective Individual Loan Commitments. If 
     there are one or more Electing Lenders and the Delinquent Lender fails to 
     cure during the Election Period as provided in Section 7.17, then upon the 
     expiration of the Election Period, each Electing Lender's Individual Loan 
     Commitment shall be automatically increased by the Delinquency Amount (if 
     there is only one Electing Lender) or such Electing Lender's ratable share, 
     determined as aforesaid, of the Delinquency Amount (if there are two or 
     more Electing Lenders), and the Delinquent Lender's Individual Loan 
     Commitment shall automatically be reduced by the Delinquency Amount. 
     Administrative Agent shall thereupon notify Borrower and each Lender of (i) 
     the adjusted amounts of the Individual Loan Commitments and (ii) if the 
     advance that was the subject of the delinquency was not made pursuant to 
     Section 7.12 or was refunded by Borrower pursuant to paragraph (e) of this 
     Section, the rescheduled date of such advance (which shall be no sooner 
     than three (3) Business Days after such notice). In the event 
     Administrative Agent shall have funded, pursuant to Section 7.12, the 
     entire advance that was the subject of the delinquency (including the 
     Delinquent Lender's portion), and Borrower shall not have refunded such 
     advance pursuant to paragraph (e) of this Section, the Electing Lender(s) 
     shall remit to Administrative Agent the Delinquent Lender's portion of the 
     advance, or their ratable shares thereof, as the case may be, within three 
     (3) 
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     Business Days of the notice provided for in the immediately preceding 
     sentence, and Administrative Agent shall reimburse itself from such funds 
     for making the Delinquent Lender's portion of the advance. Notwithstanding 
     anything to the contrary contained herein, if Administrative Agent advances 
     its own funds in respect of a Delinquent Lender's portion of an advance, 
     Administrative Agent shall be entitled to the interest on the portion of 
     the Principal Amount represented thereby, from the date Administrative 
     Agent makes such advance until the date it is reimbursed therefor. 
 
          (b)  In connection with the adjustment of the amounts of the 
     Individual Loan Commitments of the Delinquent Lender and Electing Lender(s) 
     upon the expiration of the Election Period as aforesaid, Borrower covenants 
     that it shall, promptly following the request of the Electing Lender(s), 
     execute and deliver to each Electing Lender and the Delinquent Lender 
     substitute notes substantially in the form of EXHIBIT H and stating: "This 
     Note is a substitute note as contemplated by Section 7.16 of the Loan 
     Agreement; it replaces and is in lieu of that certain note made by Maker 
     dated [date of Note] to the order of [Lender] in the principal sum of 
     [Lender's original Individual Loan Commitment]." Such substitute notes 
     shall be in amounts equal to such Lenders' respective Individual Loan 
     Commitments, as adjusted. All such substitute notes shall constitute 
     "Notes" and the obligations evidenced by such substitute notes shall be 
     secured by the Mortgage. In connection with Borrower's execution of 
     substitute notes as aforesaid, Borrower shall deliver to Administrative 
     Agent such evidence of the due authorization, execution and delivery of the 
     substitute notes and any related documents as Administrative Agent may 
     reasonably request; provided that Borrower shall and be required to deliver 
     a legal opinion in connection with the substitute notes. The execution and 
     delivery of substitute notes as required above shall be a condition 
     precedent to any further advances of Loan proceeds. Upon receipt of its 
     substitute note, the Electing Lender and the Delinquent Lender will return 
     to Borrower their notes that were replaced, provided that the delivery of a 
                                                 -------- 
     substitute note to the Delinquent Lender pursuant to this Section 7.16 
     shall operate to void and replace the note(s) previously held by the 
     Delinquent Lender regardless of whether or not the Delinquent Lender 
     returns same as required hereby. Borrower, Administrative Agent and Lenders 
     shall execute such modifications to the Loan Documents as shall, in the 
     reasonable judgment of Administrative Agent, be necessary or desirable in 
     connection with the adjustment of the amounts of Individual Loan 
     Commitments in accordance with the foregoing provisions of this Section. 
 
          (c)  In the event that no Lender elects to commit to fund the 
     Delinquency Amount within the Election Period as provided in paragraph (a) 
     of this Section, Administrative Agent shall, upon the expiration of the 
     Election Period, so notify Borrower and each Lender and the provisions of 
     Section 2.09 shall apply. 
 
          (d)  Subject to a Delinquent Lender's right to cure as provided in 
     Section 7.17, but notwithstanding anything else to the contrary contained 
     in this 
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     Agreement, the Delinquent Lender's interest in, and any and all amounts due 
     to a Delinquent Lender under, the Loan Documents (including, without 
     limitation, all principal, interest, fees and expenses) shall be 
     subordinate in lien priority and to the repayment of all amounts 
     (including, without limitation, interest) then or thereafter due or to 
     become due to the Non-Delinquent Lenders under the Loan Documents 
     (including future advances) and the Delinquent Lender, after it becomes 
     such, shall have no right to participate in any discussions among and/or 
     decisions by Lenders hereunder and/or under the other Loan Documents. 
     Further, subject to Section 7.17, any Delinquent Lender shall be bound by 
     any amendment to, or waiver of, any provision of, or any action taken or 
     omitted to be taken by Administrative Agent and/or the Non-Delinquent 
     Lenders under, any Loan Document which is made subsequent to the Delinquent 
     Lender's becoming a Delinquent Lender. 
 
          (e)  If, pursuant to the operation of Section 7.12, an advance of Loan 
     proceeds is made without Administrative Agent's receipt of a Delinquent 
     Lender's portion thereof, in addition to Borrower's obligations under 
     Section 7.12, Borrower shall, upon demand of Administrative Agent, refund 
     the entire such advance to Administrative Agent. Borrower's failure to do 
     so within ten (10) days of such demand shall, notwithstanding anything to 
     the contrary contained herein or in the Mortgage, constitute an Event of 
     Default under the Mortgage. Upon its receipt of such funds from Borrower, 
     Administrative Agent shall promptly remit to each Non-Delinquent Lender its 
     appropriate share thereof. 
 
          Section 7.17  Cure by Delinquent Lender. A Delinquent Lender may cure 
                        ------------------------- 
a delinquency arising out of its failure to fund its required portion of any 
advance if, within the Election Period, it remits to Administrative Agent its 
required portion of such advance (together with interest thereon at the Default 
Rate from the date such advance was to have been made if such advance was made 
by Administrative Agent and not refunded by Borrower pursuant to either Section 
7.12 or paragraph (e) of Section 7.16), in which event Administrative Agent 
shall so notify Borrower and the Non-Delinquent Lenders (i) of its receipt of 
such funds and (ii)(A) if the advance that was the subject of the delinquency 
shall not have been made (or shall have been refunded by Borrower pursuant to 
paragraph (e) of Section 7.16), of the rescheduled date of the advance (which 
shall be no sooner then three (3) Business Days after such notice) or (B) if 
Administrative Agent shall have funded the entire advance that was the subject 
of the delinquency (including the Delinquent Lender's portion) and Borrower 
shall not have refunded such advance pursuant to paragraph (e) of Section 7.16, 
of its intention to reimburse itself from funds received from the Delinquent 
Lender (which reimbursement is hereby authorized) for funding the Delinquent 
Lender's required portion of the advance. In the event any Delinquent Lender 
cures a delinquency prior to the expiration of the Election Period (or 
thereafter with the consent of all of the Non-Delinquent Lenders), such 
Delinquent Lender nonetheless shall be bound by any amendment to or waiver of 
any provision of, or any action taken or omitted to be taken by Administrative 
Agent and/or the Non-Delinquent Lenders under, any Loan Document which is made 
subsequent to that Lender's becoming a Delinquent Lender and prior to its curing 
the delinquency as provided in this Section, provided that such amendment or 
                                             -------- 
waiver of action was taken in 
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accordance with the provisions of this Agreement. A Delinquent Lender shall have 
absolutely no right to cure any delinquency after the expiration of the Election 
Period unless all Non-Delinquent Lenders, in their sole discretion, elect to 
permit such cure. 
 
     Section 7.18  Delinquent Lender Not Excused. Nothing contained in Sections 
                   ----------------------------- 
7.16 or 7.17 shall release or in any way limit a Delinquent Lender's obligations 
as a Lender hereunder and/or under any other of the Loan Documents. Further, a 
Delinquent Lender shall indemnify and hold harmless Administrative Agent and 
each of the Non-Delinquent Lenders from any claim, loss, or costs incurred by 
Administrative Agent and/or the Non-Delinquent Lenders as a result of a 
Delinquent Lender's failure to comply with the requirements of this Agreement, 
including, without limitation, any and all additional losses, damages, costs and 
expenses (including, without limitation, attorneys' fees) incurred by 
Administrative Agent and any Lender as a result of and/or in connection with (i) 
a Non-Delinquent Lender's acting as an Electing Lender, (ii) any enforcement 
action brought by Administrative Agent against a Delinquent Lender and (iii) any 
action brought against Administrative Agent and/or Lenders. The indemnification 
provided above shall survive any termination of this Agreement. 
 
     Section 7.19  Notices Regarding Delinquent Lender. Notices by 
                   ----------------------------------- 
Administrative Agent or Lenders pursuant to Sections 7.16 or 7.17 may be by 
telephone (to be promptly confirmed in writing). 
 
     Section 7.20  Replacement Lender. In the event any Lender becomes a 
                   ------------------ 
Delinquent Lender and none of the other Lenders elects to be an Electing Lender 
pursuant to Section 7.16, Borrower shall have the right, provided there exists 
                                                         -------- 
no Default or Event of Default, to cause another financial institution 
reasonably acceptable to the Required Lenders to assume the Delinquent Lender's 
obligations with respect to the Delinquency Amount on the then-existing terms 
and conditions of the Loan Documents (such replacement institution, a 
"Replacement Lender"). Such assumption shall be pursuant to a written instrument 
reasonably satisfactory to the Required Lenders. Upon such assumption and the 
payment by the Replacement Lender to Administrative Agent of a fee, for 
Administrative Agent's own account, in the amount of $3,500, the Replacement 
Lender shall become a "Lender" for all purposes hereunder, with an Individual 
Loan Commitment in an amount equal to the Delinquency Amount, and the Delinquent 
Lender's Individual Loan Commitment shall automatically be reduced by the 
Delinquency Amount. In connection with the foregoing, Borrower shall execute and 
deliver to the Replacement Lender and the Delinquent Lender replacement notes 
substantially in the form of EXHIBIT H and stating: "This Note is a replacement 
note as contemplated by Section 7.20 of the Loan Agreement; it replaces and is 
in lieu of that certain note made by Maker dated [date of Note] to the order of 
[Delinquent Lender] in the principal sum of [Delinquent Lender's original 
Individual Loan Commitment]." Such replacement notes shall be in amounts equal 
to, in the case of the Replacement Lender's note, the Delinquency Amount and, in 
the case of the Delinquent Lender's note, its Individual Loan Commitment, as 
reduced as aforesaid. Such replacement notes shall constitute "Notes" and the 
obligations evidenced thereby shall be secured by the Mortgage. In connection 
with Borrower's execution of replacement notes as aforesaid, Borrower shall 
deliver to Administrative Agent such evidence of the due authorization, 
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execution and delivery of the replacement notes and any related documents as 
Administrative Agent may reasonably request. If the Replacement Lender is not 
incorporated under the Laws of the United States or a State thereof, it shall, 
prior to the first date on which interest or fees are payable hereunder for its 
account, deliver to Borrower and Administrative Agent certification as to 
exemption from deduction or withholding of any United States federal income 
taxes in accordance with Section 7.13. The execution and delivery of replacement 
notes as required above shall be a condition precedent to any further advances 
of Loan proceeds. Upon receipt of its replacement note, the Delinquent Lender 
will return to Borrower its note(s) that was replaced, provided that the 
                                                       -------- 
delivery of a replacement note to the Delinquent Lender pursuant to this Section 
7.20 shall operate to void and replace the note(s) previously held by the 
Delinquent Lender regardless of whether or not the Delinquent Lender returns 
same as required hereby. 
 
     Borrower, Administrative Agent and Lenders shall execute such modifications 
to the Loan Documents as shall, in the reasonable judgment of Administrative 
Agent, be necessary or desirable in connection with the substitution of Lenders 
in accordance with the foregoing provisions of this Section. 
 
Lenders shall reasonably cooperate with Borrower's attempts to obtain a 
Replacement Lender, but they shall not be obligated to modify the Loan Documents 
in connection therewith, other than modifications pursuant to the immediately 
preceding paragraph.  As part of the first advance of Loan proceeds following 
the admission of the Replacement Lender, the Replacement Lender shall advance to 
Borrower, subject to the satisfaction of all conditions of this Agreement, an 
amount equal to the Direct and Indirect Costs paid by Borrower pursuant to 
clause (ii) of Section 2.09. 
 
     Section 7.21   Special Provision Regarding Article VII. The provisions of 
                    --------------------------------------- 
this Article VII (other than Sections 7.08 and 7.20) are solely for the benefit 
of Administrative Agent and Lenders. Borrower shall not have any right to rely 
on or enforce any of such provisions (other than Sections 7.08 and 7.20), any of 
which may be amended, notwithstanding the provisions of Section 8.11, without 
Borrower's execution or consent. 
 
     Section 7.22   Minimum Commitment by Agents. Notwithstanding the provisions 
                    ---------------------------- 
of Section 8.12, each of Commerz, Fleet and HVB hereby agrees, so long as there 
exists no Event of Default, that it will maintain an Individual Loan Commitment 
in the amount of at least $ and further agrees to hold and not to participate or 
assign any of such amount other than an assignment to a Federal Reserve Bank, 
unless otherwise consented to by Borrower, such consent not to be unreasonably 
withheld or delayed. 
 
     Section 7.23   Approval of Required Lenders. In all cases where the 
                    ---------------------------- 
approval of the Required Lenders or all Lenders is required under this Agreement 
or any of the other Loan Documents, Administrative Agent shall solicit from the 
Required Lenders or Lenders such consent or approval and shall report to 
Borrower whether such 
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consent or approval has been obtained, and Borrower shall have the right to rely 
on such report by Administrative Agent. 
 
                                 ARTICLE VIII 
 
                       GENERAL CONDITIONS AND PROVISIONS 
                       --------------------------------- 
 
     Section 8.01   Loan Balancing. If at any time Administrative Agent notifies 
                    -------------- 
Borrower that, in Administrative Agent's sole judgment following consultation 
with Borrower, the undisbursed balance of the Loan is insufficient to pay the 
remaining Direct and Indirect Costs, Borrower shall, at its option, either (i) 
within ten (10) days of Administrative Agent's notification as aforesaid, 
deposit with Administrative Agent an amount equal to such deficiency, which 
Administrative Agent may from time to time apply, or allow Borrower to apply, to 
such Costs or (ii) pay for such Costs, as incurred, in the amount of such 
deficiency so that the amount of the Loan which remains to be disbursed shall be 
sufficient to pay all remaining Direct and Indirect Costs, and Borrower shall 
furnish Administrative Agent with such evidence thereof as Administrative Agent 
shall require. Borrower hereby agrees that Administrative Agent shall have a 
lien on and security interest in, for the benefit of Lenders, any sums deposited 
pursuant to clause (i) above and that Borrower shall have no right to withdraw 
any such sums except for the payment of the aforesaid Costs as approved by 
Administrative Agent. Lenders shall have no obligation to make any further 
advances of proceeds of the Loan until the sums required to be deposited 
pursuant to clause (i) above have been exhausted or until Borrower has actually 
paid such Direct and Indirect Costs pursuant to clause (ii) above, as the case 
may be, and, in either such case, the Loan is back "in balance". Any such sums 
not used as provided in said clause (i) shall be released to Borrower when and 
to the extent that Administrative Agent determines that the amount thereof is 
more than the excess, if any, of the total remaining Costs of completion of the 
Improvements over the undisbursed balance of the Loan; provided, however, that 
                                                       --------  ------- 
should an Event of Default occur, Administrative Agent shall, at the option of 
the Required Lenders, apply such amounts either to the Costs of completion of 
the Improvements or to the immediate reduction of outstanding principal and/or 
interest under the Notes. 
 
     Section 8.02   Advance Not Waiver. Any advance of Loan proceeds hereunder 
                    ------------------ 
made prior to or without the fulfillment by Borrower of all of the conditions 
precedent thereto, whether or not known to Administrative Agent or Lenders, 
shall not constitute a waiver by Administrative Agent or Lenders of the 
requirement that all conditions, including the non-performed conditions, shall 
be required with respect to all future advances. 
 
     Section 8.03  No Third-Party Beneficiaries. This Agreement is solely for 
                   ---------------------------- 
the benefit of Lenders, Administrative Agent and Borrower. All conditions of the 
obligations of Lenders to make advances hereunder are imposed solely and 
exclusively for the benefit of Lenders and may be freely waived or modified in 
whole or in part by Lenders at any time if in their sole discretion they deem it 
advisable to do so, and no Person other than Borrower (provided, however, that 
                                                       --------  ------- 
all conditions have been satisfied) 
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shall have standing to require Lenders to make any Loan advances or to be a 
beneficiary of this Agreement or any advances to be made hereunder. 
 
     Section 8.04   Authorization to Make Direct Advances. During the existence 
                    ------------------------------------- 
of any Event of Default, Borrower hereby irrevocably authorizes Lenders to 
advance any undisbursed Loan proceeds directly to the General Contractor, Major 
Subcontractors and other Persons to pay for completion of the Improvements. All 
such direct advances shall satisfy pro tanto the obligations of Lenders to 
                                   --- ----- 
Borrower hereunder regardless of the disposition thereof by the General 
Contractor, any Major Subcontractor or other Person. 
 
     Section 8.05   Authorization to Advance for Interest. Borrower hereby 
                    ------------------------------------- 
irrevocably authorizes Lenders to disburse proceeds of the Loan to pay interest 
accrued on the Notes as it comes due, or (if Borrower fails to pay the same 
within five (5) Business Days after notice by Administrative Agent of the same) 
to pay any fees or expenses required to be paid by Borrower under this 
Agreement, including, without limitation, the payment of the fees and expenses 
of Lenders' Counsel and the Construction Consultant. 
 
     Section 8.06   Concerning Irrevocable Authorizations. Any and all advances 
                    ------------------------------------- 
made at any time by Lenders pursuant to the irrevocable authorizations granted 
by Sections 8.04 and 8.05 shall require no further direction, authorization or 
request for disbursement from Borrower and, except in the case of advances under 
Section 8.04, may be made whether or not there exists a Default or Event of 
Default. Any and all such disbursements shall be added to the outstanding 
principal balance evidenced by the Notes and shall be secured by the Mortgage. 
The aforesaid authorizations shall (i) not prevent Borrower from paying the 
contractors and other Persons, from paying the interest, or from satisfying the 
conditions and obligations referred to in said Sections, out of its own funds, 
(ii) in no event be construed so as to relieve Borrower or others from their 
obligations to pay such contractors or other Persons, to pay interest as and 
when due under the Notes, or to satisfy such conditions and obligations and 
(iii) in no event obligate Lenders to disburse proceeds of the Loan for any such 
purposes. 
 
     Section 8.07   Ratification of Requisition by Acceptance of Advance. By its 
                    ---------------------------------------------------- 
acceptance of any advance of Loan proceeds hereunder, Borrower shall be bound in 
all respects by the Requisition submitted on its behalf in connection therewith 
with the same force and effect as if Borrower had itself executed and submitted 
the Requisition and whether or not the Requisition is executed and/or submitted 
by an authorized Person. 
 
     Section 8.08   Documentation Etc. Satisfactory. All documentation and 
                    ------------------------------- 
proceedings deemed by Administrative Agent or Lenders' Counsel to be necessary 
or required in connection herewith and the documents relating hereto shall be 
subject to the prior approval of, and satisfactory to, both of them as to form 
and substance. In addition, the Persons responsible for the execution and 
delivery of, and signatories to, all of such documentation, shall be reasonably 
acceptable to, and subject to the reasonable approval of, Administrative Agent 
and Lenders' Counsel. Administrative Agent or Lenders' Counsel shall receive 
copies, certified if requested by either of them, of all documents 
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which they may reasonably require in connection with the transactions 
contemplated hereby. 
 
     Section 8.09   Administrative Agent's Determination Conclusive. 
                    ----------------------------------------------- 
Administrative Agent shall, at all times, be free to independently establish to 
its satisfaction and in its absolute discretion (vis-a-vis Borrower) the 
                                                 --- - --- 
existence or nonexistence of any fact or facts the existence or nonexistence of 
which is a condition hereof. 
 
     Section 8.10   Notices. Except as expressly provided otherwise, all 
                    ------- 
notices, demands, consents, approvals and statements required or permitted 
hereunder shall be in writing and shall be deemed to have been sufficiently 
given or served for all purposes when presented personally, three (3) days after 
mailing by registered or certified mail, postage prepaid, or one (1) Business 
Day after delivery to a nationally recognized overnight courier service 
providing evidence of the date of delivery, marked for delivery on the following 
business day, addressed to a party at its address on the signature page hereof 
or of the applicable Assignment and Assumption Agreement, or at such other 
address of which a party shall have notified the party giving such notice in 
writing in accordance with the foregoing requirements. 
 
     Section 8.11   Amendments and Waivers. No amendment or material waiver of 
                    ---------------------- 
any provision of this Agreement or any other Loan Document, nor consent to any 
material departure by Borrower or any Guarantor therefrom, shall in any event be 
effective unless the same shall be in writing and signed by the party against 
whom such amendment, waiver or consent is sought to be enforced (it being 
understood, however, that the signatures of the Required Lenders and, solely for 
purposes of its acknowledgement thereof, Administrative Agent, shall be 
necessary and sufficient to bind Lenders to any such amendment, waiver or 
consent), and then such waiver or consent shall be effective only in the 
specific instance and for the specific purpose for which given; provided, 
                                                                -------- 
however, that no amendment, waiver or consent shall, unless in writing and 
- ------- 
signed by all Lenders (subject, however, to the provisions of Section 7.16(d)), 
do any of the following: (i) reduce the principal of, or interest on, the Notes 
or any fees due hereunder or any other amount due hereunder or under any other 
Loan Document; (ii) postpone any date fixed for any payment of principal of, or 
interest on, the Notes or any fees due hereunder or under any other Loan 
Document; (iii) change the definition of Required Lenders; (iv) release any 
material portion of the Mortgaged Property or other collateral for the Loan 
other than in accordance with the Loan Documents; (v) amend this Section or any 
other provision requiring the consent of all Lenders; (vi) release, in whole or 
in part, Guarantor other than in accordance with the Loan Documents; or (vii) 
increase the Loan Amount. Without limiting the foregoing, acceptance by 
Administrative Agent or Lenders of any sum required to be paid pursuant hereto 
or to any other Loan Document, after its due date, or in an amount less than the 
sum then due, shall not constitute a waiver by Administrative Agent or Lenders 
of their right to require prompt payment when due of all other such sums or to 
declare a default or to exercise such other rights provided herein or in the 
other Loan Documents for such late or reduced payment. 
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     All communications from Administrative Agent to Lenders requesting Lenders' 
determination, consent, approval or disapproval (i) shall be given in the form 
of a written notice to each Lender, (ii) shall be accompanied by or include a 
description or copy of the matter or thing as to which such determination, 
approval, consent or disapproval is requested and (iii) shall include 
Administrative Agent's recommended course of action or determination in respect 
thereof.  Each Lender shall reply promptly, but in any event within ten (10) 
Business Days (or five (5) Business Days with respect to any decision to 
accelerate or stop acceleration of the Loan) after receipt of the request 
therefor by Administrative Agent (the "Lender Reply Period"), subject to the 
shorter period required by Section 6.02 regarding lease approvals.  Unless a 
Lender shall give written notice to Administrative Agent that it objects to the 
recommendation or determination of Administrative Agent (together with a written 
explanation of the reasons behind such objection) within the Lender Reply 
Period, such Lender shall be deemed to have approved or consented to such 
recommendation or determination. 
 
     Section 8.12  Assignment; Participation. Any Non-Delinquent Lender may at 
                   ------------------------- 
any time grant to one or more banks or other institutions (each, a 
"Participant") participating interests in its Pro Rata Share of the Loan (each, 
a "Participation"), provided that any such Participation shall be in the minimum 
amount of $5,000,000. In the event of any such grant by a Lender of a 
Participation to a Participant, such Lender shall remain responsible for the 
performance of its obligations hereunder, and Borrower and Administrative Agent 
shall continue to deal solely and directly with such Lender in connection with 
such Lender's rights and obligations hereunder. 
 
     Upon request, each Lender agrees to provide Borrower and Administrative 
Agent with notice of all Participations sold by such Lender. Borrower agrees to 
provide all assistance reasonably requested by a Lender to enable such Lender to 
sell Participations as aforesaid, or make assignments of its interest in the 
Loan as hereinafter provided in this Section. 
 
     A Lender may at any time assign to (x) an Eligible Assignee with the 
consent of Administrative Agent, which consent shall not be unreasonably 
withheld or delayed, (y) any bank or other institution with the consent of 
Administrative Agent and, provided there exists no Default or Event of Default, 
of Borrower, which consents shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed or (z) 
one or more banks or other institutions which are Affiliates of a Lender (for 
purposes of this paragraph, an Affiliate of a Lender shall include any financing 
conduit or special purpose entity created to issue securities which are backed, 
in part, by the Loan) (each such assignee under clauses (x), (y) or (z) above, 
an "Assignee") all or a proportionate part of all of its rights and obligations 
under this Agreement and its Note, and such Assignee shall assume rights and 
obligations, pursuant to an Assignment and Assumption Agreement executed by such 
Assignee and the assigning Lender, provided that, after giving effect to such 
                                   -------- 
assignment, in each case, the Assignee's portion of the Loan and, in the case of 
a partial assignment of a Lender's interest, the assigning Lender's portion of 
the Loan will each be equal to or greater than $5,000,000.  Upon (i) execution 
and delivery of such instrument, (ii) payment by such Assignee to the assigning 
Lender of an amount equal to the purchase price agreed between such Lender and 
such Assignee and (iii) in cases other than assignments to an 
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Affiliate of a Lender, payment by such Assignee to Administrative Agent of a 
fee, for Administrative Agent's own account, in the amount of $3,500, such 
Assignee shall be a party to this Agreement and shall have all the rights and 
obligations of a Lender as set forth in such Assignment and Assumption 
Agreement, and the assigning Lender shall be released from its obligations 
hereunder to a corresponding extent, and no further consent or action by any 
party shall be required. Upon the consummation of any assignment pursuant to 
this paragraph, substitute notes, in the form of EXHIBIT H, shall be issued to 
the assigning Lender (in the case of a partial assignment) and Assignee by 
Borrower, in exchange for the return of the assigning Lender's original Note. 
All such substitute notes shall constitute "Notes" and the obligations evidenced 
by such substitute notes shall constitute obligations secured by the Mortgage. 
In connection with Borrower's execution of substitute notes as aforesaid, 
Borrower shall deliver to Administrative Agent such evidence of the due 
authorization, execution and delivery of the substitute notes and any related 
documents as Administrative Agent may reasonably request. If the Assignee is not 
incorporated under the Laws of the United States or a state thereof, it shall, 
prior to the first date on which interest or fees are payable hereunder for its 
account, deliver to Borrower and Administrative Agent certification as to 
exemption from deduction or withholding of any United States federal income 
taxes in accordance with Section 7.13. 
 
     Borrower, Administrative Agent and Lenders shall execute such modifications 
to the Loan Documents as shall, in the reasonable judgment of Administrative 
Agent, be necessary or desirable in connection with assignments in accordance 
with the foregoing provisions of this Section.  Borrower agrees to provide all 
assistance reasonably requested by a Lender to enable such Lender to sell 
Participations or make assignments of its interest in the Loan as provided in 
this Section, provided, however, that Borrower shall not incur any unreasonable 
              --------  ------- 
cost or expense in connection therewith. 
 
     Any Lender may at any time freely assign all or any portion of its rights 
under this Agreement and its Note to a Federal Reserve Bank, central bank or 
other applicable regulatory authority, whether as collateral or otherwise.  No 
such assignment shall release the transferor Lender from its obligations 
hereunder. 
 
     Borrower recognizes that in connection with a Lender's selling of 
Participations or making of assignments, any or all documentation, financial 
statements, appraisals and other data, or copies thereof, relevant to Borrower, 
Guarantor or the Loan may be exhibited to and retained by any such Participant 
or Assignee or prospective Participant or Assignee.  A Lender's delivery of any 
financial statements and appraisals to any such Participant or Assignee or 
prospective Participant or Assignee shall be done on a confidential basis. 
 
     Section 8.13   Setoff. In addition to (and without limitation of) any right 
                    ------ 
of setoff, bankers' lien or counterclaim Administrative Agent or any Lender may 
otherwise have, Administrative Agent and each Lender shall be entitled, but only 
with the prior consent of the Required Lenders and after consultation with 
Lenders' Counsel, to offset balances (general or special, time or demand, 
provisional or final) held by it for the account of Borrower at any of 
Administrative Agent's or such Lender's offices against any amount payable by 
Borrower to Administrative Agent or such Lender hereunder or 
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under any other Loan Document which is not paid when due (regardless of whether 
such balances are then due to Borrower), in which case it shall promptly notify 
Borrower and (in the case of a Lender) Administrative Agent thereof; provided, 
                                                                     -------- 
however, that Administrative Agent's or such Lender's failure to give such 
- ------- 
notice shall not affect the validity thereof. 
 
     Section 8.14   Successors and Assigns. Except as herein provided, this 
                    ---------------------- 
Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of Borrower, 
Administrative Agent and Lenders and their respective heirs, personal 
representatives, successors and assigns. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Borrower 
may not assign, transfer or set over to another, in whole or in part, all or any 
part of its benefits, rights, duties and obligations hereunder, including, but 
not limited to, performance of and compliance with conditions hereof and the 
right to receive the proceeds of current or future advances. 
 
     Section 8.15   Severability. The provisions hereof are intended to be 
                    ------------ 
severable. Any provisions hereof, or the application thereof to any Person or 
circumstance, which, for any reason, in whole or in part, is prohibited or 
unenforceable in any jurisdiction shall, as to such jurisdiction, be ineffective 
to the extent of such prohibition or unenforceability without invalidating the 
remaining provisions hereof (or the remaining portions of such provision) or the 
application thereof to any other Person or circumstance, and any such 
prohibition or unenforceability in any jurisdiction shall not invalidate or 
render unenforceable such provision (or portion thereof) or the application 
thereof to any Person or circumstance in any other jurisdiction. 
 
     Section 8.16   Non-Waiver; Remedies Cumulative. No failure or delay on 
                    ------------------------------- 
Administrative Agent's or any Lender's part in exercising any right, remedy, 
power or privilege hereunder or under any of the other Loan Documents or 
provided by law (hereinafter in this Section, each a "Remedy") shall operate as 
a waiver of any such Remedy or shall be deemed to constitute Administrative 
Agent's or any Lender's acquiescence in any default by Borrower or Guarantor 
under any of said documents. A waiver by Administrative Agent or any Lender of 
any Remedy on any one occasion shall not be construed as a bar to any other or 
future exercise thereof or of any other Remedy. The Remedies are cumulative, may 
be exercised singly or concurrently and are not exclusive of any other Remedies. 
 
     Section 8.17   Certain Waivers. Borrower hereby irrevocably and 
                    --------------- 
unconditionally waives (i) promptness and diligence, (ii) notice of any actions 
taken by Administrative Agent or any Lender hereunder or under any other Loan 
Document or any other agreement or instrument relating hereto or thereto except 
to the extent otherwise provided herein, (iii) all other notices, demands and 
protests, and all other formalities of every kind in connection with the 
enforcement of Borrower's obligations hereunder and under the other Loan 
Documents, the omission of or delay in which, but for the provisions of this 
Section, might constitute grounds for relieving Borrower of any of its 
obligations hereunder or under the other Loan Documents, (iv) any requirement 
that Administrative Agent or any Lender protect, secure, perfect or insure any 
lien on any collateral for the Loan or exhaust any right or take any action 
against Borrower, Guarantor or any other Person or against any collateral for 
the Loan, (v) any right or 
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claim of right to cause a marshalling of Borrower's assets and (vi) all rights 
of subrogation or contribution, whether arising by contract or operation of law 
or otherwise by reason of payment by Borrower pursuant hereto or to any other 
Loan Document. BORROWER FURTHER HEREBY IRREVOCABLY AND UNCONDITIONALLY WAIVES, 
IN CONNECTION WITH ANY SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING BROUGHT BY OR ON BEHALF OF 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENT OR LENDERS WITH RESPECT TO THIS AGREEMENT, THE NOTES OR 
OTHERWISE IN RESPECT OF THE LOAN, ANY AND EVERY RIGHT BORROWER MAY HAVE TO (W) 
INJUNCTIVE RELIEF, (X) A TRIAL BY JURY, (Y) INTERPOSE ANY COUNTERCLAIM THEREIN, 
OTHER THAN A COMPULSORY COUNTERCLAIM, AND (Z) HAVE THE SAME CONSOLIDATED WITH 
ANY OTHER OR SEPARATE SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING. NOTHING CONTAINED IN THE 
IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING SENTENCE SHALL PREVENT OR PROHIBIT BORROWER FROM 
INSTITUTING OR MAINTAINING A SEPARATE ACTION AGAINST ADMINISTRATIVE AGENT OR 
LENDERS WITH RESPECT TO ANY ASSERTED CLAIM. 
 
     Section 8.18   Expenses; Indemnification. Borrower covenants and agrees to 
                    ------------------------- 
pay all costs, expenses and charges (including, without limitation, all fees and 
charges of engineers, appraisers, environmental and insurance consultants, the 
Construction Consultant and Lenders' Counsel) incurred by Agents or any Lender 
in connection with (i) the preparation for and consummation of the transactions 
contemplated hereby or for the performance hereof and of the other Loan 
Documents, and for any services which may be required in addition to those 
normally and reasonably contemplated hereby and (ii) the enforcement hereof or 
of any or all of the other Loan Documents; provided, however, that Borrower 
                                           --------  ------- 
shall not be responsible for (1) the fees and expenses of legal counsel for 
Lenders (other than Lenders' Counsel) incurred in connection with said counsel's 
review of this Agreement and the other Loan Documents prior to execution and (2) 
costs, expenses and charges incurred by Agents and Lenders in connection with 
the administration or syndication of the Loan (other than the syndication costs 
and expenses and the administration fees required by the Supplemental Fee Letter 
and the fees and expenses of Lenders' Counsel and the Construction Consultant). 
In connection with the foregoing, Lenders agree, to the extent practicable, to 
appoint a single counsel and local counsel, selected by Administrative Agent, to 
act on behalf of all Lenders in connection with the enforcement of the Loan 
Documents. If Borrower fails to pay promptly any costs, charges or expense 
required to be paid by it as aforesaid, and any Agent or any Lender pays such 
costs, charges or expenses, Borrower shall reimburse such Agent or Lender, as 
appropriate, on demand for the amounts so paid, together with interest thereon 
at the Default Rate. Borrower further agrees to indemnify each Agent and each 
Lender and their respective directors, officers, employees and agents from, and 
hold each of them harmless against, (x) any and all losses arising out of or by 
reason of any investigation or litigation or other proceedings (including any 
threatened investigation or litigation or other proceedings) relating to any 
actual or proposed use by Borrower of the proceeds of the Loan, including, 
without limitation, the fees and disbursements of counsel incurred in connection 
with any such investigation, litigation or other proceedings and (y) any and all 
claims, actions, suits, proceedings, costs, expenses, losses, damages and 
liabilities of any kind, including in tort, penalties and interest, arising out 
or by reason of any matter 
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relating, directly or indirectly, to the Mortgage or the ownership, condition, 
development, construction, sale, rental or financing of the Premises or 
Improvements or any part thereof (but excluding any such losses, liabilities, 
claims, damages or expenses incurred solely by reason of the gross negligence or 
willful misconduct of the party to be indemnified). The obligations of Borrower 
under this Section and under Sections 3.01, 3.03 and 6.07 shall survive the 
repayment of all amounts due under or in connection with any of the Loan 
Documents and the termination of the Individual Loan Commitments. 
 
     Section 8.19   Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in any number 
                    ------------ 
of counterparts, all of which taken together shall constitute one and the same 
instrument, and any party hereto may execute this Agreement by signing any such 
counterpart. 
 
     Section 8.20   Lenders' Right to Terminate. In the event Borrower shall not 
                    --------------------------- 
have satisfied the conditions precedent to its entitlement to advances of Loan 
proceeds hereunder within one hundred twenty (120) days of the date hereof, the 
Required Lenders shall have the absolute right, at their option, to terminate 
Lenders' obligations to Borrower under this Agreement and the loan commitment 
represented hereby; provided, however, that Borrower may extend such date by up 
                    --------  ------- 
to three (3) periods of thirty (30) days each, upon payment to Administrative 
Agent, for the account of Lenders, on the first day of each such thirty (30)-day 
period, of an extension fee in an amount equal to, in each case, 0.041667% of 
each Lender's Individual Loan Commitment. Each such fee shall be non-refundable 
once paid. In the event of such termination, the Required Lenders shall direct 
Administrative Agent to send notice thereof to the other Lenders and Borrower. 
 
     Section 8.21   Governing Law; Jurisdiction. This Agreement and the rights 
                    --------------------------- 
and obligations of the parties hereunder shall in all respects be governed by, 
and construed and enforced in accordance with, the Laws of the State of New York 
(without giving effect to New York's principles of conflicts of law). Borrower, 
Administrative Agent and each Lender hereby irrevocably submit to the non- 
exclusive jurisdiction of any New York State or Federal court sitting in The 
City of New York (or any county in New York State where any portion of the 
Mortgaged Property is located) over any suit, action or proceeding arising out 
of or relating to this Agreement, and Borrower hereby agrees and consents that, 
in addition to any methods of service of process provided for under applicable 
Law, all service of process in any such suit, action or proceeding in any New 
York State or Federal court sitting in The City of New York (or such other 
county in New York State) may be made by certified or registered mail, return 
receipt requested, directed to Borrower at the address indicated on the 
signature page hereof, and service so made shall be complete five (5) days after 
the same shall have been so mailed. 
 
     Section 8.22   Integration. The Loan Documents and the Supplemental Fee 
                    ----------- 
Letter constitute the entire agreement among Administrative Agent, Borrower and 
Lenders relating to the transactions contemplated thereby (except with respect 
to agreements among Lenders or with Administrative Agent relating solely to 
compensation, consideration and the syndication of the Loan) and supersede any 
prior oral or written statements or agreements with respect to such 
transactions. 
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     Section 8.23   Gross-Up For Taxes. All payments made by Borrower under this 
                    ------------------ 
Agreement and the Notes shall be made free and clear of, and without deduction 
or withholding for or on account of, any present or future income, stamp or 
other taxes, levies, imposts, duties, charges, fees, deductions or withholdings, 
now or hereafter imposed, levied, collected, withheld or assessed by any 
Governmental Authority, excluding income taxes and franchise or other taxes 
(imposed in lieu of income taxes) imposed on a Lender as a result of a present 
or former connection between such Lender and the jurisdiction of the 
Governmental Authority imposing such tax or any political subdivision or taxing 
authority thereof or therein (other than any such connection arising solely from 
such Lender's having executed, delivered or performed its obligations or 
received a payment under, or enforced, this Agreement or its Note). If any such 
non-excluded taxes, levies, imposts, duties, charges, fees, deductions or 
withholdings ("Non-Excluded Taxes") is required to be withheld from any amounts 
payable to such Lender hereunder or under its Note, the amounts so payable to 
such Lender shall be increased to the extent necessary to yield to such Lender 
(after payment of all Non-Excluded Taxes) interest or any such other amounts 
payable with respect to the Loan at the rates or in the amounts specified in 
this Agreement and its Note; provided, however, that Borrower shall not be 
                             --------  ------- 
required to increase any such amounts payable to such Lender if such Lender is 
not organized under the Laws of the United States or a State thereof and such 
Lender fails to comply with the requirements of Section 7.13. Whenever any Non- 
Excluded Taxes are payable by Borrower, as promptly as possible thereafter 
Borrower shall send to Administrative Agent for the account of such Lender a 
certified copy of an original official receipt received by Borrower showing 
payment thereof. If Borrower fails to pay any Non-Excluded Taxes when due to the 
appropriate taxing authority or fails to remit to Administrative Agent the 
required receipts or other required documentary evidence, Borrower shall 
indemnify such Lender for any incremental taxes, interest or penalties that may 
become payable by such Lender as a result of any such failure. The agreements in 
this Section shall survive the termination of this Agreement and the payment of 
the Notes and all other amounts payable hereunder. 
 
     Section 8.24   Partial Releases. Provided there exists no Default or Event 
                    ---------------- 
of Default, Administrative Agent shall release the lien and effect of the 
Mortgage from portions of the Premises (each such portion of the Premises, a 
"Release Parcel") as follows: 
 
          (i)  All such releases shall be subject, in each case, to Borrower's 
     compliance with the provisions of Section 8.25, if applicable, and to 
     Administrative Agent's receipt of (A) evidence that the balance of the 
     Premises complies with all applicable zoning and other Laws, (B) an 
     endorsement to the title insurance policy for the Mortgage insuring that 
     (x) the Mortgage will in no way be impaired by virtue of the release of the 
     Release Parcel and (y) the subdivision of the Release Parcel has been 
     validly effected and the balance of the Premises constitutes a separate tax 
     and zoning lot, (C) a current survey of the Premises, specifically 
     delineating the Release Parcel, certified to Administrative Agent and the 
     Title Insurer, (D) such other documents (including, without limitation, 
     easement agreements), opinions and assurances as Administrative Agent or 
     Lenders' Counsel may reasonably request (all of the foregoing items (A) 
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     through (D) to be received by Administrative Agent at least ten (10) 
     Business Days prior to the proposed release and be in form and substance 
     reasonably satisfactory to Administrative Agent and Lenders' Counsel), (E) 
     the appropriate release price, if any, required by subparagraph (iv) below, 
     to be applied by Administrative Agent to the repayment of the Principal 
     Amount and accrued and unpaid interest thereon and (F) payment of a $5,000 
     processing fee to Administrative Agent and Administrative Agent's out-of- 
     pocket expenses, including attorneys' fees and expenses, in connection 
     therewith. 
 
          (ii)   The Excess Land shall be released, upon Borrower's written 
     request, as provided in subparagraph (i) above. Borrower covenants that if 
     the Excess Land is developed as part of the second phase of the overall 
     project of which the Improvements are a part (the "Phase II Development"), 
     such development shall be done generally in accordance with the conceptual 
     plans therefor submitted to Agents prior to the date hereof. 
 
          (iii)  Portions of the Premises (other than the Excess Land) shall be 
     released, upon Borrower's written request, as provided in subparagraph (i) 
     above, and provided, further, that Administrative Agent shall have 
                --------  ------- 
     determined (which determination shall be conclusive so long as made on a 
     reasonable basis) that (A) Guarantor is in compliance with the covenants 
     set forth in paragraphs 9 and 10 of the Payment Guaranty, (B) the then 
     Commitment Amount does not exceed (x) 65%, until such time as 25% of the 
     Premises (exclusive of the Excess Land), as determined on the basis of 
     Allocated Amounts, has been released as provided herein and (y) 60%, 
     thereafter, in each case of the "stabilized" value of those portions of the 
     Premises remaining subject to the Mortgage, exclusive of the Excess Land 
     (as reflected in an update to the appraisal delivered pursuant to Section 
     4.01(a)(4), which updated appraisal shall be commissioned by Administrative 
     Agent at Borrower's expense) and (C) Debt Service Coverage in respect of 
     those portions of the Premises remaining subject to the Mortgage (taking 
     into account the release price paid pursuant to subparagraph (iv) below) 
     will be equal to or greater than the Debt Service Coverage which existed 
     immediately prior to the release; provided, however, that the foregoing 
                                       --------  ------- 
     loan-to-value and Debt Service Coverage conditions set forth in clauses (B) 
     and (C) above shall be deemed satisfied if Borrower either (x) makes a 
     partial prepayment of the Principal Amount no later than five (5) Business 
     Days prior to the date of the release in an amount such that the requisite 
     loan-to-value and Debt Service Coverage, each recomputed based on the 
     reduced Commitment Amount, are attained or (y) delivers to Administrative 
     Agent, for the benefit of Lenders, additional collateral for the payment 
     and performance of Borrower's obligations under the Loan in the form of (I) 
     cash, (II) an unconditional, irrevocable letter of credit issued to 
     Administrative Agent by a financial institution having a credit rating of A 
     or better by Moody's Investor's Service, Inc. (or its equivalent by another 
     nationally recognized rating agency) and reasonably acceptable to 
     Administrative Agent and having an expiration date no earlier than one (1) 
     month subsequent to the Maturity Date or (III) marketable securities or 
     other collateral, in each case in an amount sufficient (assuming such 
     additional collateral were 
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     applied in reduction of the Principal Amount) to cause the requisite loan- 
     to-value and Debt Service Coverage to be attained. Any cash collateral 
     delivered to Administrative Agent pursuant to this subparagraph (iii) shall 
     be deposited into an interest-bearing "blocked" cash collateral account to 
     be established with and held in the name of Administrative Agent. Any 
     additional collateral delivered pursuant to this subparagraph (iii) shall 
     be satisfactory, in form and substance, to Administrative Agent and the 
     collateral value thereof, other than in the cases of cash or letters of 
     credit, for purposes of this subparagraph, shall be conclusively determined 
     by Administrative Agent. Borrower hereby assigns any such account and all 
     sums therein, including earnings thereon, and any other additional 
     collateral delivered pursuant hereto, to Administrative Agent, for the 
     benefit of Lenders, as security for the Loan. Borrower acknowledges and 
     agrees that Administrative Agent shall receive and retain possession of all 
     documents or instruments constituting or evidencing any such additional 
     collateral to perfect its security interests therein. At any time following 
     the occurrence of an Event of Default, Administrative Agent may, upon the 
     direction of the Required Lenders, apply any and all such additional 
     collateral, including earnings thereon, to the immediate reduction of the 
     Principal Amount and/or accrued and unpaid interest and/or other sums 
     payable hereunder or under the Notes or other Loan Documents, in such order 
     and amounts as the Required Lenders shall elect. Administrative Agent is 
     hereby appointed Borrower's attorney-in-fact for the purpose of so dealing 
     with any additional collateral delivered pursuant hereto. Borrower agrees 
     to execute such further documents (including security agreements and UCC-1 
     financing statements) and do such further acts as Administrative Agent may 
     reasonably request to confirm or perfect the assignment and security 
     interests provided for in this subparagraph. 
 
          (iv) As a condition to releases of Release Parcels pursuant to 
     subparagraph (iii) above, Borrower shall be required to pay a release price 
     in an amount equal to 115% of the Allocated Amount therefor, together with 
     all accrued and unpaid interest thereon. No release price shall be required 
     for releases of Release Parcels pursuant to subparagraph (ii) above. 
 
     Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, if pursuant to 
the foregoing provisions, the release of a Release Parcel under subparagraph 
(iii) above and the application of the appropriate release price therefor 
results in a  reduction of the Commitment Amount to $100,000,000 or less, then, 
within ten (10) days of Administrative Agent's request made at the direction of 
the Required Lenders, Borrower shall, and hereby covenants and promises to, 
repay the entire Principal Amount and all accrued and unpaid interest thereon, 
and all other sums due to Lenders or Administrative Agent in connection with the 
Loan, in full.  Upon any such request by Administrative Agent, Borrower's 
entitlement to further advances of the Loan Amount, and Lenders' respective 
obligations to make such further advances, shall automatically terminate. 
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     Section 8.25  Special Provisions Regarding Financing of Phase II 
                   -------------------------------------------------- 
Development. 
- ----------- 
 
     (a)  In the event that Borrower intends to proceed with the Phase II 
Development (either directly or through an Affiliate) and to obtain third-party 
financing in connection therewith, Borrower shall so notify Agents, which notice 
shall include a reasonably detailed description of the Phase II Development and 
the estimated costs thereof. Agents shall have a period (the "Agents' Response 
Period") of thirty (30) days following their receipt of such notice (and such 
supporting information as they may reasonably request within fifteen (15) days 
after their receipt of such notice) within which to make a detailed proposal to 
finance the Phase II Development. 
 
     (b)  If Agents fail to make a proposal to finance the Phase II Development 
within such time period, Borrower or Borrower's Affiliate shall have the right 
to seek such financing from other third-party sources. 
 
     (c)  In those cases where Agents make a proposal to finance the Phase II 
Development, as contemplated by paragraph (a) above, and, after good faith 
consideration of Agents' proposal, Borrower or Borrower's Affiliate does not 
accept the same, Borrower or Borrower's Affiliate shall have the right to seek 
such financing from other third-party sources and to close the same. If Borrower 
opts to close other third-party financing of the Phase II Development in 
accordance with this paragraph (c), Borrower shall, at the time of or prior to 
the closing of such other third-party financing, convey to an Affiliate of 
Borrower the land on which the Phase II Development is to be constructed, it 
being understood that in no event shall Borrower undertake in its own name the 
Phase II Development with such other third-party financing. 
 
     (d)  The right of first offer described in this Section shall terminate 
automatically without notice, and shall be of no force and effect, upon the 
repayment of all sums owing by Borrower in connection with the Loan and the 
termination of the lending commitments hereunder. 
 
     (e)  Borrower covenants that the Phase II Development shall be undertaken 
generally in accordance with the conceptual plans therefor submitted to Agents 
prior to the date hereof. 
 
     Section 8.26   Subordination to Vertical Subdivision. Provided there exists 
                    ------------------------------------- 
no Default or Event of Default, Administrative Agent shall, upon Borrower's 
written request, consent to and subordinate the Mortgage to such subdivision 
plat, master deed, reciprocal easement agreement, building declaration and/or 
similar documents, all satisfactory in form and substance to Administrative 
Agent, as may be necessary to effect the Vertical Subdivision, and shall execute 
the appropriate instruments (satisfactory to Administrative Agent in all 
respects) in recordable form to effect such consent and subordination, upon the 
satisfaction of the following conditions: 
 
          (a)  Administrative Agent shall have received the final Vertical 
     Subdivision Documents, which shall be in proper form for recording or 
     filing, as 
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     necessary, in the appropriate offices, together with evidence of all 
     required approvals of Governmental Authorities; 
 
          (b)  the title policy insuring the Mortgage shall have been endorsed 
     to provide affirmative insurance to the effect that the separate legal 
     parcels intended to be created by the Vertical Subdivision have been 
     validly created under applicable subdivision Laws and to such other effects 
     as Administrative Agent may reasonably require; 
 
          (c)  Borrower shall have caused to be duly executed and delivered to 
     Administrative Agent, as additional security for the Loan, (i) an agreement 
     assigning all of Borrower's rights and privileges under the Vertical 
     Subdivision Documents and (ii) conditional resignations of the officers and 
     members of the Board of Directors or other governing body of any owners' 
     association created as part of the Vertical Subdivision, to the extent 
     elected, appointed or controlled by Borrower or its Affiliates; 
 
          (d)  Administrative Agent shall have received an opinion from 
     Borrower's counsel to the effects that (i) the Vertical Subdivision 
     Documents satisfy all applicable requirements of Governmental Authorities 
     and have been duly executed and, where necessary, duly recorded or filed 
     pursuant to applicable Laws, (ii) all requirements of any applicable Law 
     have been duly satisfied and the Vertical Subdivision has been duly created 
     and no filing, registration or other compliance with any federal or state 
     securities or other Law will be required in connection with the sale of the 
     parcels created thereby, or if such filing is necessary, that the 
     applicable Law governing the same has been fully complied with and (iii) 
     the documents referred to in paragraph (c) of this Section have been duly 
     authorized, executed and delivered by the respective parties thereto and 
     are enforceable against said parties in accordance with their respective 
     terms; and 
 
          (e)  Administrative Agent shall have received payment of all of its 
     out-of-pocket expenses, including attorneys' fees and expenses, in 
     connection with the Vertical Subdivision. 
 
      Section 8.27  FRIT LLC's Acquisition of Ground Lease Parcel. Subsequent to 
                    --------------------------------------------- 
the date hereof, fee title to the Ground Lease Parcel will be acquired by FRIT 
LLC from the landlord under the Ground Lease in a transaction which will also 
involve the simultaneous (i) termination of the Ground Lease and (ii) repayment 
in full of the indebtedness secured by the FRIT Deed of Trust, which 
indebtedness and FRIT Deed of Trust are the subject of the FRIT Collateral 
Assignment. The funds for the closing of such acquisition are included in the 
Loan Budget Amount for "Ground Lease Parcel Acquisition" on the Project Cost 
Statement, and, subject to the terms of this Agreement, such Loan Budget Amount 
shall be advanced for such purpose. Borrower hereby notifies Administrative 
Agent that the closing of such transaction is scheduled for October 12, 2001. In 
the event an earlier closing date is triggered by notice to FRIT LLC by the 
seller, Borrower shall notify Administrative Agent of such earlier closing date 
promptly upon receipt of the seller's notice. Borrower further agrees that 
contemporaneously with 
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such transaction it will, and will cause Guarantor to, execute and deliver such 
agreements, in proper form for recording in the appropriate land records, 
releasing/reconveying the FRIT Deed of Trust and confirming that the Mortgage 
encumbers the fee interest in the Ground Lease Parcel free of the Ground Lease, 
the FRIT Deed of Trust and related encumbrances as Administrative Agent may 
reasonably request. Upon such delivery and provided the Title Insurer is 
irrevocably and unconditionally committed to issue an endorsement to the title 
policy insuring the Mortgage which removes the Ground Lease, the FRIT Deed of 
Trust and related encumbrances as exceptions to title and adds the fee interest 
in the Ground Lease Parcel to the insured premises thereunder without exceptions 
other than those shown on the title policy issued to Administrative Agent at the 
closing of the Loan and such additional exceptions as may be approved by 
Administrative Agent, (x) Administrative Agent shall, on behalf of Lenders, 
execute and deliver a release of SRI, in form reasonably acceptable to SRI, 
releasing SRI from any and all liability under the Loan Documents and (y) 
Administrative Agent shall execute and deliver to Borrower a termination of the 
FRIT Collateral Assignment and a termination, in recordable form, of the related 
absolute assignment delivered and recorded pursuant thereto. 
 
      Section 8.28  Deferral of Certain Construction-Related Conditions. 
                    --------------------------------------------------- 
Section 4.01 requires that, as a condition to closing of the Loan, Borrower 
shall deliver Plans, permits and authorizations and a General Contract or Major 
Subcontracts covering only portions of the Improvements. The parties hereto 
acknowledge and agree that Plans, permits and authorizations and General 
Contract (or, in the case of Building 5, the Building5/Hotel Construction 
Contract) with respect to the balance of the Improvements (the "Later 
Improvements") will only be required as and when Borrower submits Requisitions 
in respect of Direct and Indirect Costs relating to portions of Later 
Improvements. In connection with the foregoing and with advances under Sections 
4.02 and 4.03, Lenders acknowledge that the representations, warranties, 
covenants and conditions in this Agreement with respect to Plans, construction 
contracts and permits and authorizations shall apply only as Plans are prepared, 
construction contracts are entered into and the requisite permits and 
authorizations are procured. Notwithstanding the foregoing, all advances of 
proceeds of the Loan remain subject to Borrower's satisfaction of all of the 
other conditions and provisions of this Agreement, and the further conditions 
that all advances of Loan proceeds shall be for and in respect of actual 
construction and for work performed in accordance with approved Plans and valid 
building and other permits and authorizations (as are then required given the 
stage of construction) and pursuant to a General Contract (or Building 5/Hotel 
Construction Contract) approved by Agents and the Construction Consultant (all 
of which items shall be delivered to the Agents and the Construction Consultant 
in sufficient time to allow reasonable time for review prior to the advance), 
and in respect of which all representations, warranties, covenants and 
conditions herein shall apply. Borrower covenants, promptly upon the execution 
and procurement of, respectively, Plans, construction contracts and permits and 
authorizations, to deliver the same to Agents and the Construction Consultant 
and to otherwise comply with the provisions of this Agreement with respect 
thereto. 
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     Section 8.29  Subordination to Easement Plan.  Provided there exists no 
                   ------------------------------ 
Default or Event of Default, Administrative Agent shall, upon Borrower's written 
request, consent to and subordinate the Mortgage to an "Easement Plan" (as such 
quoted term is defined in the Declaration) satisfactory in form and substance to 
Administrative Agent, and shall execute the appropriate instruments 
(satisfactory to Administrative Agent in all respects) in recordable form to 
effect such consent and subordination, upon the satisfaction of the following 
conditions: 
 
          (a)  Borrower shall have caused to be duly executed and delivered to 
     Administrative Agent, an agreement, in form and substance satisfactory to 
     Administrative Agent, spreading the lien of the Mortgage to the Easement 
     Plan; 
 
          (b)  Administrative Agent shall have received an endorsement, 
     satisfactory to it, to the title policy for the Mortgage to insure the 
     spreader agreement referred to in clause (a) above; and 
 
          (c)  Administrative Agent shall have received payment of all of its 
     out-of-pocket expenses, including attorneys' fees and expenses, in 
     connection with the foregoing. 
 
     Section 8.30  Release of Common Road Parcel.  Provided there exists no 
                   ----------------------------- 
Default or Event of Default, Administrative Agent shall release the lien and 
effect of the Mortgage from the portion of the Premises identified in Schedule A 
of the Mortgage as "Parcel Four", subject to the satisfaction of the following 
conditions: (i) all conditions to the making of the Initial Advance shall have 
been satisfied, (ii) said portion of the Premises shall simultaneously be 
conveyed to the Association as contemplated by, and subject to the terms of, the 
Declaration and (iii) Administrative Agent shall have received an endorsement to 
the title insurance policy for the Mortgage insuring the Mortgage will be in no 
way impaired as a result of the release. 
 
     Section 8.31  Conveyance of Garage Portions.  Notwithstanding the 
                   ----------------------------- 
provisions of Section 2.01(l) of the Mortgage, provided there exists no Default 
or Event of Default, Borrower shall be permitted to convey any or all of the 
"Parking Garage Portions" (as defined in the Declaration) to the Association, 
each such conveyance to be subject to the Mortgage, upon satisfaction of the 
following conditions: (i) the Vertical Subdivision with respect to the relevant 
lot(s) shall have occurred and all conditions in Section 8.26 with respect 
thereto shall have been satisfied, such that the Parking Garage Portion(s) to be 
conveyed constitute(s) separate legal parcel(s) and (ii) Administrative Agent 
shall have received an opinion of counsel or other reasonable assurance that the 
lien and effect of the Mortgage will not be impaired in any way as a result of 
such conveyance. 
 
     Section 8.32  Building 5 Retail Shell Construction and Reimbursement. 
                   ------------------------------------------------------ 
Borrower, Lenders and Administrative Agent acknowledge and agree that a portion 
of the Improvements, consisting of the Building 5 retail shell located beneath 
the Hotel (the "Building 5 Retail Shell") is to be constructed on behalf of 
Borrower by the Hotel Operator (and consequently is not covered by a General 
Contract).  The costs of such 
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construction are to be paid to or on behalf of Hotel Operator by FRIT LLC 
pursuant to the Hotel Lease. Such obligations of FRIT LLC are covered under the 
Loan Budget Amount for "General Contractor", representing a $7,484,444 portion 
of said Loan Budget Amount. Said portion of said Loan Budget Amount shall be 
advanced from time to time as construction of the Building 5 Retail Shell 
progresses, subject to the receipt and approval (not to be unreasonably 
withheld) by the Construction Consultant and Administrative Agent of copies of 
the applicable requisition under the Hotel Lease and the supporting 
documentation submitted with such requisition, together with such other 
documentation, such as lien waivers, as Administrative Agent shall reasonably 
request and shall be reasonably available to Borrower. 
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     IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed and delivered this Agreement 
as of the day and year first above written, the execution hereof by Borrower 
constituting (a) a certification by the party or parties executing on its behalf 
that the representations and warranties made in Article V are true and correct 
as of the date hereof and that each of them duly holds and is incumbent in the 
position indicated under his or her name and (b) the undertaking of said party 
or parties that each Requisition, whether or not personally made by any or all 
of them, shall constitute the personal affirmation on the part of each of them 
that at the time thereof said representations and warranties are true and 
correct. 
 
                              FRIT SAN JOSE TOWN AND COUNTRY VILLAGE, LLC 
 
                              By:  Street Retail, Inc., its Managing Member 
 
 
                                   By ____________________________________ 
                                      Name: 
                                      Title: 
 
                              Address for notices: 
 
                              c/o Federal Realty Investment Trust 
                              1626 East Jefferson Street 
                              Rockville, Maryland 20852-4041 
                              Attention:  Legal Department 
                              Telephone:  (301) 998-8100 
                              Telecopier: (301) 998-3703 
 
 
                              SAN JOSE RESIDENTIAL, INC. 
 
 
                              By __________________________________________ 
                                 Name: 
                                 Title: 
 
                              Address for notices: 
 
                              c/o Federal Realty Investment Trust 
                              1626 East Jefferson Street 
                              Rockville, Maryland 20852-4041 
                              Attention:  Legal Department 
                              Telephone:  (301) 998-8100 
                              Telecopier: (301) 998-3703 
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                              STREET RETAIL, INC. 
 
 
                              By __________________________________________ 
                                 Name: 
                                 Title: 
 
                              Address for notices: 
 
                              c/o Federal Realty Investment Trust 
                              1626 East Jefferson Street 
                              Rockville, Maryland 20852-4041 
                              Attention:  Legal Department 
                              Telephone:  (301) 998-8100 
                              Telecopier: (301) 998-3703 
 
 
                              COMMERZBANK AG, NEW YORK BRANCH (as Lender and 
                              Administrative Agent) 
 
 
                              By __________________________________________ 
                                 Name: 
                                 Title: 
 
 
                              By __________________________________________ 
                                 Name: 
                                 Title: 
 
                              Address for notices and Applicable Lending Office: 
 
                              Commerzbank AG, New York Branch 
                              Real Estate Finance 
                              2 World Financial Center 
                              New York, New York 10281-1050 
                              Attention:  Douglas Traynor 
                              Telephone:  (212) 266-7569 
                              Telecopier: (212) 266-7565 
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                              FLEET NATIONAL BANK 
                              (as Lender and Syndication Agent) 
 
 
                              By __________________________________________ 
                                 Name: 
                                 Title: 
 
                              Address for notices and Applicable Lending Office: 
 
                              Fleet National Bank 
                              Mail Stop:  MA DE 10009A 
                              100 Federal Street 
                              Boston, Massachusetts 02110 
                              Attention:  James L. Keough 
                              Telephone:  (617) 434-6322 
                              Telecopier: (617) 434-6384 
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                              BAYERISCHE HYPO- UND VEREINSBANK AG, NEW YORK 
                              BRANCH (as Lender and Documentation Agent) 
 
 
                              By __________________________________________ 
                                 Name: 
                                 Title: 
 
 
                              By __________________________________________ 
                                 Name: 
                                 Title: 
 
 
                              Address for notices and Applicable Lending Office: 
 
                              Bayerische Hypo- und Vereinsbank AG, New York 
                              Branch 
                              Real Estate Lending 
                              622 Third Avenue 
                              New York, NY  10017 
                              Attention:  Dennis Tracey 
                              Telephone:  (212) 672-5770 
                              Telecopier: (212) 672-5527 
 
 
                              MIDFIRST BANK 
 
 
                              By __________________________________________ 
                                Name: 
                                Title: 
 
                              Address for notices and 
                              Applicable Lending Office: 
 
                              MidFirst Bank 
                              501 NW Grand Blvd., Suite 160 
                              Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73118 
                              Attention:  Douglas L. Ruhl 
                              Telephone:  (405) 767-7133 
                              Telecopier: (405) 767-7149 
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                              BAYERISCHE LANDESBANK, 
                                CAYMAN ISLANDS BRANCH 
 
 
                              By __________________________________________ 
                                 Name: 
                                 Title: 
 
 
                              By __________________________________________ 
                                Name: 
                                Title: 
 
                              Address for notices and 
                              Applicable Lending Office: 
 
                              Bayerische Landesbank, 
                                Cayman Islands Branch 
                              560 Lexington Avenue 
                              18/th/ Floor 
                              New York, New York 10022 
                              Attention:  Paul Ragusin 
                              Telephone:  (212) 230-9119 
                              Telecopier: (212) 230-9114 
 
 
                              BANK OF MONTREAL 
 
 
                              By __________________________________________ 
                                Name: 
                                Title: 
 
                              Address for notices and 
                              Applicable Lending Office: 
 
                              Bank of Montreal 
                              115 South LaSalle Street 
                              Chicago, Illinois 60603 
                              Attention:  Thomas Batterham 
                              Telephone:   (312) 293-8364 
                              Telecopier:  (312) 293-5852 
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                              LANDESBANK HESSEN-THURINGEN GIROZENTRALE, 
                                NEW YORK BRANCH 
 
 
                              By __________________________________________ 
                                Name: 
                                Title: 
 
 
                              By __________________________________________ 
                                Name: 
                                Title: 
 
                              Address for notices and 
                              Applicable Lending Office: 
 
                              Landesbank Hessen-Thuringen Girozentrale, 
                                   New York Branch 
                              420 Fifth Avenue 
                              New York, New York 10018-2729 
                              Attention:  Alfred Koch 
                              Telephone:  (212) 703-5307 
                              Telecopier: (212) 703-5296 
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